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•Local Teachers

SUPPORT MOVE FOR MORE PAY
Say Cost Of
Living Up,
Income Low

Win Round In Baffle To Save Boy's Life

A $400 salary increase for Men,phis teachers hinged at weekend
on the attitude the City CommisMISSISSipel
TENNESSEE
&Mon takes tuward the $15 millionARKANSAS
his budget the Memphis Board
of Education approved and passed
on to the city commissiuners.
The budget submitted would pro-,
vide for the city paying up to
'The Sosdaks Ondepertalent Weekty$250 to teachers to go along with ]
the at least $150 boost expected
from the state legislature.
Gov. Clement has proposed that
VI—No. 14
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1957
teachers pay be raised $150 next VOL.
year and another $50 the following
year. The Tennessee Education
association is working for a $400
pay raise over the same two-year
period. PRINCIPALS SPEAK
Gov. Clement has said that the
$400 raise could not be granted r
over the two-year period without]
either raising taxes or creating a
budget deficit.
Meanwhile, Memphis Negro
school principals joined others
throughout the city and state showing keen interest in the pay-boost
itituation and support of the TEA roposal.
•
PRINCIPAL HARRY T. CASH,
of Hamilton High, president of the
Memphis Principals Association,
rave these faas pertaining to the,
State salary schedule:
"The lowest salary schedule for
the beginning certified teacher
with two years of college is $1,630.
The duties and full responsibility of a postal superThe beginning salary for a teach.1
Cr with a Bachelor's degree is visor were handed to Robert E. Mebane effective Jan. 26,
$2,250. and after 15 years of ox- 1957.
By STAFF WRITER
perience she can make only 53,Mr. Mebane, a former parcel post carrier at Davisi
000. Twenty five percent of e..r
Possible widespread deception
Foreteachers in the state receive tardy Station Post Office, was promoted to the positioon of
on the part of some Negroes has
$2,500 a year. Teachers in 24 cous- 1 Man] assigned to Davis Station.
contributed to the high illegitiintegrated
ties in our state isiet year avey),;• and placed in charge of
macy figure reported by the Teniswith
duties
of
super
personnel
,
ed less than $2,500. TherPe-aer.
nessee Welfare Commissioner's
bemovement
of
\nails
the
states in the U. S. that rye fror;
office, according to confidential
'
,] ing
dated salary schedules.
sources.
ere *a tween stations and depots, a posi‘
y.
tion formerly held by Williant
only four of4them below
The rerserts came to the Tritee's salary schedule. OurAtide -Owen, present superinVendent of
State Defender last week its part
spending only $168 a year per pu- George W. Lee Station.
of the reaction among 'Negroes
According to Republican leerier,
pil for current operating costs. We
to the statement issued earlier in
are two or three states from the Lt. George W. Lee. "This promothe week by Welfare Commissiontion Of a qualified Negro who has
First Unitarian church; Rev.
RRDUCING RACIAL TEN.
ottom on this score.
er Christine Reynolds, showing
John C. MIckle, pastor Second
SIONS in the Southlend was
"The cost of living is at an all- merited his promotion through the
that 63.4 percent of all illegitimate
Congregational church and Dr.
the subject discussed, by this
time high, and our salaries are outstanding performance of his duchildren on Aid for Dependent
Floyd Crawford, of the depanel Sunday night at Metroso low that we are not attracting ties as a parcel post carrier, and
Children rolls in Tennessee are
has passed the qualifying examipartment of history, LeMoyne
politan Baptist church, a feaNegroes.
See MORE PAY, Page 2
nation, merely reBects the Amercollege. Members agreed that
ture of the annual observance
The reported trickery stems
ican concept of equality of opthe fact there are tensions infrom the alleged practice of some
of the Brotherhood organits•
portunity which we believe in, and
dicate that changes are being
marrieddslegro women hard press(ion. Dr. Hollis F. Price, left,
which has made America the true
ed economically, who when expectpresident of LeMoyne college,
made. Some felt the church
land of opportunity for all.
ing a baby, swallow their pride
Other
had a real role to play in reserved as moderator.
:RANKS FIRST'
and go to welfare agencies for
ducing tensions and that the
members, from left, were
'Memphis ranks first among
medical and other assistance.
churches of the south, generRev. Paul Carnes, pastor of
ROBERT E. MEBANE
They report themselves as unTeachers See MEBANE Page 2
married and take further refuge
in such excuses as not knowing
NASHVILLE — A Tennessee]
who the expected baby's father
legislator has take steps to preis; not knowing where the father
vent teachers from discussing inis at the time of expectancy; and
tegration with students.
not wanting to wed the father beRep. Harry Lee Senter of Briscause their affair had ended.
tol, and last week he had introCHEAPER MATERNITY FEE
duced a bill in the douse which
It was pointed out that the guilThe Tennessee Principals' Association will meet at
would require that teachers be dis]
ty married women employ this
Tennessee's
attorney
and
advocate
generals,
George
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 2. It has
barged if they violated the law.
trickery because unmarried moth- Cameron High School,
He said that teachers would he F. AlcCanless and Nat Tipton, earlier this week filed a pe- ers-to-he do not have to pay the been announced by the President, J. C. Hull, principal of
iable to dismissal "for making tition with the U.S. Sixth Circi4t Court of Appeals in same fees for giving birth to a
Cameron High school, Nashville, Tenn., that registration
pronouncements, engaging in or
Cicinnnati, seeking a rehearing of the appeals court's re- child as do married women.
at 9:30 in the morning.
••. promoting activities or discussions
Married couples are expected to will begin
The meeting proper will begin
for the purpose of influencing versal of West Tennessee Federal District Judge Marion pay hospital, docior and medical
principals will re- will divide themselves into three
Students or others with regard to Beyd's approval of a gradual debills in proportion to their family at 10 a.m. The
ceive the services of Dr. Charity groups for discussion of such topthe problem of integrating t h e!segregation plan
for Memphis University of Tennessee system. income at birth of a baby.
races."
State college (now university) and
The state's chief legal officers
An unmarried mother who ob- Mance, professor of psychology ics as supervision, curriculum and
The bill has not passed either all other state supported institu- are seeking the rehe,aring "upon tains help from ADC gets a much and education and consultant on human relations. The chairman of
house of the legislature.
ions of higher learning except the the ground that there are two fac- cheaper rate. Sources revealed In-Service Teacher Education, as the various groups will be G. A.
' principal speaker.
Key, Louis Hobson and William
See MSC CASE, Page 2
See BIRTH RATE, Page 2
In the afternoon, the principals] Fort. They will be responsible for
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Some Workers In YMCA Membership Drive

Funeral services for Mrs. Ahnie L. Flake, of 306 S.
Wellington, retired teacher and owner of extensive rental
property, were to be held this Thursday 3 p.m. at Mt.
Olive Cathedral, Rev. H. C. Bunton, minister, officiating.
Burial in Elmwood cemetery, S. W. Qualls Funeral

ilk

e in charge.
• Mrs. Flake died at her home sissippi Industrial college at Holabout I p.m. last Saturday. She ly Springs and in 1954 she earnhad been ill of a heart condition ed her Masters degree from Tenfor several years. She was 62.
nessee State university.
Born in Rome, Ga.,. Mrs. Flake
Mrs. Flake retired from the
came to Memphis Is a young city school system a year ago to
woman. She attended Mary end a tenure of about 35 years
Holmes Seminary for Girls at teaching in Memphis and a teachWest Point. Miss. She received ing
••
career of around 39 years.
her bachelor's degree from Mis- She taught four years in Missis-

MRS. AfAIME L. FLAKE

sippi before coming to Memphis.
Mrs. Flake belonged to the Rosary Art club, the Hiawatha club,
the Now and Then club of the
Mt. Olive Cathedral and was active,in civic, charitable and educational circles. She once contributed 5,000 books to Mississippi
Industrial.
She was the widow of the laie
Rev. James M. Flake, who also
was a railway postal clerk.
She leaves a son, Julius Flake,
of Memphis, and one sister, Mrs.
Irene Tate, of Cleveland Also
cousins, Mr and Mrs. Ethan Carter, of St. Louis. Mr. Flake is
married and father of four children, Caesar, Reginald, Carl and
Michelle Denise,

YMCA CAMP4IGN WORKERS — The Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA annual membership enrollment campaign
got underwae last week, with
a minimum goal of one thousand new members. The kickoff meeting was held lust Fri•
day. Shown are some of the

T h e first round in a legal
battle that may mean life or death
for a 17-year-old Mississippi youth
who claims police beatings forced
him to confess to raping a 12-yearold white girl, went to the defense
with the granting of a trial change
of venue.
Atty. Abe Sherman, of Clarksdale, told the Defender last week
the trial would be moved out (31
Coahoma county, in which Clarksdale is located, and be held in
Greenville, county seat for Washington county.
Atty. Sherman, who was asked
by Negroes to represent Lindy
Joe Gaines, also of Clarksdale,
said the trial would most likely'
come up during the July term 01
court at Greenville.
HIGH FEELINGS
Coahoma County Sheriff Leighton S. Miller and three members
of the Coahoma county bar took
the stand to testify it would hardly be possible for Gaines to gat
a fair trial in Coahoma county
because of high feelings that re.
stilted from three rapines in the
Clarksdale area last year.
Asked if their testimony meant
the defense was picking up new
support, Atty. Sherman, consider%
ed a liberal in the Mississippi delta, replied:
"There's just the Lord and me
representing this boy, we stand
alone.''
Atty. Sherman said be would
attack the admissability of the CODa
fession on the grounds it was unlawfully, forceably obtained. lie
said the boy was beaten and he
does not believe the confession
will be admitted as evidence.
ALABAMA CASE
Just recently the U. S. Supreme
See LIFE, Page 2

State Principals' Group To
Meet In Nashville On Feb. 2

MSC Case In For
More Delay

Bury Mrs. A. Flake,
Retired Teacher, Here

ally, have not shared fully its
responsibility. Members also
agreed the matter of enforce.
ment should be shared by In.
cal, state and federal govern.
ments and that if everyone
who takes an oath to uphold
the law would carry out his
duties the problems inevitable
with a changing order would
be fewer. (Withers Photo)

Get Change
Of Scene
For Trial

campaign workers who attend.
ed the pre • kickoff session;
Seated, left to right, front row.
Dunbar Reed, of the Associate
Area Council YMCA, who is
doing a noteworthy job of coordinating the campaign; Mrs.
Ernestine ;Tarim, ,ats.
Newman, L. Alex Wilson, gen-

era! campaign chairman and
editor of the Tri-State Defen•
der; Miss Valtins Green,
Mrs. Thelma G. Hooks, Miss
Lola Watson, L. O. Swingler,
executive secretary of t h e
Abe Scharff YMCA. Second
row] Miss Annie Mae Williamson, Prof. E. L. Wash'

barn, of Lincoln school: Miss
Jean Townsend, B. T. Johnson,
Mrs. Edna Swingler, Prof. R.
J. Roddy of Woodstock school;
Mrs. Ann'Hall and I.. S. Wade.
Third row: R. L. Wehuni,
Thomas Willis, Edgar
Davis, Melvin Robinson. I) .1.
Thomas II and John A. Arnold.

guiding the discussions and bringing in summaries to the final session in the afternoon.
The Principals' Association was
organized at A & I State university in 1950 with J. L. Sects of
McKinsey, Tenn. as its first president. It has met each year since
with W. M. Fort, Nashville, Tenn.,
C. B. Robinson, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; and Ezra Ford, Memphis,
See PRINCIPALS, Page 2

TO APPEAR AT LAKE — Mar.
Ian
Anderson, internationally
known singer, will appear in concert at Lane college, Jackson.
Tenn., on Thursday evening, Feb.
7. Her appearance will climax a
three day 75th anniversary cgsbration of the well known instItu•
tion. The observance was slated Ps
begin on Feb. 5. The public is ba,
ytted to hear Miss Anderson.

Appoint Rev. Brewster
To New Baptist Post
Rev. W. Herffert Brewster, ganizations throughout Ameriete
known throughout the South as a to compete for scholarships, ete.
great radio minister, and through- (4) To crusade for a censorout the nation, as an orator, edu- ship of present day "Church Mutcator, dramatist, poet and soft- rc;"—to give recommendations of
writer, was made National co-or- the 14t songs, songwriters, redinator of music and worship for cordings and orders of services for
the National Baptist Convention, local churches. Also, to register
U. S. A., Inc., in the meeting of
the convention in Hot Springs last
week.
Dr. Brewster will be the first
minister to serve in such a capacity, ih the 77-year-history of
the convention.
As coordinator of music and
worship, it will be his responsibility to: (1) Regulate and direct
the musical and worship phases of
the Convention's activities a n d
programs.
TO END CARNIVAL
(2) To assemble, recommend,
and set in motion, to improve the
REV. W. H. RAMMER
properiety and effectiveness of the
worship services, and thus create and endorse the best and more
and maintain a more sacred at- worthy singing groups and individmosphere in the convention, that uals. so as to distinguish them
will eliminate the carnival atmos- from the churchless racketeers,
phere that is, too often, witness- who prey on churches, calling
themselves 'gospel singers' a
d
ed.
(3) To inject life and spiritual- many of them are not even church
'members.
ity into each !cession of the eon
Rev. Brewster was appointed 1*
vention, through an intelligent —
and yet. more dynamic type of the position by Dr. J. H. Jacksinging, assembling the best avail- son, president of the National Bap• -•
able talent, from churches and or- tist convention, USA.
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News In Nutshell

MSC Case

Negro History WeekSet
At LeMoyne Feb. 3-10

National Negro History Week
will be observed on the LeMoyne
college campus Feb. 3 throughout
Feb. 10. Guest speaker and consultant for the week will be Mrs.
law is the law for everybody ta Myrtle Brodie Crawford, social
spirit,"
and
intent
its
obey, both
science instructor at Central High
the Bishop told the Christian Meth- school, Louisville, Ky.
odist Episcopal Winter Council and
LeMoyne is marking the observConference on Preaching at Mt ance one week early. The annual

cial study of the Negro in hisand has written plays based]

tory,

Dr. Alpheus Butler
Wins Literary Honor

(Continued from Page I)

County

tors evidently not considered by
the majority opinion in arriving
at .the decision of the Court."
In a two to one majority opinion, filed by Judge Charles C. Simons of Detroit and Judge Florence Allen of Cleveland with Judge
Shackelford Miller, jr. of Louisville, dissenting, the appeals court
reversed Judge. Boyd's approval of
the plan proposed by the state
board of education in thesuit
heard here Oct. 5, 1955 brought
by five Negro students seeking admission to Memphis State on the
undergraduate level.

el

HOLLY
James

SPRINGS,

Alpheus

Butler,

Miss —
Ph.D ,

Mississippi Industrial college
students recently presented in
Carnegie Hall his interlude entitled "Walk in the Garden of Ly,,
ric Art.
His new volume of sonnets and
lyrics is entitled "The Things We
Like to Do."

head of the Division of English
United Nations.
and Literary Philosophies, MissisShe served as lecturer in edusippi Industrial college, H 0 II y
tension in the South could
cation and as a director of workSprings. Miss., has received from
belliontilved if every American reshops at the University of LouisDennis Hartman, secretary of the
ville during the summer of 1955.
aligerthe 1954 Supreme Court deNational Poetry association, Los
principal
was
for
is
everyMrs. Crawford
seVegation decision
The ministers have just returnAngeles, Calif., a notification of
Fisk
the
for
body, Bishop J. Arthur Hamlett
October
last
speaker
ed from the mid-winter session of
acceptance of his sonnet entitled
Cathedral.
Fisk
Olive
at
"The
week.
last
Memphis
celebration
Day
Jubilee
liaid;in
the National Baptist Convention
"Philosopher and Saint" for pubuniversity.
which was held in Hot Springs,
lication in the new edition of the
Wife of Dr. Floyd W. Craw- Ark, and now are preparing for
National Poetry Anthology f o r
•
ford, a member of the LeMoyne the State Mid-winter Session of RULING REVERSED
(Cootlaued from Page 1)
Teachers and Librarians.
ENOXVILLE — Federal Judge tion of Knoxville schools. The N.
The state's plan, approved by
college history department, she is the National Baptist Convention
Dr. Butler's sonnet is one of
Robert L. Taylor, last week, gave
ia
7
Jan.
suit
filed
P.
C,
A.
A.
a member of Grace Presbyterian which will convene in February Judge Boyd, sought to have Ne- about 450 chosen from over 8,000 Court overruled the conviction of
the Knoxville school board until
Court asking that
District
S.
U.
church of Louisville and is a pop- at the Eastern Star Baptist church groes admitted on the graduate manuscripts sent in by teachers, an Alabama Negro who also said
suit
a
to
answers
file
to
22
March
- ular speaker among church and Memphis, Tenn., Rev. Wm, Field, level first and then down a grade instructors, professors and librar- the confession he made to raping
by Negroes seeking racial integra- city schools be desegregated.
each year until classes would be ians.
community clubs.
the daughter of a mayor was gain'pastor.
ed through police force.
Rev. A. Terrell, pastor, Holly fully integrated.
OTHER AWARDS
On Jan. 14 this year at an ap- The first edition of the National
Grove Baptist church, R i p le y,
Gaines, who was just 16 when
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa is color blind" and "No univerTenn and wife, Rev. J. L. Burk- peal hearing in the Cincinnati Anthology for Teachers and Li- arrested last summer during a
now
— White college students demon- sity apartheid (segregation)
brought
court
the
by
for
attorneys
Baptist
Canaan
pastor
Old
ley,
brarians will consist of 1,500 num- time when tensions in Clarksdale
strated here last week against the or ever." The government has
church and Rev. L. Nelson, the the five Negroes, the appeals court bered copies handsomely bound had resulted in a midnight curgovernment's decision to set up
(Continued from Page 1)
it will introduce necessary
convention field reversed Boyd's ruling and lahel- in full cloth with title in gold and few, is charged with rape and
Tennessee
said
BME
separate universities for whites an
worker, represented Lauderdale led the "top to bottom" plan as will contain about 450 pages.
session
robbeey. He allegedly confessed to
non-whites. They carried placards legislation in the current
young teachers to the profession.
"non compliance with the declar- Previously Dr. Butler has re- both.
County at the Convention.
bearing the slogans; 'Knowledge of Parliament.
The salaries paid teachers of January 25 pulled the curtain on ation of the U. S. Supreme Court
ceived several national awards
However, after a Citizens ComMemphis are deplorable, and in the hunting season which has been . .
for inspirational-philosophical cre- mittee which included one Negro
most instances, must be supple- creating much interest among "To deny entrance to
these ative writing ,including a golden
member studied the ccnfessions,
mented by the teacher doing other
Veit' deBerry, 14, of 388 Cyn-iner, 36, of 306 S. Wellington. He
many of Ripley and Lauderdale plaintiffs for five years and to medallion f o r
Distinguished Gaines later told the Negro memhours.
school
after
work
patrolman
safety
hospischool
Gaston
place
the
at
them
thia, a
bottom of the Achievement in Literature from
was treated at John
county sportsmen. A few such perber, Charles Stringer, he robed
'BETTER SOCIETY'
'
for Leath school received painful
sons as Milton Robinson, Robert list regardless of applications for the Schroeder Foundation, a Lit- his former employee but that he
last tat and sent home. Mrs. Conner
"this situation could and should
MYRTLE B. CRAWFORD
cuts about 3:30 one school day
MRS.
to
sebans
entrance
a
of
majority
Jacox, Johnny McBride, De Frank
erary Memorial dedicated to the signed the rape confession only
given a ticket for failing to
be ,eliminated by an increase in
weeic when he was hit by a car was
Gildon Lake, James Tay- this court to be anon compliance advancement of the cultural arts. after being beaten by officers.
observance, sponsored nationally salary which would enable t h e Crook,
the
with
the
of
declaration
Su
driven by Mrs. Helen Myrtle Con- . yield to a pedestrian.
even
C."Brent,
J.
lor, S. E. Moore,
by the Association for the Study teacher to give more time to imBOY STANDING UP WELL
though he was not able to hunt preme Court," the majority opinof Negro Life and History, is Feb proving his or her teaching and
Mr. Stringer reported that one
many times this 4ast season. Rev. ion stated.
10-17.
standards
higher
of ft G. Murray, Rev. Wm. Morto meet the
side of the boy's head was swolMcKenzie
At the original hearing here the
Mrs.
confronted
They
Mrs.
accused
officers
Two police
Theme of this year's observance living. The teacher is called on to
len when he visited him in jail.
gan and many others, are known state's attorneys sought to justify
of the Blue with the beer and found the bill.
Tda Mae McKenzie,
Atty. Sherman was asked to repoffered them $50 is: "Negro History in the Devel- support financially every effort veterans on the job, but such per- the state's plan on the grounds
(Continued
from
1)
Page
Goole Cafe at 685 Firestone a They say she
opment of Racial Understanding". sponsored in the community, sons as V. Wheeler, Levi Moore, that "unbridled admission" of Neresent Gaines by the Coahorna
trying to bribe them after a teen- and gave them $20, saying they
The LeMoyne college program which in itself works a hardship James Halliburton, have proved groes would tax the facilities of that married womea who take ad- County Negro Citizens Committee
for the
age boy bought beer illegally in could come back later
violat- is being sponsored by the social on the already low salary.
their interest in hunting and or- Memphis State and possibly cause vantage of the service for the after another lawyer decided to
ber cafe. The youth bought a quart rest. She was charged with
"The hope of a better society lie ganized an Automatic club by re- It to lose Its accreditation.
with science deportment. Prof. Howard
needy realize they are branding give up the ease.
of beer and returned to the offi- ing the beer ordinance and
Gaines, eldest child in a famofficer, E. Sims is chairman of the Negro in education. The founders of this cently purchasing automatic guns.
Taking cognizance of this argu- their offspring as illegitimate, but
cer, after buying it with a mark- attempting to bribe an
History Week committee.
nation regarded education as a S. E. Moore has laid his two ment the appeals court majority know that if necessary they can ily of seven, had been out of
ed dollar bill they had given him. which is a state offense.
sacred duty. No man can be a sticks down and purchased an au- opinion felt "the Board (State establish legal marital status.
school trying to help support the
PUBLIC INVITED
student of birth, growth and de- tomatic gun. M. Robinson reports Board of Education) is authorized MAYBE THIS WOULD HELP
family, his mother being a widMrs. Crawford will speak at
velopment of our free institutions these guns have greatly improved to establish a limit to the number Further comment from the pub- OW.
Ptelle Newbern, the culminating program of the
Damages of $25,000 were asked wife, Mrs. Mary
Atty. Sherman said the youth "is
Friday without realizing that from the be- their percentage records. Several of admissions, but the Board is lic disclosed that more rigid inbias -Circuit Court suit last week was dead when slit reached the LeMoyne observance on
C. ginning the cornerstone of Amer- persons have outstanding rec- not authorized to establish limi- vestigation of mothers seeking A. standing up to it all very well. He
bg.Willie Newbern, of 625 Glank- hospital on March
1956, but he morning, Feb. 8, at 10:30 in
ican liberty and development has ords but no one has been declared tations based upon race or color." D. C. might expose the alleged ".as more courage than. I have."
ereagainst Dr. .1, R. Beabeaut II, refused to permit) an autopsy Arthur truce hall. The public is an agency created for the purpose
deception, and result in reduction
champion for the season as yet. NO POWER TO LIMIT
invited to hear her address.
County coroner; Dr. Douglas It.
of recreating society.
It would be feasible," the ma- of the figure on illegitimacy charIf talking hunting out of season
hospital staff
Mrs. Crawford received h e r
Sprount, director of the pathology on her although
"As
increas-i
become
has
life
would be one of the standards or jority opinion further stated, ged against the Negro population
He said his
department at the University of members requested it.
bachelor of arts degree from Fisk ugly complex, as it has
ste9P
criteria' for selecting the cham- "and legitimate for M emph is here.
and the auignored
were
wishes
Medicine;
sciof
of
College
master
Tennessee
university and her
up its tempo, and as an increas- pion, L. 0. Gillespie no doubt State, in order to prevent overComm. Reynolds' report show.,
anyway. His
Dr. Cyrus C. Erickson, associate topsy was performed
ence degree from the University of ingly larger burden of educationwould be crowned King of the crowding and loss of accreditation, ed 16.2 percent of the children of
released to a
She has made a _six- al responsibility has been delegatdirector, and Robert C. Hardy, wife's body was not
Indiana.
season, but when it comes to rec- to limit its substantial out of state Tennessee's population are Neuntil the
superintendent of John Gaston hos- funeral home for burial
ed to the teachers, they are doing ords and performance, he does not membershiu, but the plan
con- groes; 33 percent of the children
pital. Newbern charged that his next day.
•
e
an excellent job of training our have any to offer lie plans to templates no such limitations."
receiving ADC are Negroes; and
youth of Memphis in becoming go hunting but something over
WASHINGTON. D. C. — Action
It is on these two points that 63.4 percent of illegitimate chilgood citizens, capable of making which he has no control inter- McCanless and Tipton base their dren receiving ADC are Negroes. may be forthcoming from Presihands."
my
warm
"to
try
to
der
droppaper
of
piece
dent
a living and accepting the respon- venes. The group has decided to plea for a rehearing contending INCOMPLETE PICTURE
Eisenhower on a plea made
A flaming
flames spread quickly a n d
(Continued from Page 1)
sibilities which life in a republic give him one more season to prove that, according to their interprepod on the bed of 5-month-old The
Only 23, or less than one per- by a group of Negroes who met
brother, Robin
h:, Ga. recently to map
Agt
Floyd Rivers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles and another
him.
on
imposes
up what he can do hunting or hush tations, the State Board of Edu- cent of the 2.988 illegitimate chilfront door. The Tenn., serving as presidents. Thes
sin compliance with the
Charles Rivers, of 1715 Orr (rear) ert. 2, ran out the
"For these reasons our teachers up about what he can do hunt- cation has no power "expressed dren in Shelby County receiving plan
organithe
built
have
gentlemen
-sliguse
e
eiT
left
had
Supjame Oourt's decisions on inresulted in the destruction of the boys' mother
should be paid salaries cdespar- ing. Rev. R. G. Murray went out or implied" to place limitations ADC were reported as white,
a
in
is
it
where
point
a
to
zation
volt
to
earlier
minutes
frame dwelling and the death of about 30
workers."
The latter figures come from tegretionthe other day, walked up three on the number of students.
next bloi.e. she position to express the will and able to skilled
the baby last week. His brother, a neighbor in the
President Eisenhower told a
birds and killed three birds. It WAS
The state attorneys also charge John Gaston hospital where the
segment of PROF. CAMPBELL
certain
a
of
opinion
her
heary
she
when
home
ran
Charles, 3, said he ignited the paprincipals of the State of Ten- Prof. Floyd M. Campbell, of reported that- Rev. Wm. Morgan the appeals courts of proceeding service was rendered. Since pub- news conference last week that
the
was'too
it
But
fire.
on
was
house
-burnthe request he, received calling for
per by sticking it in a wood
nessee. G. A. Key will be the next Melrose High school, said "Teach- was hunting and killed two rabbits "upon the hypothesis that ths five lic funds are involved the records
ing heater in the bedroom in or- late.
him to make a major address in
president as he is at present the ers should have a raise because with his shotgun, looked at the plaintiffs are the only ones who on the births are PUBLIC.
The report does not give a a southern city supporting the
of the work involved and the rabbits and said that he was would be affected."
first vice president.
picture of illegitimacy high tribunal's edicts had been reimportance of their service. to our tearing them up too bad; thereThe original suit, the attorneys TRUE
The executive committee has sedeputies found the 1,000-galthe total welfare of fore he carried his shotgun contend, "was brought as a class among whites in the county since ferred "to the Department of JusCarl Cole, 22. of 4595 Benjes- and
general theme: "A children and
its
as
lected
deserthome, got his rifle and killed three action, not only for the benefit some victimized families are able tice for study and advice to me."
our country."
town rd.. was held to the state ton still in operation in a
Look at the Job of the Principal
The plea to the President was
Presently. Mr. Campbell said, more for his day's bag limit.
of the plaintiffs but as well as to provide PRIVATE medical care
last week by Sessions Judge Rob- I ed frame shack on Benjestown rd.
Our Changing Times."
opunder.
Herbert Hardin, the w onder others situated in like positions." for unwed mothers-to-be. The rec- made after several churches and
"Teachers are the most
ert Hoffman, charged with
They confiscated a 1956 Chevrolet
sento
attempt
will
meeting
This
He
still.
on
ords
Amer.
Consuch
Johnson
not
are
homes
public proppaid professional group in
were bombed in Montgomcoach for boys at
erating an illegal whiskey
HEAVY POTENTIAL
the scene. Check sitize the principal to the duties lea,"
ery, Ala.
solidated school who has not lost
pleaded not guilty and bond was pickup truck at
Further contending that "within erty.
perform in his everymust
he
that
Cole.
to
led
license
its
of
Reeves
yet
is
county
Edward
the
within
game
Sheriff
TEA
the
of
a
$750.
approved
he.
at
set
Ile said
the normal area served by the
day job as principal. In addition, proposal.
seeking his first victory from a college there exists a rather heavy
it will attempt to acquaint him
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of school out of the county. Saddler, potential of eligible students of the
with the much larger problems Booker T. Washington High school, a school in Tipton County coached
colored race," the attorney and
of supervision and administra- also favored the T. E. A. proposal. by Mr. Baskerville won a heartadvocate generals believe that "if
tion, curriculum construction and 'NEED THE MONEY'
breaking game from Johnson the majority opinion he the law"
(Continued from Page 1)
problems
These
relations.
human
memcommittee
• Officers and
Mr. Hunt said: "I hope some Consolidated shoot Monday night all qualified Negroes within the
perplexed educators ev er way can be found of meeting the Jan. 21. Johnson, both girls and
the cities of the South in recogniz- hers for the Universal Life Insur- have
area will be entitled to adipieand
schools,
been
have
there
Credit
since
Federal
Company
TEA request. The cost of living boys, have an outstanding record shin "to the same extent as the
ing the abilities of Negroes in the, ance
meet
principals
4
at
that
good
elected
is
It
be
to
Were
Union
has gone up for teachers just like within the county. Coaches are five plaintiffs."
post office, and promoting them
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 31 in the ever so often to renew their think- for others and they need the mon- Gildon Lake and Herbert Hardin.
on this basis.
Atty. H. T. Lockard, Memphis
change
or
improve
to
order
in
announing
room,
assembly
company
improvement
"This pronounced
Ripley lost both girls and boys NAACP president, who alohg with
ey
importthese
to
unapproaches
their
Montgomery,
Lovie
Mrs.
ced
four
last
Somerville
the
in
to
games
Prof. J. D. Springer, principal basketball
has taken place
Robert Carter of the national N.
ant facets of our educational pro- of Douglass High school. stated: Saturday night, Jan. 19. Someryears. However, I will not be com- ion president.
A. A. C. P. legal staff, represent"The teachers of Tennessee ville has outstanding teams in this ed the five Negroes at the appeal
placent until a Negro can attain, Mrs. Montgomery said earnings gram.
The executive committee will are doing more and more with section. The girls were the last hearing, said there is a
and is promoted to positions in for the year had been sufficient
20 day
every bureau on the District and to permit payment of a 3 per cent meet Friday night, Feb. 1, in Nash- less and less and less In terms year's state champs. Several of period for them to file a rebuttal
dividend on shares.
ville in order to put the final touch- of pay commensurate w I t h Ripley girls were ill and not able plea with the
Regional level."
appeals court.
es on the meeting for Saturday. their professional training and to play. Someone said if Dolly
Mr. Mebane is a native MemMembers of the executive com- the economic demands of the Phinnessee had been here we
phian, a graduate of the local church, Vance and Orleans.
ose y, Ross Braden, Nancy
would not have lost. West High '
He is former Boys' Work Sec- mittee are: Sidney Harris, Shel- times.
public schools, and an honor gradPierson and others. This was a
uate of Rust college, Holly Springs rotary of the Abe Scharff YMCA. byville, Tenn.; J T. Springer, "The Tennessee public has re- school Madison County, Tenn, bas- project to
make some improveMiss.
Mr. Mebane has served as see- Memphis, Tenn.; Louts Hobson, ceived a better than average ketball team played L. G. school ments in
the girls' rest room. Mrs.
He is a veteran of World War retary for three years, of Branch Memphis; William Fort, Nash- break in its something-for-almost Wednesday night, Jan. 23 at Rip- . Earlene
Halliburton and M r s.
Chattanooga, nothing policy. It puts out edu- ley. The Ripley boys won by a
II, having served four years as No. 27 of the National Association ville; J. Jenkins,
Ada Nelson are advisors; J. C.
Monroe Senter. Knoxville; Miss cational product comparable to one-sided score of 93-56. Ripley
a staff sergeant in the U. S. Army of Letter Carriers.
Brent, principal.
He is an Elk and a member of Nannie G. Rucker. Murfreesboro; that of any state, yet it ranks boys were making points -from all
with overseas duty in the Pacific
• ••
T. R. Hartsfield, Milan; Miss about at the bottom of big cites angles. Hardin, Ross, Harr i s,
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.
Theater of Operations.
The L. H. school NFA sponsor•
Mr. Bebane, who resides at 837 Charalye Heard Memphis; Ezra of its size in the meter of pay. Springfield looked like real tour- ed an
A DEACON
affair for the benefit of a
He is a deacon and general su- Boston 3t. is married to the for- Ford, Memphis: G. A. Keys, Chat"I don't think the TEA is pros. nament material. The L. H. school student
and member of the NFA
perintendent ef the Sunday School mer Miss Mae Ola Green and the janooga and S. E. Jones, Columsuring anyone at all. It is mere. I girls lost by a score of 41-48 which who recently had a
burning at his
I his, secretary-treasurer.
Department of St. John Baptist father of two sons.
ly requesting a living salary for was a very exciting game. It was home. G. R. Williams
and L. 0.
also stated that someone said Dolits membere."
Gillespie are advisors. We are sorPROF. LOUIS HOBSON, princi- ly was here tonight and we lost. ry to state at this time that
Rev
The Palmer Turner school baspal of Manaaaaa High school said:
Bert Oliver has been moved to a
"Actually 1 have been so busy ketball team of Henning, Tenn. ' Memphis hospital and
has had a
with the problems inherent in lost a basketbll game to Saddler stroke.
"school situations that I haven't School of Tipton County, Tenn.,
John Eison, a teacher at Johnhad time to think too much about Jan. 24, the exact score unknown. son Consolidated school, is
also
Bates and family lost
Jack
my salary or the controversy
in the County hospital at Ripley.
their home Friday night, Jan. 18
raw raging over whether to pay
We are glad to report that Rev.
they had.
teachers a salary commensurate and lost everything
J. R. Halliburton who has been
• •.
with their training and responsibilsuffering with his eye and made
Lauderdale
New
The
school
High
ity and comparable to that made
Home Makers of America spon- several trips to Memphis is very
workers,
by factory
carpenters
sored a masquerade party in the much Improved at this time.
and plumbers, not to mention that
school cafeteria Friday night, Jan.
of other professions.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Almost one-half
25 which was highly enjoyed by
most
of
true
is
that
believe
'1
all. Many games were played such of all the people in the United
of the teachers' I know in Memas "Name That Tune", which States, and about 60 percent of all
phis. As to the facts and needs,
You may not know it, little one,
was won by Monnie Barnes and those who reside in Canada, are
the case has been amply presentbut you and your telephone are going to he
Andrew Gibson. Funniest mask centered within 500 miles of Bufed by our superiors in the, central
and other activity went to Willie falo, New York.
real friends, all your life. You'll be
office, and by members of the
able to call upon yoiir phone to help you
board of education
do a thousand-and-one things.
I believe the people of Memphis
want the lincot possible education
And it will respond by bringing other
for their children. Now that the
friends to you . . . and by making your
tarts are in. I believe that the
life easier and more pleasant.
people will take action to see that
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VISITING MEMPHIS last
week for as indefinite number
if days was Dr. Ise Yancey,
right, chief of surgery tot the
Veterans Administration hoe
pits! at Taskesee,- Ala. Dr.
Toecey chats here with
Maisie!' L. A. iltigpen, of

•

1541 S. Barksdale. He was a
guest of Chaplain and Ws.
Thigpen, whom he met at Tuskegee.
with

Dr. Yancey has

the

fivikegee

been

Veteran,

hospital I ar eight years. He is
married to the former Miss
Carolyn

Dunbar, of

Detroit,/

they are parents of four
children, Arthur Henry, 7; slx•
year-old twins, Carolyn L. and
%ea, Jr., 3.
'tam 1,.. and
.act week s paper erroneousv identified Or. Yancey as
Dr. Young. The Defender to.
and

grets this error,

teachers get the pay that they deserve.
"The revelation that Memphis
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"Memphis has certainly gotten

has paid far the eduratiou of our children."
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Where earlier generations saw the telephone
as a modern miracle, you'll come to
take its faithful service for
granted. Yet, as you grow, you'll see
many new developments — even
now taking shape — that will make your
friend, the telephone, more than
ever a part of better living.
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Larger Bookmobile Now Serving 1
Negro Community—Schedule Given -

Sat., Feb. 2, 1957

/
0

Bookmolule service is not new type Wei set-vice oe a tuitional
With the growth of the city and, Vance Avenue, Mrs. Pearl Oates.
to Memphis and Shelby County. level,• truck body building compasa uneven population distribution the Vance Avenue librarian, will not!
Traveling book service was first flies began a study of the needs teed for bookmobile service was only be able to provide space for
Menai to the citizens of Shelby , of traveling libraries. The proves, hecoming more apparent in our more patrons and increase the
County in 1936.
was slow but Cossitt kept pace colored communities.
number of. books that can be
The first bookmobile was noth- with the manufacturers in offerIn December 1954 a bookmobile checked out during the time Aling more than 3 amen panel truck ing improved services. •
similar. to the one aerving the lotted for each stop, but will be
Poet Gray wrote in his Elegy . on Government Contracts met.
eith a book rack that could be
In 1932 a large 3,000 volume cs. white citiens of Memphis was in. able to add 1.000 books to the trai
Written in a Charehs:erd: "Many' es to do something about it. •
:mimed and displayed out of needy traveling branch was our- automated. So well was it receiv- cling collection from which selec
a flower is born to lose its free: Come Feb. 4 a youth training. Mors. This service was seasonal . chased. This. bookmobile offered ed that the circulation ins 1953 was lions may
he made'
ranee on the desert air. . "
incentives conference villa be held •vith westher the tinriestine fir.! inside services regardless of the over: 47,5000 volumes. Its facilities
BOOKMOBILE SCHEDULE
oi Mr. Even with this drawback the season or weather conditions' It were taxed to tlu limit.
Of course, he was deplcring thel in Washingten. Suii oanit
Weekly stops of the Bookino
fact that such beauty and Meg;public and pal•ochial schools, bus- nublic acceptance was cis erwhelm- has its own electrical plant which
Monday the large lxiekinobile.
ranee should be lost in a vast Sara iness, labor and civic Matters tram ing.
permitted it to operate wherever! that previously operated from the bile are as follows.
Mondays, 1.2:30 p.m. it will he
With increased demands for this • and whenever it was needed.
ren area: lost without the warmth 16 metropolitan areas and specialmain library was transferred to
at Welch's Grocers' at 3007 John
rids from other cities are sched•I
of human gratitude.
son, and Mondays between 3 and
For years now minerity groups. stied to attend.
5730 p.m. it will he at the Si
The leaders will discuss ways of
especially Negroes, have been
Paul Baptist church, at 1541
tims of a situation which, some- stimulating the Youths to prep.re
Brookins.
what paralells the poetic picture themselves for the diversity and
Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m, it will .be
REGINALD MORRIS, art in.
painted by Gray. The basic fac. large number of opportunities for
at the Alumni-F'aculty West
at Mt. Moriah Baptist church, 2634
atructor at LeMoyne college,
tors in the latter are not beauty skilled employment
program on Sunday. Feb.
Carnee.
The
and
Committee
on
Government
Tuesdays
3
to
1:30
is
seen
with
some of his colat
and fragrance but untapped and.
p.m. in Bruce Hall. (RoContracts
is
p.m.
it
doing
a
will
Homes
creditable
job
be
at
Dixie
lections,
as
he
meditates
over
land Photo)
pctential talent.
in helpine te eliminate racial and
auditorium, 929 Delmar.
his number that he will give
In villages, towns and cities religious
discrimination in employ- •
Thursdays. 1-2'30 pan. it %via l
throughout the South many youth nent.
be at Leadway No. 17 Grocery!
of minority grottos have NOT been
A spokesman made Om tollosting
store at 1790 La Palonia a n d
motivated to train themsehes for
significant observation about the
Thursdays 3 to 4:30 pap. Parkthe wider variety and greater num.!
conference!
way Garden Presbyterian church,
ber of opportunities for skilled ein- "Minority
youth have had little
1442 Gill ave.
ployment becoming available now
incentive in the past to prepare
Fridays 1.2:30 pan it will be
There are graduates of h 1 g 11 for skilled and technical work. beat Person Ave. Baptist church at
schools and colleges and others cause jobs demanding these skills
2015 Person, and Fridays, 3 to
not' so well blessed educationally, were not available to them. If
5:30 p.m. it will be at LeMoyne
who are driving trucks, perform- I those who are in strategic position
Gardens office, 830 Williams.
ing maintenance duties serving as. to change old and traditional emwaiters, red eaps, porters a n d ployment patterns tee now to eis•
TALLAHASSEE, Fla, — (INS) — The Florida State
cooks, who through preper guid- cuss ways of helping these youths
: Board of Control warned students of Florida State uniance could have been serving this prepare for arms:tale opesrioni.
versity, a white co-edticational school, and Florida A&Hl
great country of ours as skirled ties, this is ensa•miiaiee insiesa.•'
technicians in the field of Mug. The outstanding feature of the
students, a Negro co-educational school, to stay out of Tal.
try:
conference is that leaders will be
lahassee's bus segregation controversy.
Many of them are lost now to present whe have the responsibil.
, The actim followed the Satut- ,
this greater area of usefeleess be- ity for guidance of those in the
rns(t)o
ti(nie nalrraens(tis
cause of the throttling influence process of obtaining an educatian
I°
tyro al
'
,ll'o'ir7dria- I
years ago of prejudice ano
Certainly 'tome worthwhile re
A and St students for attemptregation, the lack of assistancel suits should come from this conlng
i
to sit together on a city bus,
In overcoming economic problems1 ference. It is not :sillies te hope,
Three other men including
and miseducation while in school'. we feel, that seine nf tae 'aient
Cook county is facingfrom
a critical students. one fro
each college,
I" '
The problem is with us still TO- of our youth will not be wasted
_
year in the drive to eradictate TIL were arrested with the three.
DAY. It is heartening to learn through lack of proper training,
Dr Warren W. Furey. president of The Board of
ntrol, which authat the President's Committee direction and employment.
the Tuberculosis Institute, said Peralsca Idlesta
instiltitians of
this week,
higher learning. senta
s
letter to
Gains in lowering the death toll the two univers es warning that
and checking spread of the disease any type of a ion that might
Three students attending nigh
We have done some extensive ' say that N . . (Meg's mother)
made in the last to years are lead to "public '
trite or violence" classes
at Henderson Business col.
threatened, he said, by an influx would he considered as "endangstudy of slavery in the inicl-nine not to whup me. You ay -You
lege made straight A's during the
of new residents from areas where ering the welfare of our universe
teenth century South. To say the say you whup me. I yours."
fall quarter ending Dec. 5, reports
Here is a riew of depravity as
the prevalence of TB is high,
lies.
least the human degradation imDean William D. Callian„ir. sews
related by Author Onstott:
"The Chicago Association of The letter requested that the
plied and vividly pictured was re.i
'en others made more A's than B'S
"When Hammand (young MantaCommerce
168ork.er
‘, has, elsatrigmealyted f.rteomasaschools' presidents "and other advolting
and 17 others made all B's and
lion master) emerged from the big
ministrative officials will take note ,one A
But, to our desk last week came . house, more eyes were watching
areas where the tuberculosis rate of this statement."
• The
Mrs. Thelma Melaisslc, an aa.
Pearl Oates. Vance Asensio.
BIG CHANGEOVER — The
a review copy of Kyle Onstott'ic him than he suspected. Lucretia
is three times that in Chicago, The letter. was signed by Dr. Jean top three students are Ruliy
last of the books, in the Book%latent at the Vence Avenue
Eranch librarian, and at right,
Davis, Margaret Jackson
"tafandingo", a pre-Civil War plan. Borgia (slave cook) saw him Hum
will move into the city by 1960," Ralph Miller, chairman of 'the
and Johnnie Turner.
mobile which seried Negro
branch of Cossitt libraty. Re. , Mrs. Carrie Webber, another
tation novel in which we find the the kitchen window and grunted
• Board of Controls.
said Dr. Fumrev
communities from Mal until
relying the books in the lace.
branch assiatanl. lower oic•
ugliest, the most repugnant scsnes1 with envious jealousy. Meg's. WailAn estimated 20 FSU students Making more A's than B's were
These people, arriving a thouen vehicle as tames R. Clark,
hire shows how the transition
Monday are hassled out the
of slavery we have had the privi. ousy was even greater. . .From
sand a week, hate presented a have been attending recent meet- Queen Avery, Cora Berkley. :Maxleft, assistant to the librariwindow hf the smaller Bookwas made through the rear
lege to read in quite some time. behind bushes and around cabin
new and serious problem just as ings of the Negro Inter-civic Coun- ine Brown, Johnnie Ruth Dove,
Hattie L. Drumwright, Aldolphun
mobile into the larger one now
an, Memphis public library
windows of the two Hiram.
He relates in unvarnished I a m corners, black faces peered, and
the fight against TB is becoming cil, which is promoting racial inFifer and Virginia Glover.
serving the Negro areas by
system, looks on. are Mn.
bites. (Neoson Photo)
guage the raw viciousness, the all knew his errand and envied
more effective than ever before, tegration movements. After Saturodorous depravity and the gross- Big Pearl the honor they knew he
day's arreits, 18 carloads of Flori• The other students making the
he said.
honor level were Robert Braden,
ly offensive paternalism of the in. was about to do her."
"Last
, foe the first time,' da A and at students were present
Clara Burton, Marvin Byrd, Or.
stitution which shackled many and
This book, which is billed as a
the number of new cases reported at the Council's meeting Sunday
lands Carter, Gertrude Davis, Al.
elevated a minority on cotton econ- "thoroughly authenticated picture
was lower than the preceding night.
(red
Harrison, Dorothy Harvey,
omy.
of pre-Civil War plantation era"
year. Complete figures are expectGeorge Huffman, William K I nag.
One can but breathe "good rid- is due for publication March 11,
ed to 'show a reduction of about' Plan State Dept. Tour
Betty Carter Lewis, Herman
dance to slavery, regardless of the, 1957 by l)" - :'s
llichnioncl.
8 per cent under the 1953 total of
DURHAM — (ANP) — Dr. Hel- Marsh, Percy Norfleet, Jesse Rive
cost," after reading the 659 page Va. It will sell for 94.95.
5,754."
en G. Edmonds, professor of his- em, John Sermons, Mary Lee Wilnovel.
The novel is shrewdly timed to
One concern at the moment,tory, North Carolina college, will
kins, Josephine Williams and WIAn example of the twisted loyal- exploit the carrent climate of emosaid Dr. Furey, is a falling off of leave the country next
month on lie S. Williams.
ty, the pathetic and deliberately tion over the deseeregatinn issue.
The University of sakansas'' ed that he Was entering the UniThe white boy put out his hand. contributions for 1956
Christmas a mission for the U. S. State DeDean Callian pointed out thee
designed ignorance of a slave is We are inclined to feel that only treatment of Silas Hunt, its first versity of Arkansas as the law "Welcome to the University of Seals, which support the 1957
coun- partment. The tour will take her these students work be
day and
that of a character called Meg tab the hiehly irtellieent readve 'sill law-school Negro student. in 1948,, school's first Negro student. Arkansas"' he said. "Step over ty-wide program of free chest
s. to the Scandinavian countries and attend school between 510 and 11
breviation of Omega) on the Ham- be able to properly evaluate is a heartwarming recollection in ':They're going to cut me dead," here and meet some of your rays.
.1 West German
Y.
mond plantation.
the rottenness bared by Mr. On- today's segregation controversy. he said. "Those students are going friends."
Meg says to his young boss, stott, who ranks p a literary It is described by Mordecai W. to plain refrigerate .me."
•
The Welcome had been arranged
Dr. Johnson had to admit that
for whom he has a twisted affec- areal. Others will feel more con- Johnson, president of Howard unithe night before. The students
tion:
tempt for the Negro who has trav- versity, in the February Reader's this "could well happen. ' He left knew what the Negro boy would
the! train before Fayetteville, but
"Yet, nub Masts — hut you nay, eled far from the slave - bound Digest.
had determinedt
you say I to eat leavings offn economy. You may take it from
Dr. Johnson saw Hunt, miserable learned later what had occurred..
that Hunt had as normal a life
At the university station Hunt'
your plate, your plate. An' you there.
and alone, on a train bound for
•
at Arkansas as he would at any
Fayetteville. Ark. Dr. Johnson saw 30-odd white students on the
law school in the salmon. As a first
he
stepped
down,l
platform.
As
didn't know Hunt, but Hint recoga
move, they met his train.
nized Johnson when the educator they pressed toward him A lanky
The boy who had first addressed
sat with him and asked, "What's white boy addressed him: "Is
Hunt said, "These fellows here
wrong, son?"
your name Hunt?"
•
His forehead wet with perspira- are not all your friends. There
GOING TO CUT ME DEAD
I are many more.•' And there were.
Plenty' was wrong. Hunt explain'I tion, Hunt answered, "Yes."
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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why Ancient Age can say

'Hit Parade' New Brand Of Cigarettes

•

•
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BONNIE WILSON, Seaman
Apprentice, U. S. Naval Reserve, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Reny Wilson, of 1334 Wabash
ave., Memphis, is shown arrklag at Moissant International
Airport, New Orleans, l,a.
on Sunday. Jan. 20, before embarking in the destroyer .es.
pert USS HEYIAGER on a
Wrisweek Naval Reserve trsin-

lag cruise. Wilson was one of
some 900 Naval Reservists
from all over the U. S. who
participated in the o v e rail
cruise program. following a
recreational week end visit to
Havana, Cuba. the Reservists
will disembark in New York
City on Saturda‘. Feb. 2, and
return te their homes. (Official U. S. Navy Photograph)

The name ' Hit Parade" is as Academy of Television Arts and Scott Quintet" was featured on .
American as Saturday night (on Sciences.
! the show as early as 1938. Snooky
which the program has appeared; Among the commercials pre- . Lassos and Dorothy Collins have
mist often since it began in 191a). sented to the Hit Parade audierice, j been "regulars" since 1950. Runs"Your Hit Parade." presentang the best remembered are t h e sell Arms since 1951 and Gisele
"Sold American!" chant of the to' MacKenzie since 1953. Andre Bathe lop tunes of the wee s,•j
America's taste in popular music hacco auctioneer and the Be-Hap- ruch announced the first show on
and has been closely identified py-GoLucky series featuring Dor- April 20. 1935, and except for the
with The American Tobacco Com-I othy Collins and Snooky Laneon. War years has been the Hit Paparty. It was aherefore i natural ! In recent years, The American rade's speaking peace ever since.
Most frequently heard song in
chdice for the Company's n e w Tobacco Company has shared
brand, an American cigarette cre- sponsorship on an alternate-week Hit Parade's 22-year-history i s
noncom.
"White Christmas" 138 (Ira Is)
ated to reflect America's taste in baste with advertisers it,
petitive fields. However, the Com- which reappears among the top
smoking
During its 22 years on "the air,. pany has never relinquished own- tunes each Deember. The all I time second is "People Will Say
the last six on television, Hit Pa- ership of the program.
I We're In Love"(30 times). Greatrade has presented America'a SHOW STARS
Veteran musician of the Current ' eat number of first places on the'
choice in popular music. Except fo,r
summer hiatuses and lefettioent Hit Parade troupe is Raymond , survey (12) belongs to "T o
for preemptions, the Hit Parade'! Scott' who has been musical di- I Young", with "Because of You"
been off the air only once -- on rector since 1949 and whose "Ray' next with 11.
April 14, 1945, following the death
of Franklin D. Roosevelt. The top Ikaat
tunes have been sung, played and •
danced by the top names in show
business
The basic format of the show has
never changed, although the, number of top tunes played has varied
with the 'program's length -- 15
tunes for a one-hour allow, to for
a 45-minute show and seven, as at
present, for a half-hour program.
"Extra" songs and occasional
sketches have balanced out each
week's popular selections, which
are based on a survey of sheet
music and phonograph record
sales, songs most heard on the air
and those most played on automatic coin machines.
AWARD WINNER
Yet over the years Hit Parade
has been the most consistent
award winner among musical programs. During the last six years,
Hit Parade hue won 19 major "HIT
American Tobacco company.
CIGAR•
PARADE"
awards, including the Peabody, TV
lone identified with the award,
FTTF.S. the new brand creatGuide, Radio-Television Daily, Mowinning musical show, "Your
ed
to
reflect
%metiers',
taste
tion Picture Daily and, most re
Hit, Parade", now seen MI
Saturday nights tie TV.
cently, the "Emmy" award of the in smoking, are made by The

"IF
YOU CAN
1 D A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!"

we thirial• iewswetw surelota
bamboo
We know dun beaution of the hong
oisalds require* choke grains. That's
all we we. We know it olio foe the
;neatest skill in distineng. The mea
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the industry. And n rakes lots of' tine. That's
wire we wait ix Intl ran In, careful
aging kw bring the onatary
thew peak of mererpte.

And entudegnant the ntentram mastin of Ancient Age. we etts4111 a or one
I•lace only... as the Ancient Age diet:Mery in Frankfort. Leneocke ... the
heart of the houtton country.
Nothing his been spared on mike
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all We unpile aowse try it in
night Alan one taste, well ander.
stand why we tam inake the challenge:
"If win caw find a bener boneboas
ham Kr
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at 3
1 for Founders' Day of the house of Mt. Pleasant, spoke. The aces- iprogram for her will begin
1of worship. It will be observed 10n was A Building Rally. Rev. I p.m. It will feature other singing
invitgroups, also. The public is
'Sunday, Feb. 10.
B. T. Dumas was host,
At home that morning, Rev. Al- ed.
FIRST BAPTIST BEALE
Bishop J. 0, Patterson is the
A beautiful interpretation of Mill- dridge spoke on ''Jesus Meets The '
lininiater.
ie "Active Faith" was given dur- Human Needs."
PROV
by HATTIE
ing the morning worship hour at Sunday 'will be a regular day
Visiting the Providence A. M. E.
First Baptist Beale, Sunday. Rev, for the congregation.
church, Sunday at 3 p.m., was
pastor,
presentWilson,
the
F.
L.
Successful
was
the
attendance
.enlightening.
.
.
ly.
Successful. .
Installation of officers is next ,the Lane Avenue Baptist church,
was the sum- which numbered about 3,000, en- l ed it,
stirring
and.
highlight on the church's calen- ; Lane-, pastor, Rev, J. W. Wilmation of the Mid-Winter Meeting lightening was the clarification of The New Macedonia Baptist der.
,
1liam, delivered the sermon.
of the National Baptist Convention misconstrued facts and figures church's visit at 3 p.m. was post- NEW TYLER AME
I Rev.j C Miller is the Palt°r.
held in Hot Springs, Ark, recent. and stirring were the old-fashion- poned.
The New Tyler AME choir was
ed religious meetings held every
Next Sunday. members of First guest at Claybonie Temple Sunnight of the convention. Dr. J. H. Baptist Beale will worship with day evening.
Jackson of Chicago delivered the Lakeview Baptist church. R e v.
The church announces its Men's
nfain address. Dr. Jackson is the Wilson will deliver the sermon.
Day on Feb. 10. Rev. Benjamin
national president.
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
Hooks delivered the main address.
The Baptist Ministers' ConferThe Presiding Elder, Rev. N. T. Rev. H. W. Hennings is the pasence meets each Tuesday night at Walker, was guest speaker at the
the Golden Leaf Baptist church of Martin Temple CME church, Sun- tor.
PAYNE AME
976 Peach ave. Elected at the last day. His dynamic message was enThe second annual band direcProgram at Payne
meeting were Rev. L. A. Hamb- titled "The Tired Jesus." R e V. The Ushers'
AME ,church, scheduled for Sun- tors pre-festival clinic will be held
lin, president; Rev. W. H. BrewWalker remained for the Quarter- day at 3 p.m. was postponed un- at the Alabama A and M College,
n Congress
',ter, dean; Rev. L. H.'Aldridge,
Feb. 1, 14. V. Dawson, director,
ly Conference which began Mon- til March.
"sts.
secretary; Rev 0. C. Criven, 1
announces.
day.
YORK
—.
NEW
Carey
grandmothers, 'sli s. Cattle
MeWil- treasurer and Rev. G. D. Jones,
the picture are the honorees,
1 DOUBLE BIRTHDAY — The
Gnat consultant aril' be Dr.
Observation of National Youth
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libCobefore
Ware Jackson and Mrs.
seated at the center
instructor of seminar.
i Misses Joyce Bogner and DeWeek is now in progress at Mar- will be under the auspices of the William P. Foster, director of the
weekly
magazine,
said
last
eral
with
a
Guests
at
the
party
cakes.
Deloise
rene Cox.
their respective
lois. Hill werO feted
ST. ANDREW AME
II tin Temple. It is being sponsored junior church.' A special program famous Florida A and M Univerw e
Democratic Party
is seated left, and Joyce at
included classmates, friends
joint party in honor of their
1 The St. Andrew AME member- by the Youth Council. Two movitey marching band of Tallahasheld at 3 p.m. Mrs. Cora se
and relatives of the two young
her right. (McChristian photo) cannot expect to win the Presiden- ship held its Quarterly Ccgiference ' ies and installation of the Youth will 'be
fifteenth birthdays, by their
Love is chairman.
cy in the foreseeable future ''unladies. Among those on the
Sunday. The Presiding Elder, Rev. Council officers on Friday night
Each band director is invited te)
Rev. Louis Williams is the pastil it breaks the dominance of P.
W. Delyle, spoke on the inter- will mark the culmination of the
bring five. of his best players to
.
the Dixiecratic wing in Congress."
eating subject, "Following T h e observance. Mrs. M. Watkins is in PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
this clinic who will participate in
Speaking at the tenth anniver- Master." Music for t h e service
charge.
It was a regular day at Pente- group performance during t h •
sary of the California Legislative was provided by the senior choir
Next Sunday is Communion Sun- costal Temple Church of God and day.
conference in the Clarion Club and Percilla Reed
choir.
day at the church. The pastor, Christ, Sunday.
The clinic is being planned in
of Los Angeles, McWilliams said:
Rev.
L. A. Storey, will preside.
St. Andrew's aim for Sunday is
Sunday, Pentecostal Temple will part to select music for competi"Liberal Democrats can neither to fill the church
lcceapacity. Each GREATER MT. PLEASANT
honor its own well-known singer tive performance at the band feswin nor hold the Negro vote — member has been
asked to bring BAPTIST
Mme. Mattye Wigley. Mme. Wig- tival to be held at the college in
vital
importance — by a
now of
visitor. The pastor, Rev. Ralph
At 3 p.m. Sunday, the Greater ley, who is president of the White April.
making fine speeches on civil H. Jackson, will
officiate. Com- Mt. Pleasant Baptist church were Lily club of the church, has giv
rights every two years. As long
munion will be administered.
New England states use mons
worshipping with Mt. Paron Bap- en to the church of her choice, 15
as Sen. Eastland chairs the SenPlans are presently being made tist church. Rev, L. H. Aldridge years of devoted serwitce. The fuel oil than gasoline.
ate Judiciary committee, Negroes
will not be satisfied by these ritualistic performances."
McWilliams, who was for ran
years a resident of Los Angeles
and active in the Democratic party, served as state commissioner
of Immigration and Housing in
the admipistration of Gov. Culbert I,. Olson.
"The 1956 election returns," McWilliams said, "show clearly
enough that the Republicans can
score impressive gains North and
South without doing much, concretely, about civil rights. Southern Negroes will vote for Republicans as a means of voting
against Dixiecrats."
Yes Madame,
1-3 cup milk
Joyce Carpenter and Janette
Gwendolyn Brown, Gereline
EIGHTH BIRTHDAY—Tyrone
I know Dad and the small fry
2 cups cherries or peaches
Linda
McEi nen.
and Earline Thomas,
1 Carpenter, son of Mr. and
Ronald Ewell, Marie
n it
loved - you for the main dish of
1 cup brown sugar
Aim Samuel Carpenter (kneel' lag in center), enjoys birththe meal topped with crusty,
I tablespoon lemon juice
day party with his friends.
2 tablespoons butter
tantalizing Jack Sprat enriched
Tyrone was eight. Guests for
Wheat flour. Even more will
Sift together Jack Sprat flour,
the party, left to right, are
they love our fruit cobblers
sugar7 salt and baking powder,
that are just so different in the
cut in shortening. Add milk and
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. — (INS) —
taste test and so luscious to
mix lightly. Pour over cherries
Another warrant was issued late
•
see. You can just visualize the
or peaches, sprinkle with
Friday in connection with the
shooting
of
two
Ku
Klux.
Klan
fruit
lemon
juice
brown
‘
lt.ugar, add
cobbler — no brown,
tional Committee will !nen, TuesBy ETHEL L. PAINE
members during a masked meetbubbly and crisp. Here goes ...
and butter. Bake in 400 degree
day and Powell says he plans to
WASHINGTON — Con*. Adam challenge the right of Rep. ing.
Fahrenheit oven 25 to 30 minHarold W. McBride was added
FRUIT COBBLER
Clayton Powell, who charged that Graham Barden (Democrat of
utes. Good to the last morsel.
the Democrats are "punishing" North Carolina) to by-pass senior- to the growing list‘ of sespects,
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched
So flaky and light Jack Sprat
,him for supporting President Eis- ity rules in selecting committee now totaling five — including Asa
By MRS. DOROTHY M. VASSER
wheat
flour
Carter, head of the Birmingham
enhower, took his fight for a sub- chairtnen.
flour makes cobblers just so
2 tablespoons sugar
Citizens' Council, and candidate
Mrajlellie J. Mays and her two committee chairmanship back to
right!
previous motion by Rep. for police commissioner.
A
teasteon
salt
daughters, Shelia and Debra Jean, the full committee on a techne James Roosevelt (Democrat of
JANA C. PORTER
Lewis Curry, 27, and tra Ev.2 teaspoons baking powder
Bye for now,
spent the week end in Kentucky cality in the Congressional Reor- California) thlit seniority rules be
ans,
32,
were
jailed
last 'bight
visiting Mrs. Mays' two sisters. ganization act of 1954.
2 tablespoons shortening
Jana Porter
respected was defeated 11-12 with and charged with assault
and inThe Wayses attended Sunda,' The House Labor and Educethree abstentions and two absent. tent to murder, the same charge
morning worship service in KenSENIORITY LOSES
posted against Carter. Mrs.' Mary
tucky and returned home late SunAnother motion by a group of Nell Tatum, 32, was charged as
day evening.
liberals to extend the seniority an accessory after the fact.
Mrs. Carrie Boyd, of Gary, Ind.
Bot'a Curry and Evans remained
systems to sub-committees was
was the houseguest of Mr. and
defeated 19-9 This is the vote that in jal as police checked guns found
Mrs. George Dortch over the week,
denied a chairmanship to Powell] at Curry's hcme to compare them
end.
The New Yorker says by de- with a .38 calibre bullet dug out
. Miss Vennie M. Scales, assistant
feating him, Barden was able to okthe body of one of the wounded
home demonstration agent, atname Rep. Carl Elliott of Ala- men.
HELEN FEENEY
tended the district agent training
bama to one of the five subcom- Charges were made after the
meeting in Jackson, Tenn. Jan. 25-1 Mrs. Milton Brenner, president mittee posts.
shootings, which one of the vic30.
of the Tennessee - Arkansas Meanwhile. Powell got promise tims said started when he protestHerbert and Windom Lewis, Mississippi Girl Scout Council an- of support from the Republican ed against a "one man rule.'' The
Charlie and Ed Norman, of Chi- nounced last week that Miss Hel- bloc which had voted against himl second member was shot when he
cago, were the dinner guests of en Feeney of the National Girl after the White House stepped in came to his friend's aid.
u I
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU
Mr.'and Mrs. John Lewis last Sun- Scout staff will be here Feb. 4 to put pre:tsure on the commitday-evening. They are nephews of and 5 to conduct an institute for tee members to change their votes
Mr.. and Mrs. Lewis.
administrative volunteer adults in
The House Education and Labor
n Girl Scouting.
Mrs. Ophelia B. Croure a
Committee voted Wednesday to
1.1.AUry sr
who is now in the armed servjee,1 The inititute will be held at Cal- give the chairman, Rep. Barden,
Ofsapigt,jy, la
spent several days with her ancl vary F.piscopal churdh, of 102 N. full authority to pick the heads
her husband last week. He was Second.
of its sub-committees.
enroute to New York where he will Miss Feeney is a training advisPowell, the third-ranking Demo
be stationed for a while. He is or for the Girt Scouts of the U. crat on the committee by senior
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
Ed Bowers, formerly of Oakland,' S. of Amends and has conduct- ity, automatically became' eligible! ATLANTA a-- (INS) — The exTenn.
ed similar institutes in other re- for a chairmanship, but was pass- • ecutive secretary for the NAACP
DOES YOUR CHURCH NEEDDOSS YOUR GROUP NEED-.
attacked what he called -PresiThe Order of the Eastern Star gions. She was graduated from ed over
dent
Eisenhower's
silent policy on
Queen Ester Chapter No. 66 ii Barnard college and received her 'COMPLICATIONS'
planning for a gay valentine ar-1 master of arts degree from New! fie quoted Barden as saying it enforcing segregation in the
ty on Feb. 14. Mrs. Ophelia J. York university. She was award -1 was because of "complications."1 South.WHATEVER YOUR NEED, THE GROUP SAVING OF QUALITY STAMPS WILL HELP?
Roy Wilkins, speaking at an At-1
Gray is chairman; Mrs. Joe For-, ed the Fulbright fellowship for
Powell told reporters that the
raising dinner,
study in England in 1931.
ter co-chairman.
19-9 vote against him was siniply tants Negro fund ,
a repetition of the old alliance be- charged the President with "msilent
while
American
THE QUALITY STAMP CO. AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE QUALITY
tween Southern Democrats a n d mining
citizens are losing their freedom
AN IDEAL BOOK FOR
Northern Republicans.
STAMPS, have special arrangements for groups of stamp savers, such on
and their rights."
NEGRO HISTORY WEEK AND THE YEAR AROUND:
"This is the whole philosophy of Wilkins said
PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES AUXILIARIES, MEN'S
the President could ,
punishing me for getttng oft the see the
plight of the Hungarians 1
CLUBS, etc. We con supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for playground
plantation." the New Yorker Fain.
but could not see the injustice
equipment, electric organs, station wagons, etc., or cash monies for
The vote was taken behind
done to "Negro Americans who
closed doors. Voting
against have
treasuries ... when members pool their books and turn in 50) or more
committed no crime except
Powell were Democrats. Rein. - to ask for equality
under the
A MUST FOR HOME, CLUB, SCHOOL, AND
books at one time . . a marvelous opportunity for your orsionizotion!
Graham Barden, North Carolina; law...
PUBLIC LIBRARY:
Augustine Kelly, Pennsylvania:
Contact the Quality Stamp Co.,' 216 South Cleveland (Bornah Center) for
Cleveland Bailey, West Virginia:
details and information.
Carol Perkins, Kentucky; R a y
eir, Massachusetts; Carl ElliConcentrate Your Buying with the Firms Who Give Quality Stomps!
ott. Alabama; Phil Landrum.
NEW ORLEANS — (ANP) — A
A 'BOOK CONTAINING MORE THAN 1000 PHOTO- Georgia.
Joining in the nays were Repub- federal court conviction for falseGala Show Presented By These Youthful Stars On Big Star's Talent Time
GR/kPHS, HANDBILLS, CARTOONS, DRAWINGS, AND licans Samuel McConnell.
Penn- ly denying he was connected with
sylvania. Ralph Gwin, N
RARE ILLUSTRATIONS:
Ne the Communist Party went to the
York: Carol Kearns, Pennsylvan- grave with Andrew Steve Nelson,
is; Clare Hoffman, Michigan; Al., 40, former president of t h e
bert Bosch, New York; Joe ifolt,I New Orleans unit of the InternsCalifornia; John Rhodes, Arizona: . tional Longshoremen's Union.
Peter Frei' Ghuysen, New Jer
Nelsen died in Charity hospiCreated by LANGSTON HUGHES and MILTON MELTZEIlti
ger: Donald Nicholson. Massachic tat while his case was under apwith on accurate and stirring text describing the longl setts; William Ayres, Ohio: Rob- peal. Doctors attributed his death
struggles and great achievements of the Negro People: ert Griffin, Pennsylvania and liar- 10 a kidney ailment.
ry Ilaskell, Delawaie.
frorn the days of African freedom through slavery and the
Voting in favor of Powell were
End Bias Order Issued
II
ReConstruction to the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Democrats, Lee Metcalf, MontaNEW ORLEANS -- (ANP)
na;
Edith
Green,
Oregon;
James
latest Supreme Court Decisions. To receive this fascinating
State
university
last
•
Roosevelt, California: Herbert Ze- Louisiana
pictorial history by return mail send check or money order lenko. New York; Frank Thornp- week was ordered by a federal
to
permit
Negro
court
judge
here
for $5.95 to University Place Bookshop, 69 University son, New Jersey; Stewart tala11.1
Arizona: Elmer Holland. Michi-' graduate students to register in
'Place, New York 3, N.Y.
gen: Ludwig Teller, New York. the institution without being foreand George McCovern, South De- ed to secure eligibility certifickota,
Is easily arranged; just call WDIA and ask for an audition try-Out.
ANOTHER SPLENDID program was carried to all points throughNAME
in other capital developments. al"
The boys and girls pictured above appeared on ia recent show.
out the huge Mid-South area as VIDIA's 5900 watts carried the
Archibald Carey of Chicago, was personnel action which required a
Saturday
First row left to right: Willie Irvin, Gilbert Meadows, Charlie
Rig Star Talent Show to Its happy listeners. Every
named chairman of the Pres
statement of race.
Evans, Verdell Jackman, Christine Cleaves, Joyce A. (',rear, Richmorning. at 11:30 this large Mid-South audience is tuned to talent
ADDRESS
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
dent's Committee on Government
ard Neely and Cager Banks. Second row left to right: Sandra
time as an ever changing east of young performers is given opporEmployment Policy and the U. S. the Army, Franklin North said
Douglas, Cecelia Garrett, Nakomes Johnson, Frances Byrd, Clara
tunity by Rig Star Food Stores. There can be no doubt that from
Civil Service Comntission announ- that the Army has ordered all raIrby and Antrers Jackson. Kneeling in front- Doris Jefferson,
these youthful stars presented on Big Star Show will become the
CITY AND STATE
ced that it has discarded Man- cial designations dropped from
Frances Douglas and Doris Henderson.
big stars of tomorrow. If you !meld like an audition try-out it
alsrd form O. the notificaUon of forms used by service men.
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YOUR CHURCH CAN BENEFIT
FROM GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE

Set Girl Scout
Institute Feb. 4

QUALITY STAMPS!
QUALITY

Wilkins Hits
lke Position

POOL ALL OF YOUR
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Shrine Circus Here Feb. 11- - - Buy
Your Ticket At Schools And Save

Food-shoppers will find top-qual•
Al Cho iiiia Shunt, circus time is dren s ticket and 10 cent on adult
s fly, large-site eggs plentiful during
lions and tigers udder trainer Pat
' February, reports the U. S. De- here again. The Hamid-Morton cir- tickets. Additionally 10 cents from 'Anthony;
Wiswell Funn Ford, Al
cus is back.
s penmen, of Agriculture.
each ticket is refunded td the 'elephants and ponies,
Jack JOST'
,
I Egg production. Leo W. Smith Three big shows for Negro pa- school for the School Fund
camels, llamas and zebra, the only
of the department's food distribu- trons will be in Ellis auditorium
If tickets are purchased at the !act of its kind in the
world
te...
tion division explains, has been on Monday. Feb. 11 at 10:30 a.m., auditorium for the shows on Mon- day;
The Flying Malkos, four dsr
.
heavy in recent months•and iy ill 130 p.m. and 8:55 p.m.
day. Feb. 11 they cost 60 cents for ing aerialists featuring triple
sons.continue seasonally heavy in Feb- Children and adults can pur- children and $1 20 for adults.
ersaults in midair and the "Zan..
ruary, with a larger proportion of chase Shrine Circus tickets for any
Safety patrol boys and girls will chini Human Rocket Act",
a young
! the output consisting of large eggs. of the three performances at any be guests at the circus on Mon- trim
athlete, is -hot completely
' Earlier In the season, when young • Negro school for just 50 cents. This day.
across the entire auditorium, the
hens were .ginning to lay, a is a savings of 10 cents on chil- Sonic of the acts to be seen in- most gasp
producing super
large share of theteggs was of
elude The Big Cage, performing lion of all time
the smaller and medium sizes,
Other foods on USDA's Februa-.
ry plentiful list for Memphis andl
the Mid-South are: beef, brOilers.!
ocean perch and haddock fillets, m
, potatoes, canned sweet corn canned purple plums, dried prunes,
rice, and milk and other (lairs
products, according to Smith.
WASHINGTON — Beauticians of
the natien's capital were host to
cil secretary, and Miss Eve.
who worked Friday but had
the mid year meeting of the ex.
lyn Mitchell. of Manassas
to return to classes before the
ecutive board of National Beau.
High. Standing, same order,
picture a\as made were Miss
ty Culturists League in the beau-,
are Miss Bobbie Stevenson, of
Doris Greene. immediate Pard
ticians building, Jan. 27 28.
Melrose; Miss Mary Johnson,
president of the council; Fan Major items on the agenda were
of Manassas, council first vice
sic Stegall and Cora Cain, all
completing plans for observing napiesident Sidney Bowen. of
of St. Augustine High. The
tional Beauty Week, April 1-7 and
Douglass, and Miss Mildred
other member of the junior
for the annual convemion in New
Most farmers are now tinder so(rooms, director of Junior
council, unable to work Friday
Orleans, July 29- Aug. 8.
cial security and must pay a selfRed Cross activities. Three
is Miss Sally roe of Booker T.
The meeting featured hair stylemployment tax of three percent
other members of the council
Washington. 1Newson Photo)
ing demonstrations, and educationof their net earnings from farm
al clinic and a breakfast from
income„1 H, Rountree, district which
the entire proceeds went
director of internal revenue serv- to
the Polio Nundition.
ice, said last week.
If you are a farmer and your
The following persons passed: I at resid4nce of his sister, 1013 gross income from farming for .
WILL BRACKIN, at John Gaston Wynn rd., Jan. 22; MRS. GER• 192C is not over S1,80( you may, African Inflation:
if you wish, treat two-thirds of
You'll really want to spin rine—
hospital, Jan. 22; RICHARD HAR- /TRUDE JONES, at the residence
Males Strive Over
your gross income from farming
_
RIS, suddenly, enrcule to John of her sister, 1508 Cella, Jan, 17; as your net earnings from
selfCost Of Brides
spokes when you take a bike bike.:
JERRY MONTGOMERY, at employment.
Gaston hospital. .lan. 20; BOB
WEBB, at his residence, 8463 El- .John Gaston hospital, Jan. 24:
If your gross income from farmKAMPALA, Uganda — (ANN—,
to the neighborhood store fee—
lis rd., Sunday. Jan. 20., MRS. NORRIS STATES, at Shelby coml. ing is over $1,800, you
must figure African males in the kingdom of ,
ELIZABETH BOWLES, at her res- ty hospital, Jan. 15; MRS. ADE- ! your net. but if your actual
Toro in western Uganda have
get
cartons of Coke, my friend. Thu— .
•
idence 1999 Perry rd., SIRS
, LINE SMITH, at Memphis Eye, is less than $1,200 you may report gene on A strike against, of all
LIE LYONS. at her residence, 102 I Ear. Nose and Throat hospital, 81,200 for social security purposes. things, the price
of
brides.
There
whole family depends on
Delaware Friday, Jan. 1,8; BURL' Jan. 24; MR. JANIE MO: WAL- If your actual net profit
from will be no buying of brides until
PARK, at his residence, 443, LACE, at John Gaston hospital, farm self-employment is more the price drops.
Jan.
23; MRS. LOUISE ANTHO- than S1.200 you
... for bright and bracingBeale st., Jan. 19; MRS. FRANhave no choice but I It seems that the prices of brides
CES SANFORD, at her residence, NY, a! Memphis Eye. Ear. Nie,e to use the actual net.
is a bit too steep for the young
and
Throat
hospital,
Jan.
25; ED749 Harahan rd., Jan. 18; MRS
Coca-Cola is always in demand.
Necessary forms for reporting men bent on matrimony
MARY BELL SCOTT, at her resi•S GAR SHARP, at Shelby County ; farm self-employment will
Said African Bishop A. Baiya
be
hospital.
Jan.
23;
dence.
JOHNNIE
Arlington.
T e n
Hurry home with AfflefiCell
S available at the office of Internal before the recent annual meeting
CHARLE TRAVIS. at Kennedy SMITH, enroute to John Gaston Reyenue Service, Nashville, Tenn, of the Toro Youth conference.
Veterans hospital, Jan. 21: MRS.! hospital Jan 25: OLIVER
favorite refreshment: cartons
"The young men of our country
LULA WHERRY, at her rest- STONE, Jan. 20; RICHARD DAare opposing interest in marrine.
deuce, 1546 Ash st.; HUGH CAR- VIS, enroute to John Gaston hos- Journalism Workshop This is causing
of delicious Coca-Cola!
a great exodus
TER, at Kennedy 1'eterans hospi- pital, Jan. 24; DANIEI, L. SPEN• Set At Florida Univ.
of young women to become prostal, Jan. 22; MRS. S,ALLIE DREW CER, Sr.. at 979 Grand st., Jan
TALLAHASSEE — More than titutes in the towns
home
at her residence, 951 G Nrptune, 23; MRS. NITTIE RUCH YOUNG. 150 high school journalists
He put the blame for this on
are exJan. 19.
Jan. 22;
pected to attend the seventh an- "European civilization" which is
CHARLIE MCMULLEN, last
nual Florida A & M university in- "breaking down parental control
week: MRS. ID.a MCCAIN, at the
terscholastic press workshop which and traditional customs."
1105RID ISMS
Speaker
Or TM COCA -COLA IOTTMIll COM•ANS ST
residence of brother and sister-in- UNCF
Is scheduled for Feb. 28-March 1-2.
The Toro government has been
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY Of MEMPHIS, ilINN.
Marshall, Texas — The pres- This estimate was given by Char- asked to intervene in the strike
law, 2374 Zanone, Jan, 21; ROBERT MCCOY. at E. H. Crump ident of Texas Southern univer- les J.. Smith III, founder - director of the Toro Youth conference:
:C•••" lo•r••10•••• •••••••l.
•ma. TwoCOdeCOLA COWAN/
Memorial hospital, Jan. 19. MRS. sity of Houston, will speak at a of the confab.
101111111111111111111111011t1111111111111111111111111111111111111P
ANNIE MOORE, at her residence. bonquet in Marshall Saturday
396 N. Second st.; MRS. MARY evening, Feb. 9. Dr. S. M. Nabrit
ELLEN SYKES, at John Gaston will be one of several prominent
hospital-, Jan. 22; MR. ROSA educators who will speak during
WHITWORTH at the home of a the eleventh annual conference
friend, 1673 S. Orleans, Jan. 20• of the National Council of United
WATT LEE AYERS.' at J o Ii n Negro College Fund alumni.
Gaston hospital. Jan. 21; SHERI- Bishop and Wiley colleges will be
IE CRAWFORD, at the residence hosts to the conference.
of his daughter. 907 Cella, Jan.
23; MRS. BESSIE LANG. at John
Voting is required in Australia.'
Gastontospital, Jan. 21; SHERI- Failure to vote results in a modDAN SMITH, at John Gaston hos- orate fine, according to the cirpital, Jan. 22: ROBERT BATTS, cumatances.
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JUNIOR RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS — A group of high
school juniors and seniors,
members of the Junior Red
Cross Council which is marke
up of representatives of the
various city high schools, aave
up part of their one•day ••%cation" last Friday to help
assemble fund kits at the Red

iit
pelt.
:f` ITS

more

Cross °Mee. High school students got the day off while
teachers checked examination
papers. Seated from left are
Gosernor Johnson, of Douglass
High, chairman of the disaster committee; Miss Geraldine
GI ay, of Douglass; Freddie
Blakney. of Hamilton, president of the council; Miss Geraldine Bell, of Douglass, coon
5.

MEN/

N. C. Mutual Promotes
Good be To Vice Prexy
At the January, 1957. meeting of
the Board of Directors of the North
Carolina Mutual -Life Insurance
company, Joseph W. Goodloe.
secretary, was elected vice-presi
dent and secretary.
Born in Durhant, Oct. 8, 1906,
he received his elementary and
high school training in the Diorham City schonls and graduated
from the School of Business Administration of Hampton Institute
ARTED AS CLERK
On June it. 1924, Mr. Goodloe
entered the employment of North
Carolina Mutual as a clerk He
advanc.td suacessiVely to chief
clerk, assistant secretary, assistant secretary-office manager and
secretary and member of the
board of directors. As office manager Mr. Goralloe has roads air
outstanding contribution to the
ccmpany's Home office operations. s
JOSEPH W. GOODI.OE
He is a keen student of the most
modern methods of personnel ad- and Loan Association and the
ministration and mechanical of Jchn Avery. Boys Club.
fire installations.
At the 1956 convention of the
On Dec. 23, 1936, Mr. Goodloe National Insurance association he
was married to Miss Betty A. 1Vil• was elected first vice president.
son of Baltimore. Md. They have lie is chairman of the Trustee
one chile, Betty Jo.
Board of White Rock Baptist
In addition to the duties of his church of Durham and is a memdapRice, he serves on the Board of ber of Beta Phi Chapter of the
WDirectors of the Mutual Savings' Omega Psi Phi fraternity.

S

•

Going home•••
for perfect
refreshment

TEC Seeks To Expand
Worthy Projects Fund
By MABEL B. CROOKS
s being niadl!''this' year 'the exeNASHVILLE — The Tennessee 1 cutive committee held sessions
Education Congress' Delegate As- ' before and after the •del?
aembly considered expanding its meeting.
worthy projects fund and elected NEW OFFICERS
Clarence B. Robinson, ChattanooIn addition to Mr. Robinson,
ga school principal, third vice who was
elected third vice presipresident last week at Tennessee dent
and who will serve as presis
State university.
dent .in 1959-60. other officers
The more than two hundred del- elected were:
Miss C. Y. Russell,
egates from all sections of the of Ripley,
recording secretary;
state participated in the one-day Mrs. Evelyn
P. Hall, of Gallatin,
session which heard reports of 1 assistant
recording
secretary;
ajor officers and their repre• Mrs. F. A. Sanders.
of Nashville,
ntatives sent to professional treasurer; Fred Watson.
Chattameetings, considered changes in nooga, parliamentarian;
and J. H.
the constitution, and elected mem- Parrish,
Jackson. delegate-atbers to fill offices which will be large to
the assembly.
vacated this year.
R. A. Stewart, of Gallatin. AlonIt was its worthy projects fund
which came up for the closest 'zo Weaver, of Memphis. and Dr.
scrutiny. Delegates discussed the Merl R. Eppse, of Nashville were
revamping of the expanding of the chosen delegates to the National
fund at length. The matter was Education Association convention
left unchanged after several pro- in Philadelphia.
Chosen to represent TEC at the
posals were rejected.
TEC President R. A. Stewart, American Teachers Association
meeting
in Durham, N. C., were
principal of Union High school,
Gallatin,
presided.
Tennessee Mrs. G. 0. Nelson, of Ripley;
State University's president Dr. J. H. Parrish, of Jackson, and A.
W.. S. Davis, brought greetings. J. "Rube" Robinson. of LexingN. A. Crippens, consultant in the ton, who was also-limed to the
State Department of Education, executive committee to fill the undiscussed the Survey of Public expired terln of the late W. W.
Education in Tennessee which is Mays, of Henning.
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Most Farmers
Now Must Pay
Work Tax

These Passed On
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COUPON!

FLOUR

COUPON!

Good at Hogue & Knott Only

This Coupon Good For 19c

t• a

on the purchase of on. of Stokely's

FINEST FRUIT PIES
• PEACH

• APPLE

Distribukd by Km: Features Synchott

e
11/Alt 1)..nry P104.,161kil
129 World Riheg Reser, ed

"She prides herself on being a perfect
thirty-six—HUN
DRED, of course!"

•
•

• CHERRY

EACH ONLY
BIG 240Z.SIZE
FROZEN

19c

NAME

oATsrbaker29c
Big 3 Lb, Box

BISCUITS -CAN 10c

ADDRESS
ailtallYYNY•10•11.ransnalirrialinilionalaVallrai1trio1Ie
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ACH
"'Qt. 12c
41c
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chairman; Mesdames B. Roberts, Carnes area; Mendell
Cross, Douglass area. Katie
Sexton, Klondyke area; Margaret Purdy. Florida area,
Margaret Turner, Florida
area. Seated in front — Mrs.
Emmalye Jones. Caldwell
area; Mesdames Orangello Cii
ger, White Station; Maxine
Draper, Porter school area;
Lyttla Robinson, Lester school
area; Molls, Alexander, Ma

moms Salim area; Freddye
Kloodake school area;
R. Mitchell. Klondyke School
area; and Edna Miles, of Lester school area. Not shown are
Weadarnes Mcildamas Sloan.
1I an aasas; Lamle!! Addison,
Granti'; Ruby Smith, Hyde
Park; 7,ettie Miller, Hamilton;
s. Ward, Magnolia; B. Scott,
Melrose; Cooper E. Taylor.
Leath; 1,inancla Steel. K a n
sea; L. Martin, Wisconsin;

Bessie Claybrook, Riverview;
Belie Pettigrew. %tonna Locke,
Thelma Rush, Lincoln; Beatrice Stewart, Dunn Ave.; Mt
adarna, LaRoae; Ernest Witherg, Dr. 'Walk'er Homes and
Louise Taylor, Kortrecht. All.
women Interested in helping
these women raise 15.000 in on
one hour on Thursday night
,ire asked to rail 1 1. 5-0234
(Photo by Reese)
s

ECONOMY •
PURE PORK
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COUPON!
COUPON!
Good at Hogue & Knott Only

This Coupon Good For 10c
on the purchase of one new recipe

STOKLEY'S Finest MEAT PIE

SAUSAGE
THESE AND ANOTHER 800
women will be the ones responsible for the money rAlSed
for the Mothers March
Against Polio which will be
• held Thursday night, Jan. 31,
from 6:30 p.m. until t h e
dis funds are raised from every
"resident. Included in picture
from left: Standing are: Mrs.
Lucille Price, Mother's March.

$169

LIGHT CRUST
BIG 25 LB. BAG

Lbs.$100

EACH 1
ONLY

C0

• CHICKEN • TURKEY • BEEF
Limit one per family—with this coupon
Good Thurs., Jan. 3/ Thou Men., Feb. 4.

INSTANT
COFFEE

NAME

6BIG
Oz
JAR

109

ADDRESS
Coss ••:.• I /10, void If taxed, prshibit•fl Sy Folowl,
State a• Atunielool Shrivel's.
-Iv/M(1MM:
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TERRITORIAL GOV. Peter T.
Coleman and Mrs. Coleman
(photo at left) of the Samoan Islands were among the

governors present at the lavish Governors reception which
was held at the Slatler hotel,
Washington, D. C., as part

of the Presidential Inaugural
festivities. Strikingly h a n dsome couple in center photo
is Gov. and Mrs. Walter GOI
,

don of the Virgin Islands as
they greeted swarms of visitors at the Governors' recep-

tion. The Gordons hall from
Los Angeles. In photo at right
are two of the guests it the

circles as Mrs. Edna Redmond
of Jackson, Miss., national Republican committee-

reception. They are Mr. and
Mrs. A. R. Loveless. Mrs.
Loveless is known in political

woman from Mississippi. Her
husband is supervisor of music at Arkansas State college.

1 Prof. HERMAN
I

r

ETHIOPIAN AMBAS•
SADOR and his petite wife,
Madame lima Deressa, go
down the receiving line In the

foyer of the grand ballroom of
the Statier hotel at the Governor's reception at the Statler hotel, Washington, D. C.

LOVE LORN
CO RNER
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a man 45 years of age, 5 ft. 5
inches tall, weigh g5 pounds and
brown skin with a neat build. I
have had my share of traveling
and now am ready for marriage.
I am seeking one with no attachwould
to
and
like
ments
travel during the summer months.
I would like for her to be around
5 ft. 8 and have a nice, healthy
build. Eddie Barnes, 550 Towne
ave., Los Angeles 13, Calif.
• ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
desirous of finding a real loving
and serious minded companion,
who is ready for marriage. I am
44 years of age, 5 ft. 11 inches
tall, weigh 158 pounds, light brown
skin and ambitious. I have two
jobs and would ike to correspond
with a young lady who is working toward a good future, preferably one with a nice figure and
personality. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos
A. Preen, 702 E. 51st at.. Chicago.
Hi.
•• •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I ant
desirous of corresponding with
a soling woman of fine qualities
130 to 150 pounds and serious
minded and lovable. I am 6 ft.
4 inches tall, weigh 155 pounds
smocth dark complexion, natural
curly hair and 38 years of age
I have a good job and would like
to meet the right young lady and
settle down. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos
Ed Allen. 18 Chicora at., Green viii., S. C
•••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I wogld
like to become a member of vour
pen pal club. I ant 25 years of
age. 5 ft. 7 inches tall, weigh 1411
pounds, 25 years of age, block
hair brown eyes and light c ,re
plexion. I would like to have pen
pals between the ages of 20 t-i
45. ,_promise to answer all letters and exchange photos. G. S.
William, Mayers P. 0 „Kingston
Jamaica. B. W. I.
•• •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a imey lonely young lady who is
desirous of meeting a young man
between the ages of 45 and Se
, years of age He does not have ti
he handsome, but honest dependable. Intelligent and sober. I in

a widow, 39 years of age. weigh
148-pounds. 5 ft. tall light complexion, brown i yes and natural.,
It, curly hair. I own my home and
appreciate the better things in life.
I am a Christian and live a quiet.
modest life. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Miss Ira Gholston, 332 Washington ave., Clarksdale, Miss.
•••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a yoking lady who has just finished school and my hobby is dress
making. I would like to correspond with young men between
the ages of 19-21 who enjoy writ-

At extreme right h Atty.
George E. C. Hayes, chair.
man of the District Public
Utilities Commission.
mg. I am 18 years of age and
promise to answer all letters received and to exchange photos.
Hyacinth 11urray. 153 Orange
,
Kingston P. 0 Jamaica B. W.
•••
DEAR AIME. c1-15 NTE. I am
seeking ,a pen gal I am 22 years
of age, light brown complexion,
5 ft. /14: -inches tall with attractive large eyes. I promise to answer all letters and exchange photos. Adelaide Gordon, 9 Graham
st.,41rown's Town Kingston P. 0.
Jamaica, B. W. I.
• ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
seeking pen pals. I am 5 ft. tall.
weigh 160 pounds, black hair.
brown eyes and 49 years of age
My occupation is that of a dressmaker. I would like to correspond with other people who are
lonely. I promise to answer all
letters and exchange photos. Sara
MeEelteron 107 Mark Lane, Kingston Jamaica, B. IV I.

DR. AND MRS. R. H. JACKson (right) and Major Enclid Louis Taylor (left) of Chi.
DEAR MME. CHANTE. I am
a Jam;lean arc', would like to
correspond with female pen pals
I am dark skin, 35 years of age
weigh 121 pounds, 5 ft. 6 inches
tall vtith dark brown eyes. I enjoy writing and promise to answer
kll letters an,d to exchange photos'. Enid Jones, 15A Bassett Rd.,
Ladsbrook Glove, London W. 10.
• ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a yorIng lady 22 years of age
brown complexion, 5 ft. 9 inches
tall and weigh 170 pounds. I would
like to correspond with gentlemen
between the ages of 22 to 38 who
are interested in marriage. I have
my home. I promise to answer all
letters and to exchange photss.
Elouise Catbey.' 1721 W. Silver
St., Memphis, Tenn.

two, during the reception at
the Burlmington hotel for Illinois delegates. The reception

was a highli;ht of inaugural
festivities in Washington, D. C.

African To Tour
Asia On Scooter
LONDON — Embarking on a iaent in America on a pedaling
round the world "Safari tour" of bicycle from Chicago. He covered
Europe, Asia and Africa by a Ves- 3,800 miles in 35 days. On arriving
pa Scooter on April 27 from Lon- :in Hollywood, he was signed to a
don through Moscow and China is 8300-a-week movie by 20th Cetia 26-year-old African psychology tqry Fox Studios and 'starred in
student from Nigeria.
the picture "White Witch Doctor':
Olabisi Ajala, a Moslem by re- with Robert /vlitchum and Susan
ligion, of Canfield Gardens, Swiss Hayward.
This new Safari tour covering
Cottage, London, for whom Prince
Charles posed to take his picture 30.000 miles will Mite him nine
last year at the London Airport Months carrying him through over
after the departure of the Queen 40 countries. He expects to reand Duke's tour of Nigeria, came
to England two years ago.
In 1952, he undertook a similar

midis

Eve

THE ASTROLOGER
Christianity would be much more
acceptable to certain types of people if it did not place such emphasis on the need for humility
Those who take themselves and
their abilities too seriously are often willing to accept what they
call the Christian ethie ... man's
acceptance of the humility of God.
God will be accepted only on
His own terms. But the foetidlous, those who are overly impressed with their own very finite minds, will 'not accept a
God who humbled Himself and
asks them to do likewise.
The proud begin by refusing to
see and they end by being unable
to see. Pride creates a viciops
circle Its refusal to see may prbvent those who are guilty from
seeking the means to find humility thus allowing grace to enter
our hearts.
s ••
E. F. Dear Prof. Herman: I
have been reading your column
for just a short time, as we
do not get the paper where
I live, but since I have been
here will' my sister I have been
reading hers. I have a hroblem
which I feel that you idieht be
able to help me with. You Ai-,
I left My husband because we
did not get along and came here
to find work and make a new
start. Of course I left everything
behind . . furniture, clothing.
rte. It is costly to try and buy
these Wiles again, but I don't
feel that my husband will let
me get them if I return to do
so. I don't think I relit ever go
back there to live, for he ligs
made me so ashamed and ult.
emi
t mafotrldaobleyouwhsie
legge
lissti?ng there,

get these things without police
protection, and legal aid. So your
first step is to 'flake up you?
mind . . . definitely, as to your
future status, from there on
things will begin to fail in order.
s •
WORRIED
MOTHER.
My
daughter is one of these teen=
agers that just wants to' listen
to records and read funny books:
She doesn't assume any of the
responsibility at home and I
hate to constantly keep after
her to keep herself tidy and
'clean.
ANS. Now, Mother, you haven t
tried the old, old disciplinary
method . . . remember when you
were a child? You have tried to
go along with your daughter and
be reasonable, but 'it is now
time ti be firm positive and to
punish her if she doesn't obey you. You will both be sorry,
later on in life if you don't take
a firm stand now and help halo ak
adjust herself and assume sortie IBIF
responsibility.
• •
'Will we get the new car we
have looked at? What Steps
should I take to get a good job?
Should I get a woman to come
in to help me now, or later?
ANS. Only one question is' answeret! In the Column due to lb*.
limited amount of space. If you
write Ii for a private reply rshall be happy to help you.

Requests Action
On Rights Bill

WASHINGTON. D. c. — Senator
Thomas C. Meanings jr.,(D-51b);
at a/meeting o the full Judiciary
called 'upon the cornsANS. Since you have definitely mittee to complete
its hearings' jok
made up your mind to leav,., your on civil rights
legislation prior Os.
husband, and to 'remain when(' February
18.
_
s
you 2re now, it would also, oe Senator Henning,
who is chair. / f
wise to decidq your next step — man of the
Subcommittee on Con:
.
separation or divorce. If you ap- stitutional Rights
and author 4
ply for a divorce you see you four civil
rights bills, stated thar':
will probably be able tcv,get some there Was no
necessity for longr?..
Of your things throbgh this act- drawn-out hei
tt rings as both the .,
kill. As it is now, with your hus- Senate and e
country are awe=
band angry because you have left, of the variou
points of view mess
it might not be wise to try and these issues.
4444.
4.44.
414
.
44.64
OM*
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YoU EYE SloPPED -Co
PAIS(EIZ Grf2MOR
f4A1NK WHY YOu MEYER ADvA)'CE ON youR JOB? YOterg
CILIAW4S COMPLAINIAG ABOUT ale MA41/4C.,144E 812EIMS.

OL11111s1 AJ

Oi CoME NOw PuttAP!
YOu'RE
AFRA1t)OF.
A LITTLE OL: MOTH!

turn to 1-ondon in Jan., 1958.
. Ajala said it was difficult gettine a Russian entry and exit visa,
which he received early in January after fourteen months of continuous efforts and visits to the
Russian Embassy here.
At the outset, he was bluntly refused. because according to the
officials, "no tourist is alloWed
eritry into Russia by a private vehicle." What SOiV:t1 his situation,
was a registered letter to the ironman of Russia, Mr.. Khrushchev.
Khrushchey ordered the issurance
of the via.
' While in Russia, where he will
spend fourteen days; visiting
operas, ballets and symphony concerts, he will tour Stalingsad,
Moscow, Novosibirsk, Leningrad.
and "particularly Siberia.".
Purpose of the trip, Nola says
"is educational, an urge for adventure, seeing and visiting historical landmarks, ancient archi
lecture] buildings, paint
tress•
sired ruins and strictly unpolitical
reasons."

11.44ER You Do oN11Y %Oka% REQUIRED OF q00...`OU'RE
ASLAVE!VE. MOMENT YOu DO WILE MoR.E..:NEN
4ou'RE A FREE MAN! TAME'S ALWA4S ROOM ON loP
BECAUSE. SoMEOF THoSE V400 GET l'HERE...GO lb
SLEEP AND FALL OFF...SO IF YOU WANT TO Wag
QLOP.•,GET BUr
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Tri-State Defender
"The South's Independent Woad,"

The Crisis

A.B.C.

VOCSANS RORIDA , GE.ORGIA SOU11A CAROLINA,
LOUISIANA 'N ALABAMA ... ARE
/*MSS I SSIPP

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TR1-STATE AREA
Memo Office. 236 South Wellington — Phase JA. 643117
One of the great needs of the pared, also willing, to meet the
day.
is a will to satisfy the indis- needs ef this or any other
day
Menages
Circulate.,
POLK.
J.
ARITTA
MOSES J. NEWSOM, 'Acting Memnon* bin°.
They wlll be able to face up
pensable.
(VANS L. CLEMENT AdverticMg Moefilf•I
to both the improbable and the
This need can only bc met impossible with courage, also with
understanding
complete
a
through
a way out, and a will to do. They
Subscription rates: One riser. $6; els months. $3 SO. 12-year special Subscription rate. $10)
of the facts. To know the facts will be able to silence all of their
The Tri-Sfete Defender Das Not Tam Rosponillility for untolicitee Manuscripts a Pharos.
of hie and to know how to re- critics legal or otherwise,
late your will to these facts is They will be able to do the imintelligence — self discipline.
Pablishad Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. Entered as Second
possible without loss. Also they
These are some of the signs of will be able to free the enslaved
Class Matter at the Memphis Pest Office March 20, 1862, Under Act of March.2, 1111.
intelligence. (1) Thinking celarly, and give comfort to the outcast(2) Realizing that it is never too ed.
late to learn. (3) That you have This task is an individual one
a worIld Outlook. (41 That yati The time has become far spent
know how to fit your ambitions for individuals to sit around arwith your abilities. 5), To realize guing and waiting for various orthat popular notions are invari- ganizations, local, state and mi.
ably wrong (6) A willingness to Ronal governments to do t h e
listen to the man who knows. (7). things for them which they should
Know how to go along with otner do for themselves.
people. (8). Know how to keep an It is said, "Faith will remove
open mind to every question until mountains," but the other man's
Now that the Memphis Ministers As- any organization which has not been de- all of the evidence is in before faith will not remove your moun••
sociation (white) has courageously issued clared subversive or inimical to the security making a decision. (9) Know how tains. Their removal is dependent
a forthright and Christian-like statement of our nation by the attorney general of to avoid laughing at or fighting upon your faith.
Remember too, that faith alone
new ideas. (10) Cultivate the
on the right of the NAACP to function, it the United States."
The NAACP, which is a target of the habit of success. (11) Havinng a will not do the job. It requires
is hoped that some of those timid souls who
with
have been attempting to evade their shad- current session of the state legislature, is willingness to link with great work also. Your work along
mountains.
not specifically mentioned but the intent causes and (12) Know how to faith will remove yourworks,
ows will cease such.
seakeep faith in the possibilities of Our faith with our
Rkad the statement, in part: "The sup- and implication is obvious.
soned with patience, will remove
man you might be.
the
It takes men with vision and righteous Anyone so equipped will be pre- all of our mountains.
pression or curtailment of any organization
JOHN H. SINGSTACKI. Publish*.
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Ministers With Vision And Courage
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seeking peacefully to further its cause or to
champion what it considers right for any
segment of people is in conformity with
the practices of atheistic Communism and
contrary to the great principles of American democracy.
"Cherishing and loving the noble and illustrious traditions of American democracy,
we oppose he curtailment of activities of

conviction to issue such a statement. The
stand supports the position taken recently
by the Memphis Ministers and Citizens
League on human rights.
As long as we have such leadership as
exemplified by the Memphis Ministers Association, we can feel that there is a ray
of hope for full justice for all oppressed
minorities.

Even--Handed Justice

The bulk' of "your folk" should
BE SMART
It's risky to talk common sense be reminded that the announcewhite and black alike. The law placed little and right on this matter of race ment of a Supreme Court decisiona
segregation is not
restraint on the taking of a Negro's life by relations. During this time of flux ending bus
signal for immediate occupancy of
interracial
the
on
violence
and,
with
almost
kill
could
Negro
A
anybody.
both sides of any seat in the bus. Police action
impunity so long as he confined his killing front hot heads on with
the loud- and exploding sticks of dynamite
line are talking
the
to his wife, children, and his dark-skinned est voices and getting the most at- in Southern cities prove that to
fellow man. He had no fear of paying the tention.
be true.
supreme penalty for his deed, whether it It's as difficult for a Negro to A logical question then is: "When
was justified or not.
urge common sense, caution, is it time for Negroes to occupy
Such action as the Criminal Court jury Christianity and consideration as any seat to which their equal fare
"When I stash back on my hind
took the other day is a step toward revers- it must be for a white man with entitles them?"
ing this attitude And it is a needed step. good intentions to urge tolerance The answer might be found in legs and really speak my mind,"
the following consideration...most
Even the most vicious criminal has some at a Ku Klux Klan meeting.
of the Supreme Court decisions on said Simple, "white folks better
uneasiness when there is a reasonable cer- When a Negro suggests taking bus desegregation are being im- beware of what they are liable tu
action, or expresstalk,
in
easy
it
tainty that he will pay just about in kind ed attitude, he's immediately dub- mediately challenged by appeals. hear."
for a crime. News that such a step has been bed an "Uncle Tom" Not only that That means more court action will "What
do you mean, stash
taken and possibly will be taken again, will but he runs the risk of physical have to be take place before deseg- back?" I asked.
help a lot of so-called high-tempered peo- violence. The hot heads like noth- regation on buses actually become
mean rear back and tell them
ple to realize that a little self-control is the ing better than to display their a fact. It means that the old Jim - off"I
" said Simple. "I always did
"courage" at the expense of some crow laws and the old customary
better part of good sense.
have bench legs, so I can "- Mash
More such decisions are needed. It might weak, dark brother. They subject way of sitting on the vehicles will back farther than you can
appeals are finalthe
until
obtain
scorn,
inand
and
insult
to
hlm
right
next
the
to
lead
will
be such decisions
''I believe you are double jointly decided. That means a waiting
and logical step . .. to the punishment of flict every available form of spirtorture on the period of a considerable amount ed at the knees," I said, "since
mental
and
itual
whites for wantonly killing Negroes.
guy who is wise enough to speak of time, That means that common you can bend your legs almost as
up in behalf of what deep, down sense Mates that it's smart to far backwards as you can forward::
in his mind, he knows to be the wait and see a-while.
The old folk used to say, "When
-I got ball bearing joints," said
right course. . .even in the Negro's frantic struggle to in a k e the big stars fall, it won't be long Simple, "so when I get ready to
'fore day." There was a world of sound off, Jack, I really stashes
Mr. Eisenhower exalted Hungary's fight progress.
for freedom as symbolic of "man's yearn- It was Chicago Cong. Dawson applicable meaning to the present hack."
ing to be free." This is as eternal a verity who popularized the expression: situation in that expression. It sug- "But most of the sounding off
gests that it's smart not to jump
you do is done in Harlem with not
as the rationale of life itself. With great de- "Don't get mad; get smart." And the
gun until the last star has fall- a white man in ear shot," I said
be heedference to his lofty idealism, we believe well might the expression
Negro'to whom he was en. The Supreme Court may an- "unless it is some Italian bar ownthe
by
ed
that Mr. Eisenhower should set the boun- speaking in this matter of choosing nounce that dawn is just around
daries within which men's efforts toward the right course and expressing the corner, but the traveller who er who has been selling you liquor
forming and transforming their social lives the right attitude during t),is time finds it necessary to move in day- for year, — and bar owners are
so used to Negroes sounding off
can be effective in America.
of growing tension over desegre- light won't hit the road until dawn that they pay you no mind."
tints
the
sky.
buses
other
on
in
and
gation
"I wish I was in the United NaThe President's all-consuming desire to
In other words, at the risk of
of race contact.
tions," said Simple, "so the world
establish a better world order would be areas
In the matter of bus desegrega- being publicly denounced as a could
hear what I have to say.
quickened not so much by challenging the tion the Negro is learning the pain- "front rank Uncle Tom". . .but
military power of would-be aggressors as ful lesson to be derived from too in behalf of those folk who don't When I would rise in the Assembly
by reforming the obstinate segment of our hasty action. . .and too hasty con- know or may net have heard the and step to the podium, I would
population which is still clinging to the ab- clusions that all is well that sounds :;core. .it is urged here that at- take my text from the word MISSISSIPPI — which is spelled M-i-ssurd tenet that the blessings of democracy well. It sounds well to hear over tention be paid to the recent pleas s-i-s-s-i-p-p-i — and I would go
were meant for a special class and cate- the news that the U. S. Supreme of a group of Memphis ministers right down the line from there,
Court has ruled in favor of pub- that calm, consideration and pagory of American citizens.
starting with M. I would say.
lic desegregation on the buses. But tience be exercised by both the
misguided
assumption,
some
On this
the more ominous sound of dyna- Negro and white public pending 'Gentlemens of the United NaAmericans have resolutely evolved a code mite following the announcement the outcome of court decisions on tions and delegates, including Rusof behavior manifestly at variance with the sounds not too hot.
bus desegregation for this com- sians, the word MISSISSIPPI
starts with an M which stands for
.
expressed provisions of the Constitution. The vast majority of Negroes munity.
They would deny to some of the citizens are not Luther Kings. . .willing In parting, it might be well to
rights they brazenly reserve to themselves. to lay their lives on the line for remind that most of the lawyers
This is a contradiction that has persisted their principles. Most of "o u r who are fighting bus segregation
throughout our whole social history and folks" are just run of the mill . . most of t h e "outspoken"
guys who just want to get along leaders who denounce it, don't ride
which should be resolved once and for all.
with the least possible risk and the busses, Mac. . .flocks of 'em
Free institutions in a free world Were pain. And it's to this kind of folk ride only in Cadillacs or close imnever meant exclusively for the privileged that real, down-to-earth advice itations. . .but still cars. Now,
few. This is true under three of the great- should be directed.
whatchubet!

"Even-handed justice" is a hackneyed
term. But for once a hackneyed term finds
needed rejuvenation when consideration is
given to a history-making court action
which took place in Memphis last week.
A Negro, slayer of another Negro, was
sentenced to the electric chair by a Criminal Court jury.
That's the first time in 34 years that
such action has been taken in such a case.
It has occasioned widespread discussion.
With no hint of jubilation or rejoicing
that a fellow human being has been so unfortunate as to have the death penalty
fixed against him, it must be pointed out
that at long last a local jury has placed
higher premium on the life of a Negro.
It has long been a plaint of Negro
spokesmen that the law has not been evenhanded when applied to Negroes. And particularly has this been so in the case of
Negro homicides. The result has been vast
disrespect for Negro life on the part of

by Nat D. wi mains

have formulated his message.

est written constitutions known to the modern world, namely the French Declaration 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
of the Rights of Men, the Weimar (Germ.)Constitution, and the American Constitution.
The fundamental and constitutional
principle of the equality of all men, the rock
upon which the whole structure of democracy is `founded, shotild be proclaimed and
called to the consciousnessa of America as
often and as fervently as the muezzin
sounds daily the call of worship from his
minaret.

SO WHAT?

The People Speak

•
•

GIVE CREDIT WHEN DUE
Give credit to whom credit is
due. The Kiwanis club is one of
the greatest organizations in the
City of Memphis. They have organized for the purpose of taking
rare of all the school children in
the city of Memphis from accidents regardless of race or color.
I know that all of the families
In the city of Memphis are proud
of this organization, including the
Board of Education and the City
Administration, to have such an
organization in our community. It
speaks well of our city
Mr. H.. W. Tidwell, the chairamen of the Safety Council, is a
WWI}, man every day, all day carrying out his duties in order to do
sway with the casualties in the
City of Memphis. — M. Thornton,
"Mang el Beale Street",

4.00
:101.0

Simple Goes Through Mississippi,
Letter By Letter

The Presidential Message
President Eisenhower's inaugural message was, in a large sense, a bid for world
leadership. Though here and there he took
his eyes off the distant hemisphere long
enough to allude to the fertility of the native soil and the genius and resilience of
America's industrial might, he eluded vital
domestic issues with the nimbleness of a
brokenfield runner.
Some of the passages of his speech had
the grandeur and majlsty of a Washington
symphony, though lacking in realism and
objectivity. The President was at his oratorical best when he declared:
"From the deserts of North Africa to
the islands of South Pacific one third of all
mankind has entered upon an historic struggle for a new freedom: Freedom from grinding poverty." Amen; Amen; we say lustily
4., to this perceptive observation. But, to use a
common parlance, how about us chickens?
•
We have taken upon ourselves the responsibility for feeding the world, yet we
have poverty, hunger and unemployment in
our very front yard. We are knocking down
native Americans in the rush to welcome
with bands and flags Hungarian refugees,
yet we have native fighters for freedom
here to whom no word of sympathy or encouragement is extended.
True, freedom fighters of whatever
clime and hue should be encouraged, for
such a spirit is in keeping with the historic
pattern out of which America's destiny was
woven. But how ldng must we continue our
therapy for the protracted ills of the outside world while neglecting domestic problems of great urgency?
It seems to us that the tension and
strife with which this country is afflicted
should have formed the focus of thought
and effort, and the framework within which
the President of the United States should

MOOR

More On Women
Dear Editor: Trwo letters in this
, by Mr. Fred Poindexcolumn,
ter and Mr. J. C. Clark of Chicago, "RAPS NEGRO WOMEN.''
These two men must be ordinary
working men to be so wise. Mostly on jobs will one see the action of women that will drive one
to use his pen in such a matter.
I too, have seen many things I
was surprised and disgusted at. I
talked to some of these women.
I wanted to know why they did.
notknow what to wear, or how
to conduct themselves as ladies?
Many of them were arrogant, and
had no moral standards which
they live by.
Since the Civil War the colored man has grown up. Today
he is willing to compete on even
terms with anyone on his knowledge and know-how, without his
sex ability ever being a factor.

The Afro-American must take a
stand and state his position. If
this fight is to be won he has to
demand that his woman either
eland by him or get out and
stay
We must take a bold stand in
the communities where we live. We
must demand more good lobs
in city, state and In Washington,
D. C. In Chicago we are around
one million strong, and we elected five aldermen, which is one.
tenth of the city council, but we
as a group do not hold half the
jobs we should have.
We elected and sent to Springfield 10 men as representatives.
We should watch these men and
gee how they will vote, and how
hard they will work. What I am
trying to Say is: we must give
our women much more in the
near future. — J. Hamilton Johnson, Chicago.

"Is this dance formal ... or can I wear my own clothes?"

MURDER which is what they
have done down there to Negroes
for years Just for being colored,
with nobody sent to jail, let alone
electrocuted. Mississippi murder
did not just begin with little Emmett Till a few summers ago, nor
with Rev. Lee, who wanted to
vote at Belzoni. It goes way back
to slavery day( when they whipped Negroes to death, and freedom days when the Klan drug us
behind horses till we died, and on
up to now when they shoot you
for belonging to the NAACP, so
this evening I begin my talk with
the word MURDER, and the first
letter comes from Mississippi —
not from behind nobody's Iron Curtain but from M-i-s-s-i-s-s-i-p-p-i.
"I now continues with the next
letter which is I — which means
me. I, colored, am not even worth
two hoots in hell in Mississippi,
so therefore I myself do not give
two hoots in hell about Mississippi. But I take that word for a text
this evening just to let the world
know how I feel. Wait! Correction! Strike me from the record.
What that first I really means is
IGAROOT from ignoramus —
fur IGARCOT.
S is the next letter, which stands
for several things. Mississippi
ain't from ncne of them, neither
from double S. which is followed
by an I meaning IMPS — Imps of
Satan — which is what Mississippians is. In spite of the fact that
they claim to be Christians, they
is devils. I is followed by double
S again — S S — which means I
will not Soft Soap you into believ-

Mg Mississippi is a part of Ye
Free World because it is not. lallsissippi is not from Sugar, neither
from Salt period! And it do het
take a double S to spell what it
is from. And I hope you translators setting here at the United Nations with ear phones to your ears
translating into all foreign In:uages, has got an S in your language to spell what I mean that
Mississippi ain't from.
"Let us continue with the next
I after the double S. That I means
— IDIOTS — which some folks
must be to behave the way they
do in Mississippi. Now I will go
on to the P — which means PIGHEADS, not listening to you, me,
nor nobody else, and the double
P — which means POLECATS of .
which nothing smells worser than
those INFIDELS,.which takes up
the final I. So now, gentlemen of
the United Nations, delegates also
Russians, I trust you know what
I think of Mississippi.
M — MURDERS
I — !CAROM'S
S — From which Ole Miss ain't S —Ditto, meaning the same.
1 —IMPS OF SATAN
S — Not SUGAR
S — Neither SALT
I --IDIOTS
P PIGHEADS
P POLECATS
I ... INFIDELS
Murdering Igaroots who ain't
from what S is,nbeing Imps of
Satan, neither Sugar nor Sta.
but Pigheaded Polecats worse.
than Infidels — that folks, is
M-I-S-S-I-S-S-I-P-P-I.

Benjamin Franklin, whose porary cabins, built in the form religious sects although he was
birthday we celebrated a few days of a square, just without the not considered either religious or
devout. I was intrigued with his
ago, distinguished himself by the town,
"In the evening, hearing a remarks in his autobiography
wide variety of practical projects
he started for the common wel- great noise among them, the about the visit to his home of the
commissioners walked out to see Reverend Whitefield. The latter
fare, fire department, public
brary, hospitals, etc. From read- what was the matter. We found wrote Franklin that he wished to
ing his autobiography, I learned they had made a great bonfire in come to Philadelphia but he had
that he could be a pretty sell- the middle of the square; they nowhere to stay.
righteous rascal too. He was a were all drunk, men and women. I quote Franklin: "My ansquarreling and fighting. Their wer was, 'You know my house;
fabulous character.
Some of the stories he tells dark-colored bodies, half naked, if you make shift with its scanty
throw an interesting light on the seen only by the gloomy light of accommodatiws, you will be nibit
early days in America. Franklin the bonfire, running after and heartily welcome. He replied,
was born on January 17, 170s and beating one another with fine- that if I made that kind offer for
the incident about which I would 'brands accompanied by their Christ's sake. I should not miss of
like to quote him occurred in the horrid yellings, formed a scene a reward. And I returned 'Don't
middle of the 18th century in the most resembling our ideas let me be mistaken; it was not
Pennsylvania. Franklin was nem- of hell that could well be imagin- for Christ's sake, but for your
ed to a commission to make a ed there was no appeasing the sake.'
peace treaty with the Indians at tumult, and we retired to our "One of our common acquaintCarlisle. Here is the way he tells lodging. At midnight a number ance jocosely remarked, t h a 5,
the story of meeting with the In- of them came thundering at our knowing it to be the custom of
door, demanding more rum of
diens.
saints, when they received any fa.
"As those people are extreme- which we took no notice.
vor, to shift the burden of the
had
they
sensing
day,
next
ly apt to get drunk, and when so, "The
obligation from off their own
disthe
us
giving
in
and
misbehaved
disordare very quarrelsome
shoulders, and place it ,in heaven,
erty, we strictly forbade the sell- turbance, they sent three of their I had contrived to fix it on earth."
ing any liquor to them and when old counselors to Make their apolFinally, Franklin made no apolthey complained of this restric- ogy. The orator acknowledged the
ogies for the high esteem in which
lion, we told them that if they fault, but laid it upon the rum:
he held himself. He wrote:
could continue sober during the and then endeavored to excuse the
"Mose people dislike vanity lit
treaty, we would give them plen- rum by saying:
ty of rum when business was over. "The Great Spirit, who made all others, whatever share they have
"They promised this, and they things, made every thing for of it themselves; but I give it fair
kept their promise, because they some use and whatever use he quarter wherever I meet with it
could get no liquor, and the trea- designed anything for, that use being persuaded that it is often
ty was conducted very orderly, it should always be put to. Now. productive of good to the possessand concluded to mutual aatis- when he made rum, he said, 'Let or, and to others that are within
faction. They then claimed and re- this be for the Indians to get his sphere of action; and therecalved the rum; this was in the drunk with, and it must be so.'" fore, in many cases, it would not
Benjamin Franklin had many In- be altogether ahsord If a man
afternoon there were nearly one
hundred men, women and chil. tereating relationships with the were to thank God for his vanity
dren and were lodged in tern- Quakers and ministers of various among the other comforts of life."
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'57 Trend In Furniture With The Young Family n Mind

•

•
FUNCTIONAL WITH that modern touch .that's the‘
Young Family in home furnis,iii.gs. The prate of
combined dining-living area has been solved by a planned correlated group. Here the clean lines of wrought
iron by Callo, designed by Joseph Odds with young bud.
gets lends graciousness to a contemporary room setting,
The Cabin Crafts "Ripples" rug by John and airline

Brice.is also part Of the collection. Swinging wall-arm
lamps with polished brass shades and slim shaft table
lamp also polished brass are by Argo Lamp co. Grouping includes end table with lower shelf; cocktail table
with metal magazine basket, right or left arm sections.
dining area group includes table and five chairs (including one arm .chair).
•

A DISTINGUISHED "Young Family". . .furniture planned with the future in mind to grow, with the needs of
a growing family. Designed for gracious, colorful living,
this entire setting is from the Young Family collection
also shown during the recent International Homes Furnishings show at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago. The
generous square corner table and matching end table
both in walnut are from Martinsville Novelty co. The '

Modern Upholstered chairs include the comfortable tub
chair with button tuffted back and walnut legs and
high back lounge chair.; Kroehler's slim-lined sofa with
brass tipped legs, the dramatic but versatile cocktail
table with matching twin squares can nest under its
black top. Tuck-away tables are also available in turquoise, black or white base and top combinations. The
lamps to are from the Young Family plan by Oxford.

•

tion cocktail and TV table with the 20 inch swivel top.
DESIGNED WITH the young family in mind here unAll are in natural walnut and are designed by Martinsusual wrought bucket chairs by Gallo are on canters for
ville Novelty co. Kroehler did the slim-lined upholstered
easy movement over the heavest of carpets. 'retuned
sectionals with brass tipped legs. Polished brass shaded
with them, two of Gallo's table-benches which become
seating pieces with the addition of a pillow. Three of lamps with pull down brass rings by Argo Lamp co.
the unusual tables in the Young Family collection are 'with Cabin Crafts rug in zig-zag pattern, a John and
shown—the square 30 inch plastic top cocktail table; Arline Brice design complete this stunning grouping.
the sturdy square corner table and the new combina-

THE CLEAN FRESH lines of wrought iron (photo center aboye) ideally mate with the warm tones of the walnut room divider-buffet with sliding cane panels. All
part of the Young Family group dramatically styled
bat rock-bottom prices bedroom, dining and living room
furniture collection which also included color-related
rugs and lamps. Grouping includes the squared dining
table, 30 x 48 inches; the matching side and arm chairs

. ic-Witz
with new high-back by Gallo. Buffet is by Bea
For man of the house he'll approve of this handsome
walnut five drawer chest and commodioua dresser
(Photo above left) designed by Sanford Wallack of
Baaic-Witz. Both chest and dresser have metal drawer
guides. The Oxford "Americana" pottery lamp with
brass base and shade; framed 30 x 46 inch mirror by
Basic-Witt and deep 9 x 12 foot cut pile rug with fringe

all around is also from the Young Family group which
is comprised of bedroom, living and dining room furniture including occasional pieces rugs and lamps and
meet the stringent demands of a young family budget.
(Photo right above). ELEGANCE WITH MODERATION. . . the spice brown tones of natural walnut enhanced with cane on the king sized headboard and brass
touches on the case pieces impart gracefulness to any

room. A master bedroom from the Young Family group
it includes the mirror, 80 inch headboard, 60 inch bench
(which can serve all seat, table or base for twin commodes), dresser desk, double dresser and night table
by Basic-Witz. The chair, in the new seight is by Modern Upholstered Chair. The lamp by Oxford is 29 inches
tall and includes the shade. The Young Family plan of
furniture is now available in retail stores.
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WILLIAM MORRIS

These Salesmen Are At Your Service . . . They'll Tell You About the Reasonable Prices
Low Low Financing On Desotos and Plymouths And The Large Selection of Used Cars

.and

JOHN PARKER

AT AUTPMOBILE SALES CO•

309 Union, Memphis

Phone IA. 3-1381

•

Miss Lucie Campbell To Address
•
•
Meet
:
Membership
Annual
YWCA's

1111'410M. 116.1.1;iimui
Feb. 2, 1957

$et.,

SOCIETY
Merry
Goaound

reports of the pest
The Vance Avenue Branch elude her roles as National Cho- 1 gathering when
distributed and piens
Young Women's Christian asso- rister of the BYPU and Sunday: year will be
ciation will hold its annual mem- School Congress, assistant choris-I for th, 'am announced.
Of pa.Licular interest to the
bership dinner meeting on Friday. ter to National Baptist Convenbe the anFeb. 8, at Booker T. Washington tion Women's Department and a membership will
member cf the National Music nouncement of the new rnemtsers
High school.
Committee on sid•
Miss Lucie E. Campbell, one of Association. She is an active meni- elected to tthe
Nominating
Memphis' leading citizens will be ber of Bethesda Baptist church, ministration and the
Committee
the guest speaker. As the Theine Orleans at.
Mrs. Marie L. Adams will preOther organizations of which
of the meeting is "The Forward
Hospitality
Look," Miss Campbell will use as Miss Champbeft is affiliated are: 1 side. Members of the
the topic of her address, "We Ruth Circle club, Daughters of club will be hostesses.
eventful
Have Gone Far — And We Have Elks 'Council of Negro Women, "1957 promises to be an
and president of the Musolit club. year for the YWCA," says Mrs.
Far To Go."
Addie Owens. YWCA secretary.
Miss Campbell is a veteran DINNER TICKETS
The membership meeting is oper "You'll want to be present for
teacher with fifty-five years of experience in the Memphis City to members and friends of the , this important meeting to help
school system. Forty-three of YWCA. Dinner tickets are 81 15 make this a successful year. Plan
these were spent at the B. T. each. A Turkey plate will be serv- now to attend and be sure to bring
ed. Reservations may be made by your husband and friends."
Washington High school.
phone — JA 6-2340, and paid two
SOME ACTIVITIES
Outstanding among her many days prior to the meeting.
Every member and friend is
activities is her affiliation in
church organizatione. These in- urged to attend this important

By Marjorie L Uien

Lide.goes on. . .rather prosaical- ship and Bishop J. 0. Patterson of
ly ittrelliwise. • .and the weather Pentecostal Temple were invited
'linnet fit for man nor beast last over for an evening program. Reweek. But all's not gloom, for our sponding to the superb ovation was
fries. and patrons have been Bishop Patterson's 8-year-o I d
and, of such as these are daughter, Janet, who was most elbu
oquent. Needless to say, parents
news .made.
• ••
and other adults were shocked beThe Clara Barton Health club yond words by the manner in
met at the lovely home of Mrs. which the two charming youngAlberta Sample at 2488 Douglas, sters handled the job that is uswith Mrs. Pearlena Sanders as co- ually a terrifying experience for
hostess. Among members present any adult. They took it in stride,
were Mrs. Edith Scott, Mrs. Etta with nary a qualm. Little Janet
It Page, Mrs. Bertha Becton, had just celebrated her birthday
Mrs. Florence McPherson, Mrs. the day before with a lovely party
Elizabeth Hollingsworth, M r a. given by her parents at their MisThe LeMoyne college Alumni - dames Crawford and Hodges.
Johnnie Murray, Mrs. Ellen Cal- sissippi ave. home, to which more
Perry Allen will serve as 'nesFaculty talent program will be
has, Mrs. Elizabeth Sloan, Mrs. than 50 of her friends and acstaged at Bruce hall, Sunday, Feb. ter of ceremonies. Miss Martelle
Eleanor F. Sain, Miss Harry Mae quaintances were invited. More
Trigg is program chairman; Mrs.
10, beginning at 5 p.m.
Mn. La Blanch Jack- news in the Patterson manse conMaggie Ratcliffe, chairman of the
son; Miss Conelius Sanders and cerns the mid-semester break vaFaculty members who will partelephone committee; Mrs. Rubye
Mn. Leona Jamerson. A lovely cation being enjoyed by son James
ticipate include Reginald Morris,
Porter and Miss Evelyn Knox, in
time was enjoyed and members Patterson, a student at Fisk. Acart instructor; Lionel Arnold, colcharge of invitations and Cherie
are looking forward to their next companying him for the brief valege pastor; Miss Elsie Van Ness,
P. Roland, general chairman.
meeting with Miss F ranc es cation was Miss Muriel Anderson,
speech and drama instructor, and
a Fisk junior, who hails from WilTharp* at 14.23 S. Willett.
Caselle Knox, chemistry instrucmington, Del., and is the daugh•• •
tor.
The Renaissance Holiday club ter of Dr. and Mrs. Anderson, to
There will be aesthetic dance
Mrs.
and
of
Bishop
the
guest
be
Heard
at
MISS LUCIE E. CAMPBELL
met with Miss Charlsye
lumbers by Willie Kelley and Mes615 Jeanette recently to hold their Patterson.
and
GwendoSelma
Reid
dames
•• •
a piece of Hawaiian handiand is a member of Alpha
END HAWAII SOJOURN—Dr.
election of officers, at which all
lyn Conley Walton. An organ and
craft, from the collection they
Kappa Alpha sorority. Dr.
and Mrs. Westley Groves are
of the existing slate were re-elect- The social highlight of last week
piano duet will be played by Mrs
brought back to the States.
Groves was recently dischargseen during their visit with
ed. Prizes were won by Mrs. Irma end was the beautiful 25th wedding
Helen West and Meryl Glover.
Following their visit here, they
ed a captain, following a two
Mrs. Groves' parents, Mr. and
Varnado, Miss Eugenia Smith, re-dedication and reception of Rey.
will return to Kansas City,
Others on the program will be
tenr tour of service with the
Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes, at
Mrs. Virginia Fogg and Mrs. and Mrs. David S. Cunningham at
Mo., where Dr. Groves is
the president of the organization,
Army at Honolulu, where he
their South Parkway home.
Georgia Bryant. Guest honor Collins Chapel ME church last
serving 11 residence in surLeroy Van Johnson, Miss Mary
was engaged in orthopedic surMn. Groves, the former Miss
Saturday evening. For many, it
went to Mrs. M. J. Mixon.
gery at Kansas City General
Cotton, secretary association, hargery at Tripler Army hospiwas the first opportunity to acHelen Ann Hayes, was a charPRENUPTIAL NEWS
That leftover bit of meat may be
hospital. (Newson Photo)
monizing with the twins, Meital. The couple are seen with
ter member of the .14.1•G'S
Miss Shirley M. Robinson. whose tually witness a re-dedication marground together with minced vegetables
mixed with mayonnaise to make •
and
beauwhich
was
ceremony,
riage
engagement to Chaplain James
tasty sandwich spread.
Vernon Lyles was announced ear- tifully done by Rev. E. P. MurThe club's motto is, "He whof by the president, Mrs. Margaret
ly this month by her parents. Mr. chinson, editor of the, Christian Inlooks ahead seldom falls behind." Pembroke; devotions were conand Mrs. Walter L. Robinson, Sr., dex published in Jackson. Tenn.
The colors are black -and gold; ducted by Mrs. Rubye Rowell.
Is being kept quite busy attend- for the CME church.
the flower, yellow rose; and club
Plans were made for the forth
ing pre-nuptial affairs given by
song is, "Because of You."
More than 800 guests were prescoming convention to be held durfriends.
The next meeting will be at the ing the month of May and the
ent for the beautiful ceremony,
A party was given for t h • which had many unique aspects.
home of Mrs. Mattie Jones, of Summer School which will be sponAll Colors end Corer
,
ComINnatioos
young couple by Mrs. Arlena WA- The matron of honor was Mrs.
1379 Grand,
sored by the Convention.
Reasonably Prtred
•
•
•
hams, of 1423 Menager rel., upon Nancy Hickman, the CunningOut of town members ,preeent
her fiance's recent visit to Mem- ham's daughter; flower girl, their
NURtN FURNITURE DEPT
were Mrs. Ada Palmer and Mrs.I
TENN. NATIONAL BEAUTY
PO,
W' Pawl /NW,
phis. She was honored with a mis- cute little granddaughter, Janice
Cornrow.. Tables.each.
Herrington of Humboldt, Tenn.
CULTURIST LEAGUE
awl fonts art
Julius
cellaneous shower by Mrs.
Hickman. . .and the bride was
The Tennessee State Progressive and Miss Nellie V. Taylor, vice
Lenrerf trim Available
C. McClellan, of 1339 Adelaide, and given in marriage by her young- THE GOOD SAMARITAN CLUB are: vice president; Mrs. Ann Association, Charter No. 85 of the president, of Brownsville, Tenn.
Vint. for Catalogue
a lingerie shower by Miss Irma est son, Ronald, who was just
The Good Samaritans closed the Jones; secretary, Mrs. Evelyn National Beauty Culturist League, Members were urged to be present,
C. Wesley, of 1083 Capital ave.
recently discharged from duty in year of 19.56 successfully, and! Lewis; assistant secretary, Mrs. held its monthly business meeting at the next meeting, Feb. 17, 31 SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
WASH 2. C
ATLANTA 3, GA.
Mr. Lyles is a first lieutenant Japan with the Marines. Only sad since then have held two regular Edna Murphy; treasurer, Mrs. Sunday afternoon, Jan. 30, at the p.m , at the Y. Mrs. Rosa Lee Ivy
510 Sr N E
77 Alabama Si. S.W.
In the U. S. Air Force. The wed- note was the fact that son, David, meetings at the homes of Mrs. Alberta Gill; business manager YWCA. The meeting was presided reporter.
ding will be solemnized Feb. 9 at
now stationed with the Air Mary Hawkins and Mrs. Mary Mrs. Mable Campbell; chaplain,
First Baptist church, Chelsea.
Force in London. England, -final- Louise Chandler, respectively. At Mrs. Oreatha Donaldson; savings
The Lelia Walker Clubhouse ly succeeded in getting leave, but both meeting!), delicious menus treasurer, Mrs. Romanita Wilparliamentarian,
Mrs.
liams;
as the attractive setting for Al- due to flight schedules, could not were enjoyed.
pha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi arrive until the following day.
While at the meeting of Mrs. Mary Beckley; sick chairman,
Beta sorority.
The bride and groom are still a Chandler, it her home at 923 Mrs. Lucinda Smith; reporter,
Mn. Eunice Callian and Mrs. lovely young couple in looks and Olympic. election of new officers Mrs. Dorothy McNeal. Members
Holley
were initiated spirit. . .and their joy brought was held. Carrying the banner for include Mesdemes Arnett McDonO'Neal C.
warmth to the hearts of the many the club are officers: Mesdames ald and Everlena Stilles.
Into the ranks of Zeta.
After the election, plans were
Among Zeta' participating In an • friends on hand to share the joy Mai Hassell, president; Alfra
NEW PACKAGE
otiallOwt
Impressive ceremony and re-ded- 'of the occasion and who show- Furgason, vice president: A. discussed concerning the self-im!eating themselves to the ideal of ered them with exquisite gifts of Chism, secretary; T. E. Bratcher, provement of each member and
APRA.
their organization were Gloria Cal- silver. (Story and pictures will be assistant secretary: Agnes Jones, a year's program designed to
\1151 itio/(.7s.
lien, Mildred Horne. Pearli na in our next issue).
treasurer; E. Sawyer, social com- bring about the desired end: and
Saunders. Debora Thompson. Ear.
•• •
mittee; Nlable Rawling. sick cum- also plans for the benefit of the
line Sommerville. Bertha Payne, With the approach of LeMoyne mitee; St Foote, business mana- organization.
Bernice F.. A. Calloway. June Pen- Alumni day, alumni are remind- ger; L. Clarke, investigating comDelicinus chicken dinnar and a
der. Yvonne Hawkins. Utoka ed to return their little yellow en- mittee; Mary Hawkins, credit; variety of refreshments were enQuarles, Leatha Haley, Birdie Le- velopes which they were
je yed.
recently Mary Louise Chandler, reporter.
noir, Irma Clanton, Cordia L. mailed, so that their contributions
At a subsequent meeting at the
Their year's program got off to
Sweet, Carlee Irody, Dorothy Ber- will be accounted for at the out- a good start at their New Year's home of Mrs. Ann Jones, plans
kely, Bertha Ray. Hazel Pyles, standing Variety Show that will night party at Club Delesia, where were made for a pre-Valentine
Sara Dixon, Juanita Lewis, Ber- mark this year's celebration.
members and guests enjoyed every, party. The next meeting will be
nice McClellan, Lela Kolheitn,
held at the home of Mrs. Evelyn
•••
I moment.
•••
Lew is.
Grace Horner. Annie M. Naylor,
alembers of the J-U-G'S a r e
Mauddean T. Seward. Manse right in the middle of
BROWN SKIN SOCIALITES
last minute SIXTEEN SOPHISTIC ATES
Stanback, Celia W. Chaplin and plans for
The highlight of the meeting of
The Sixteen Sophisticates held
their third annual
Mable Hudson.
Charity Ball slated for Friday, their first meeting of the year re- the Brown Skin Socialite club held
CHIT CHAT
the home of Mrs. E. Jones at
at
March 1. at Club Ebony. They centiv at the home of Mrs. klberThe household of the Thomas H. : are proud. too,
of the contribu- ta Gill. The business session wan 828 Pendelton, were the pains
Hayes is aglee with the return of lion they have
received from Cong. opened by Mrs. Mable Campbell. made for their house party slated
daughter Helen Ann and bus- Charles
C. Diggs, jr. Friends of who also presided as chairman' for Feb. 9. at the home of Mrs.
band Dr. Wesley Groves from their the popular group can
become durinng election of officers. Mrs. Allen Harrison, of 1%8 Glory Cirlong sojourn at Honolulu. T h e subscribers by contacting mem. Alice Claxton is the new and cle. Another high spot of the meethandsome couple spent two years bers of the organization.
capable president. Other officers ing was the greeting extended to
and a day in the Pacific paradise.
new member. Mrs. Dorothy Mae
Dr. Groves served in the OrthoStakes,
pedic department of Surgery in
e.
1957 efficers are: president, Mrs.:
the Tripler Army hospital, was die.
Inez Byrd: vice president. Mrs.
charged Jan. 17. with the rank of
Lena Harris: secretary. Mrs. Matcaptain. They landed at San Fran•
tie Jones; assistant secretary, Mrs.
RICELAND
GUARAEASY
41 "let
risen on Jan. 10. spending some
Joe Eva Abernathy; treasurer.
N
time there and at Los Angeles. beTEED
Mrs E. W. Jones; business manafore motoring to Memphis. From
DURHAM. N. C. — Dr. Helen. Dr. Edmonds Was the first Ne- ager. Mrs. Luster Mae Randle:
FLUFFY
their sojourn here, they will return G Edmonds, graduate professor gro woman in history to second reporter. Mrs. Mary Ann Goer.
to Kansas City where they reside of history. North Carolina college the nomination of a President. chairman of committees, Mrs
and where Dr. Groves is serving will be on leave this semester with when she seconded the nomination Coma Payne; social secretary, Mrs
a residence in surgery at Kansas the U. S. Department of State. She of Mr Eisenhower in San Fran- Mary Hicks; sergeant-at-arms.:
was contacted by the State Depart- I cisco, California. August. 1958City General hospital.
Mrs. Dorothy M. Warren; chap-1
•••
ment in November. 1955. relative
She is a native of Lawrence-1 lain. Mrs Dorothy M. Stokes.
Motoring down to Clarksdale to this assignment, the complete sille. N'irginia. She attended St.
with Edna and Lewis Swingler arrangements having been con- Paul's Polytechnic institute in her was the sec° d
hidnetown; received a bachelor of ed into
were Bernice and
J. Thomas I eluded in September. 1956.
Alpha Kappa Delta Na
to be the guest of Rennie coon. I The North Carelina college was arts degree from Morgan State tional sociology
honorary fraterers soank meeting of his chap.: exceedirgly happy that the serv- , college. Baltimore Md.: and the nit: for prcuuiciencv'n
5oeiobogy.
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha. held at Ices of one of its professors are' Master of Arts and Doctor of, in
1941. by the Ohio State univerhis swank offices The ladies of to he utilized in foreign program. Philosoohy degrees from Ohio
sity chapter.
the group were the guests of as requested by the leadership- State University. Columbus, Ohio.
The Virginia society for research
Mrs. 0. G. Smith at her lovely specialists division on the Inter
History is her field of speciali.. honored ner with
membership in
Clarksdale home. ohere they were notional
Education
Exchange ration and she has taught at sir- 1942 and Pi
Gamma Mu (National
joined by the men alter their Services
ginia Theological seminary and social science society)
in 1954. Sh•
meeting.
She will depart from the I' S. college. St Paul's Polytechnic Inis affiliated with virtually every
•••
in early Feb . for Denmark. Swed• stitute, and once
1941. at the major academic association in
the
Robert Waller was the genial en. W ,t Germany and Austria North Carolina college at Dor- areas of history, political science
The Riceland Rice in the nett, picture package is the SVIE
host to his co-workers. the (acid- *here ,ahe will rarticipate in cub ham. e here she now serves /le rod sociology.
natural Riceland Rice which has been lite favorite of good COOlts
graduate professor
ty of Florida school and friends. , l"ral PmagralM,:k
AS 3 citizen of Durham. N. C.,
foe. years.
The experie4e will not be new, Dr. Edmonds is author of the and an educator in
Sundae' week Beautiful food. in
her native
the was of 3 C011Tne dinner that to this scholar, professor and lee •' Negro and fusion politics in North area, she has chosen
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. The RICE is
to render
ran the gamut in delectable foods turer
In 1454.55, she pulsated Carolina and a pageant produced her educational contributions for
SAME easy-to-cook. guaranteed.fitiffy Riceland Rice. Get yours
delighted the more than 50 guests post.doctoral historical research lit her in le46. ''The Life of 11 the past 23 years in her
In the new, modern package today!
native;
present Amon g his guests ins-re
re at the
ni‘ersity of Heidelberg. James F. Shepard and the histerY Southland She is one nf the most!
Mr and Mrs. W A Barton. Mr. Germane
of the North Carolina college." outstanding platform lecturers of;
and Mrs Murrat Pegues, Mrs
In 1955. she lectured in mere , m on a special grant-in•aid from this day end time
Harry Cash. Mrs I. Jones. Mrs. major West German city., made! thp Carnegie Foundation to write
Dr. Edmonds addresses businessl
C. C Sao ter and her mother, radio broadcasts and was inter- The Life and Times of Di. ADM
and professional groups, high
Mrs. Tom Snuth. Mrs Anna Belle viewed over same
E. Shepard
school and college we:medics, in
D. Warner Browning Principal S.
She speaks German fluontly,
telseetare
In the course of her sca.temic It:sited racial groups churches.
kl Smith was on hand, too, to en- and delivered her addresse.s in that pureuits, she has been the
re- commencements and other events
My the lelkorship and conviviality language Innumerable press enii-' mien( of a two ..,r. grant ftwo
Perhaps few North Carolinians
of his bast and co.workers.
(creflees were held
ahvays. Riceland Rice Is Ilse NATURAL perfect.
the General Education Board, a are more familiar with the rob'l
•.•
The German newspaper, were grant from the Carnegie Research uf the
cooking rice. It's guaranteed fluffy!
Negro in North Carolina
„ To prove the fact that today's unstinting in their praise of her Fund and a fellowship from thel history as well as the Negro in
As always. Riceland Rice is so easy lo mat that even
young people are tomorr,
I Ford Foundation
lead- presentations
I Southern politics and We, than is
as child can cook it perfectly every firm.,
en. members of St Stepheaa
Prior to her departure from the , She was the first Necro elected Dr Edmonds.
church asked their pastor, Rev.
Get this SAME natural Riceland Rice in its nem
ha‘e attended the into Phi klpha Theta National his
0 i inverts' Role daughter to IGSLIglEgai ceremonies and activi• kneel society
modern padmge today;
for co-clIents iii
Canada spent 1700.000.000 I nl
nuke the welcome address lag ties an ON' special times! of Plena. history. in tent. he Zeta envier highway construlion and invSunda) wises the choir, member- dent and Mrs. Eisenhower.
i of the, Obto State university; midi proveateat in 1834.
i
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We are now entering the mouth American Educational System."
of February.
'At this same time the meetings of
It is the shortest nionth of the College Bishops, Boards of Christyear but to me, one of the great- ian Education and Minister's and
est. It really serves as a month Laymen's Council will take place.
of re-dedication in one way or the Of course plans are being made to
other for all of us. It is the monthl take care of the record breaking
when we celebrate the birthdays: crowd which is expected for thel
of two men who will never be for- Marion Anderson Recital on Feb.
gotten in American history, George , 7 in the college Health Building at
Washington and Abraham Lincoln. 8 p.m. So again may 1 say "Be
It is the month when we observe early" there are no reserve seats.
National Freedom Day, National We are always happy to near
Negro History • Week, National from former Jacksonians. ReceivBrotherhood Week National ed a clipping from William HoldCrime Prevention Week, National er, now of Boston,' Mass, where
Boy Scout Week and Valentine he was receiving the !MassachuDay. It is also Amelican Heart setts charter for the 272 FABN
Fund month when we make do- Veterans Association, Inc. from
nations to the Heart Fond, the Gov. Herter. Holder is president
disease which is 000 et man's' of the organization. We all regreatest killers. Surely one,or more member him for his newspaper
of these special dates should have and civic work in Jackson.
some significance to all of us.
Watch for the dates and make it IN THE SPORTS WORLD
a point to do your part in observ- Lane traveled to Fisk university last week and brought the baing them.
In the MARCH OF DIMES drive con home beating Fisk 57 to 51
which is nearing its climax, the The game was reported as being
Jack and Jill Mpthers go on rec. a thriller from beginning to end
ord for doing their part. They with several tie-up points. This
sponsored a bridge-whist tourna gives Lane a 13 to 3 record on
ment Friday, Jan. 25 at the East- the winning side so far.
view Center This organization, Merry met the mighty West
which is growing rapidly is doin High, formerly Denmark. T Is a
a lot for the children in our com- boys aren't usually too much trouble but those girls! It was the
munity.
first time in seven years the MerATTEND MENTAL HEALTH
ry girls had beat them but the
MEET
victory came out in Merry's favMrs. Daisy Shaw and I attend- or, 41 to 40. From the
score, you
ed the Jackson Mental Health As- know that was a thriller. The Mersociation meeting last week repre- ry boys swept out West by 10
senting Delta Sigma Theta sorority points with the final score 46 to
36.
r
'yrs
which holds membership. Through
reading the newspapers we find
GUESTS ATTENDING the
civilian aide to Secretary of
A. Owen, pastor of Metropoler picture Mr. Evans is flankthat most of the crimes are com•
party given at the borne of
Defense Charles E. Wilson are
itan Baptist church, to his
ed it the bowl by Mr. and
mitted by the mentally ill and that
shown
in these photos. In upProf. and Mrs. E. L. Washright. Mr. Evans spoke at MeMrs. Washburn. (Withers Pho.
holds no less true in Jackson. The
burn, of 1398 S. Parkway E.
per pix Mr.Evans stands centropolitan Sunday on t h •
to)
association welcomes new memin honor of James C. Evans
ter behind bowl with Rev. Se
Brotherhood program. In low•
bers and the Mental health ClinUse buckwheat pancake mix in- 'of 3 each. Especially good served ic in now open to callers in the
•••••
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••
Nuckol's Clinic on Highland ave.
stead of plain.
with mushroom or raisin sauce.
FOR DINNER PANCAKES: Fold FOR JELLY DESSERT STACKS; Why not come in and do your
1 1-3 cups finely cut, cooked meat Make 5 large Pfliin Pancakes, us- share? Your membership w I I 1
(ham, wieners, lunch meat, etc.) ing about 3-4 cup batter for each. help.
The Athenian Literary and Art
into Plain Pancake batter just be- L Stack, spreading jelly between
fore baking. Use 1-3 cup batter each. Sprinkle top with powdered club held its regular monthly meetfor each pancake. Makes about 12 sugar. Cut into four pie - shaped ing in the home of Mrs. Mae
Cheairs on Cumberland it, with
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST • five-inch pancakes, or 4 servings wedges for serving,
Mrs. Cheairs serving as hostess.
•
Mrs. Rena Hay presided. Mrs. Do••••••••••••II••••••••
retha Fitzhugh Banks, house guest
twIden-brown pancakes, hot off have pancakes, try them one of
of airs. Emma Pearson, was guest
the griddle, are always a wel- these ways — I guarantee they
at the meeting. Mrs. Banks, who
come treat at breakfast-time —at will get a royal welcome!
'now resides in Detroit, Mich. ts
least, that's true at our house!
PANCAKES
a former graduate of Lane colBut we like our special "pancake
lege and la now instructor in the
treats" at other times, too, and 2 cups plain Pan Cake Mix
city schools in Detroit. She was
I believe your family will enjoy 1 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
presented a lovely gift from the
1 cup water
them as much as nitne does.
club with the presentation being
You see, I start with those rich, Put pancake mix into a 2-quart
made by Mrs. Daisy Shaw.
tender, extra - delicious pancakes mixing bowl. Add, all at once, a
The club, one of the oldest in
made with my Pet Evaporated mixture of milk and water. Stir
the city, is noted for giving scholMilk recipe. .then add an extra well, but do not overmix, as over.
arships to worthy boys and girls.
touch or two that makes pancakes mixing toughens pancakes. Small
Miss Pauline Murray is the reit main dish or a dessert. Dinner lumps in batter disappear during
cipient of the Athenian 1986-57
Pancakes, made with meat, are baking. Using 1-4 cup batter for
scholarship
a hearty, satisfying :rutin dish — each pancake, pour onto a hot,
The meeting closed with a very
Jelly Dessert Stacks are unusual, lightly greased griddle. Bake until
tasty menu enjoyed by all present.
but a delicious, way to serve pan- bubbles appear and edges a r e
F. H. Hill, assistant agency dicooked, then turn and brown on
cakes as dcssert.
rector of the Atlanta Life IncurOf course, the pancakes you , other side. If desired, serve with
ance Co. of Atlanta, Ga. spent sevmake with Pet Evaporated Mlk syrup and crisp bacon or browneral days in the home of the W.
/
2 to 4 cups
are especially good thern,elves. ed sausage. Makes 31
H. Baileys on Hale at. last week.
Whether y o u serve them plain batter, or enough for 14 to 16 fourMr. Bailey is the manager of the
or as a start for these pancake inch pancakes.
district Atlanta Life Insurance elPANCAKES
specials. Next time you plan to; FOR BUCKWHEAT PANCNKE:
fice in.Jackson.
RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEER
On the campus of Lane college
the faculty and students are engaged in Religious Emphasis week
Miss Lois Stevens, Howard Uni- Rev. Amos Ryce, II, pastor of
DURHAM, N C. — Plans for noon symposia, a charm clinic,' Wis., councilwoman; Dr. Jean
North Carolina college's eighth and a mammouth coed supper in Noble, assistant dean of students, versity music major, will be fea- Lane Tabernacle CME church, is
serving as leader.
annual coed weekend to be ob- the men's gym, Sunday night (Feb. College of the City of New York; tured as guest artist.
The 75th anniversary symposiserved this year on Feb. 23-24 24).
Mrs. Patricia Roberts Harris,
An additional feature of this
have been 'announced by Miss
"Civic Responsibility: The Price executive director of Delta Sigma year's program will be the re- urn is set for Feb. S through 7.
The
theme is "The Church ReValeria Powe of Cleveland, N. C., 'of Civil Rightls" will be the Theta Sorority; and Miss Viola turn of several recent presidents
president of the sponsoring Wom- theme Of the observance.
Nennkins, president of the Wash- of the Women's Assembly. For- lated College — Its Nature, Function
and Responsibility in t h •
en's Assembly.
Speakers who have been invited ington, D. C., branch of the Na- mer coeds expected are Mrs.
Features of the two day activi to speak during the program are tional Association of Cosmetolo- Carolyn Smith Green, Mrs. Jean
ties include morning and after- Mrs. Dale Phillips, Milwaukee, gists.
Morgan Roye, Mrs. Evelyn Hot.
lend Mathurn, Mrs. Yvonne
Scruggs Perry, and Miss Kitty
LOANS — INSURANCE
Sneed.
A
72 Union A
&wine Memphis 30 Taws
Some 600 coeds are expected to
participate in the overall planJA. 6-0341
ning.
Miss Powe, the WA head, is a
chemistry major, who, in addition to serving as chief WA officer is also president of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and 'a senior
counselor. She is also secretary
of the Pan-Hellenic Council.

•

RECEPTION FETES NEWLYWEDS — Mr. and Mrs.
Lundy James Yarbrough are
seen in the traditional cake
cutting at the wedding reception given in their honor by
the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Fred Reaves,
Sunday, Jan. 20, at their home

at 13112 Hemlock at. Mrs. Yaw.
brough, the former MISS Charlene Juliette Reeve a, is a
member of the faculty of
Carnes school. Mr. Yarbrough
is the son of Mrs. Thomas
Yarbrough, of 1958 Frisco and
the late tfir. Yarbrough.

Feed your baby

•
Recipe of the Week •••
4,44;(0e/4.0,164,, •••

CARNATION

America's
"healthy baby:milkl

Eighth Coed Weekend Planned At N. C. College

• s

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.

"Wistildir Baby- Cadton Mon* of Cluisago

Socialite Club

TOO COO MIT COROA110N. Tr, the
safest. moat nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation Is weed as hospital formula

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Miss
Katherine Edwards entertained at
her home, 2104 Osage at., the Les
Dames Charmantes social club and
guests. Mrs. I,eatrice Black Moore
of Colorado Springs, Colorado; a
former Nashvillian and Mrs. Delores Williams Boykin of Nashville.

•

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING,TOO!

The tables were beautifully decorated. Cocktails were served followed by a menu of barbecue
chicken, macaroni salad, asparagus, rolls and coffee. The hospitality extended by Miss Edwards
was enjoyed by all.

THE WINSOME'ITES —
ing the ranks of Memphis
clubs are The Winsomettes, a
social and charity club, recently organized at the home
of Mrs. Ottita Brown. Officers, installed by Mrs. Clarence Pope, are: Miss Johnetta Thomas, president; M r a.
Ruthie C. Strong, vice president; Miss Geraldine Pope,

•

secretary; Mrs. Ouita Brown,
corresponding and financial
secretary; Miss Irene Ashen,
treasurer; Miss Doreatha Edwards, reporter; Mrs. !Kahle
Mead, business manager and
atra. Evelyn T. Robertson.
Other members are M r s.
Gloria Tuggle and Mrs. Annie
Belle Saunders. Seen left I.

,
right, sitting are: Mrs. Clot
is Tuggle, Miss Johnetta
Thomas, and Miss Irene Ashen Standing right to left: Miss
Geraldine Pope, Mrs. 0 tt it a
Rrown. Mrs. Ruthie Strong,
Miss Doreatha Edwards, Mrs.
'liable Mead and Mrs. Evelyn Thomas Robertson.(Reese
Photo)

Carnation has special
bleeding qualities not found
in any other form of milk.
For smooth, failure-proo(
results every time, use
Carnation in every recipe
that ralla Inc milk!

JERRY'S SUNDRY
" Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT

roorns_throughoat the world than an
ofher broads combined!Prepared formu.
las that claim to be complete are expensive compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation. Ws
the raga every doctor knows.

PH. 4-9463

L_

EVAPORATED
, ILK

"Ire,. Cont./mt.' Can

World's Leading Brand
of Evaporated Milk

;ILK
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The Dandridge Story: MixedRoménce On Screen
'Island In Sun'
Defies Old Rule
With Dot, Justin
•

By HILDA SEE

..

Dorothy Dandridge hasn't made ,
herself available for all movie roles I
offered but she has accepted several that were unique for her talent and looks that otherwise would
have gone to "corked" up non..

DOT DANDRIDGE'S heart belongs to John Justin In "Island In The Sun" but Harry

Belafonte, shown with her
here would like to change her
mind. This is one of the many

roles offered Dorothy t Ii a t
appealed and of course was
accepted.

SARITA MORTIEL shown in
this terrific love- scene with
Rod Steiger makes an Interesting and shapely Indian squaw

In "Run Of The Arrow," a film
Miss Dandridge might have
appeared in. Hollywood c.olum•
Mats predicted Dot would get

the role played by Santa when
picture was in the casting
stage.

so they say
By AL MONROE

••
SSS
One turned down, "The King
And I" would have fit Miss Dandridge as snugly as any of the
gowns she wears (on night club
floors) but "Dot" didn't care for.
some of the things she was to do,
the outfit she was to wear so the
part was refused. It went to a
non-Sepian. Credit Hollywood columnists with the report that RKO
Pictures at one time gave a
thought to giving Dorothy Dandridge the role of "Yellow Moccasin" in the film "Run Of The
Arrow" oppotite Rod Steiger. The
role went to Suite Montiel. In this
one Smite marries Steiger, a white
man whose life is threatened by
the Indians while she waits in
tears for his return.
• •.
In this picture Miss Dandridge
would have been cast as an Indian
squaw. She has the talent for the
role and the correct skin coloring
called for in the picture.
Incidently the various offers'
came after Miss Dandridge had
proved by her performance and
appearance in "Carmen Jones"
that she could wear clothes as
well as anyone and appear as sexy
as any part might call for. The
roles offered were romantic. Romancing on the screen is natural
for Dot Dandridge. Only thing her
lovers In the various pictures were
white and here a problem arose.
Would the nation's film viewers
accept a picture for what it is
worth where the theme is interracial romance?
When time came for casting top
players for 20th Century-Fox's "Is.
laud In The Sun" Darryl F. Zan:
uck needed an Islander with looks,
shape and talent to play the role
of a native winning the heart of a
white man.
Dorothy Dandridge was the ideal
girl for the role, and no one know
this better than did Zanuck. However, even after the producer's
mind was made up Hollywood'pals

hastened to warn him against such
a big gamble. "It won't sell in
this country," they all predicted
but to no avail. Zanuck had made
up his mind on the big gamble so
Dandridge wars chosen for the role.
Next step that might create a
problem was to find the male lover for the role. Many top stars
frown on such roles for samie
reason .producers and directors
turn their backs. But this was no
problem to Zanuck once he began
casting: For the top roles he chose
James Mason, Joan Fontaine, Har.
ry Belafonte and a new English
star, John Justin. The latter was
given the romantic lead opposite
Dorothy Dandridge. The role presented nothing new in screen romance to Justin whose several interracial movies abroad had net
dimmed his star as an actor. Thus
as screen lovers Dorothy Dandridge and John Justin present
solid performances. The fact that
some of the usual "mush" that
goes with screen loving is eliminated has no connection with the
interracial theme, Zanuck says. He
adds "the picture is unique and
different so why not a different
rpproach to romance."...
• •.
The Dandridge-Justin romance Is
not the only one in the film "Island In The Sun." There is the
romance between Harry Belafonte
and Joan Fontaine. Belafonte the
',slander and Joan the films viaitor from England will be seen
in scenes that are eyebrow lifting
indeed as you'll see when the film
comes your way.
"Island In The Sun" is a fine
picture according to those who
have witnessed some of the partial
screenings. At least it is the first
attempt by a Hollywood producer
to present interracial romances on
the screen. It could mean the end
of Hollywoed stars being asked
to darken their skins to appear
what they aren't in a film that offers is its main theme interracial
romances and even marriages.
Such performances are rarely true
to life. Too unreal. That is what
Billy Rose had in mind when he
foffght against bringing in non-Sepiens to make a picture of one
of his all-Negro cast Broadway
shows.

ENOC P. 1VATERS, executive! turning over to others including
Kupci"ed" (Defender) is in Provident Sun Times columnist Iry
hospital and all the gang rush& net. — WILLIE MASON, current
Chicago's
to the bookies to play "418" whiCh starrer at Club 708 on
happens to be his room number southside was being paged last
--SHOULD THE NUMBER click week for spot in a package to be
..,
those "bookies" who can be found sent out later this year. — UNlater will be hard hit. — PROOF ABLE TO REACH the famous
was substiOF POPULARITY of Sammy Da- singer another singer
vis, jr., may be laid in Chez, an- tuted. — RUBY DEE WHO playnouncement that reservations for ed wife of Jackie Robinson on TV
his opening night, Feb. 28, are in the "Jackie Robinson Story."
about all sold. — IF YOU THINK a film, has been offered top role
there are heartfelt regrets when in an MGM starrer to be made
a show closes on Broadway and this spring which she may acdoes not follow with road trip you cept. — DOROTHY DANDRIDGE
are wrong. — MOST OF' T H E WAS sought for, the part but the!
PERFORMERS in the casts are deal fell through when DOT disNew Yorkers who do not care to covered previous commitments!
travel to "small cities such as would have her engaged when timg
the picture.
Chicago and Detrsit," no they came to shoot
. •.•
say.
•••
TALK OF A SPLIT between
Gleason and Art Carney Is
'1 COULD Jackie
another subject that OUTSIDERS
ANSWER If you would look at
who claim to be Insiders know
me," screamed Ethel Waters to
more about than the principals.—
Bert Parks on the TV quit show
REPORTER'S call to the ofTuesday night. — AND ETHEL THIS
flees of Gleason in New York
Sun."
CLOSEt'P OF "DOT" as she
SAID .it with feeling that caused
brought the surprising reply: "Mr.
appears in "Island In T h •
those who know her to say "Ethel
Gleason is perturbed over source
In her old self." — HARRY BELAof the report and wondering where
FONTE turned down two film
the columnists got the idea of a
roles that would have netted him
split between him and Art. — BUT
a quarter million because be did
WHEN ALL THE TALK was gonot like the script as it ir a s
ing around anent the Cordie Kingwritten and those responsible
Sammy Davis, jr., romance, this
didn't choose to follow his recorner couldn't refrain from wonquest for certain changes.
dering if the principals WERE
•• •
AS CERTAIN that the wedding
WHILE FRIENDS are worrying would.be, or more or less, reover chances that Joe Louis will strained to the lyrics of that song
go hungry they MIGHT LOOK into that says "What Will' Be, Will
various setups where the former Be" — AND NOW THAT SO
champion has placed others, to mans "insiders are linking the
tip" performer in a film where
HERE IS CLOSEUP of Santa
good advantage, financially in- names of Il'arry Belafonte and
Montlel who scored one of
a sepian might have starred,
Gibson
in IBC shapely Julia Robinson we find
cluding Truman
those rare triumphs as "corked
and what he did for Charlie Glenn ourselves it the same boat.
MEMPHIS. Tenn. — Cotton Friday. March 8.
Makers Jubilee presents its anThe theme of the show this during Rhumboogie days and see THAT IS to wonder if Julia is as
nual "Jubilect at Ellis Auditorium year is "King Cotton Jumps better chances for his being giv- certain the wedding will be as the
LAS VEGAS — Louis Jordan, the announcement that he is te
other nations
Sharp." The producer, A. C. Wil- en a little help ifeneeded. •— ONLY curious folk (and there are thouscurrently appearing on West : hit Australia and
unusual glee.
liams with a strong supporting THING ABOUT that is stances ands of 'em) are thinking out
Coast with stints in this gay town was received with
musicians'
committee promise the greatest 3re slim for Joe ever needing aloud' — TO DATE HARRY
hit the airwaves for a tour of This will be the (amen
will
seasons.
! extravaganza in all Jubilect His- "small favors" of the kind most hasn't said anything nor for that
Australia and the Philippines first trip abroad in many
tory. The theme will be carried of us find valuable.
matter has there been a direct
Local committments have kept
early this spring.
out in a Musical Fashion's Motif
FATS DOMINO, the rock'n roll quotation attributed to Julie. —
on this side of the ocean in
Louis' personal manager, Ben him
with a backdrop of the best talent star does a spectacular :lob in the THAT HARRY IS being divorced
few seasons,
arrang- the past
east
the
in
is
Waller,
C.
from eight Memphis schools in picture currently on screen at Ori- by his present wife there is no
JOHNSON
schedule.
orkster's
the
ing
dazzling dance and musical num- ental theatre — FATS, !NCI- question. ONLY QUESTION left
Jordan is set for a busy sched- i
bers.
DENTLY is lined up for an early is will Belafonte wed again and if
DETROIT — Because of my per- I me Gispus Attucks, an American' ule of reasort, theater and night
HAMILTON HIGH'S group — appearance on the television show so, has his selection been made sonal admiration for John Rox- I first.'
I club dates i n the east and mid- .
directed by Miss C. C Sanders "Tonight" that Steve Allen is already.
borough, I like to reprint the fol-' Buffalo's M.C.-singer Art Hall' west. He will also do guest stints
.
will perform in the "Play-togs
lowing from the Tommy Devine in town to check a 'trap' and a
' 1
Scene. DOUGLAS will model and
column called 'Love Letters':
' fast talk with Al Green concerning TV shows from New York and '
perform their routine in "Street
"Men like John Roxborough, a recording date for the tune he Chicago.
wear" under supervision of Miss
Julian Black and Marshall Miles, wrote. Guess who's going to get, Waller opened negotiations for
Cecelia Willis. MANASSAS HIGH
Robert Q. Lewis introduced a
who managed Joe Louis weren't the royalties? And she's pretty, a far eastern tour for the Tym.
SCHOOL comes on stage in the
associated with him solely for too!
pany Five. This would include ! new popular singer, Jacic Harris,
current rage of "Rock and Roll"
"kicks." They got handsome finanOur town's Sandy McGee may theater and night spot appearanc- 1 young baritone curently starring
fronts — and Mrs. Georgia V.
cial returns. At the time they treat- get a singing stint this summer es in Australia, Philippines, Guam ' on his own show over WJR, oe
Harvey will see to it that they
CBS Radio's "Robert Q. Lewis
ed Joe fairly and can't be blamed in Atlantic City.,
and Honolulu.
rock the house. MELROSE will be
for his tax troubles.
Singer LaVern Baker will head- Louis' popularity across the Show' Friday.
suave in "Evening Wear" with
Two "Johnry-Come - Latches" line the 'big' show that will hit ocean is as potent as in this coun- •
Miss Erma Clanton in charge.
who attached themselves to Joe town beginning May 15 at t h e, try. This is due to popularity of ' The world's largest bright leaf
The Chez Paree's floor show and • road with "Mr. Tiontiefful" but
ST. AUGUSTINE. always a crowd
in the twilight of his career must Michigan theatre.
1 his recordings. For this reason tobacco market is in Wilson, N. C.
pleaser, will carry on in "Sports spectacular program that brings due to cafe circuit commitments bear
the responsibility.
wear," coached by Miss Geraldine in Liberace Jan. 30 will continue was forced to cancel the road
"The strange thing is one of
trip. The show might go on the
Burke. BOOKER WASHINGTON through the Winter season.
the men "used" Louis to make
Following Liberace will be a road but without Davis in the starwill bring glamour to the front in
a string of "names" that will in- ring role there IS little chance 'of himself one of boxing's top fig-Lounging Costumes," with
ures. Yet tlfe internal Revenue
dance staged by Mrs. Norma Jean clude Sammy Davis. jr., who ar- its Success even with other mem.
Service never has called him for
rives to take over the starring bers of the current cast.
COUNT BASIE's fame is world Griffin.
an
accounting of the "mistakes."
wide Indeed. He has been selected
This year the Jubilect has added spotlight on Feb. 28. Sammy, curhe made which got Joe in the curas top artist on the Canadian talent from two Jr. High Schools: rently appearing in "Mr. Wonderrent
jam."
'
Festival broadcast to be presented I.ESTER and PORTER. The Les- ful" on Broadway will close a few
BATON ROUGE, La. — This emotions among the cast and !nor, exciting to have one of my
Singer Rosetta Perry in a Toearly next month. Basle was Se, ter group under the talented Miss days earlier and set sail for Chicity of schools and a State capitol spectators as he came on the boys in the cast as Rau Ru," she
peka,
Kansas
hospital
recovering building was truly another Holly- riverbank location, measuring his said.
lected from a field of ten possible Evelyn Ragsby and the Porter ! cago and the Chez engagement.
from an old injury suffered in '54
choices.
I Sammy was to have gone on
group with Miss Elva Wynn,
wood the past few days -when every step. He will play valet to
at the Apollo Theatre in N e w
Warner Brothers began filming Hamish Bond (Clark Gable).
York, 20 Grand's Levi Mann rocklocal scenes for its forthcoming
Also getting their first taste of
Sidney Bechet's
ing to the beat of little Johnnie
picture, "Band Of Angels."
camera lights were some 75
Smith at his organ at the Flame
Name'Worries 'Em
Negro
Southern
stars
TomCarolle
Drake,
University
students,
who
Show Bar.
mie
will
Moore,
make
Rhoda
up
Jordan
Carthe
choral
In
backParis France
Floyd "Wonderful" Smith reminding me of the time in St michael and Russel Evans went on ground music, under the direction
By GUYON MADISON
Louis when Count Basic had a location to appeal* before the di- of Jester Hairston, well known '
night off and wanted to see a good rector for their initial shooting in in movie circles as a top notch
Sidney Beehet, famed jags
the Baton Rouge Area.
musician aid cornmedian.
mos ie and I told him there was
virtuoso of clarinet and tenor
MENI PHIS — Els is Presley may - alter B.B. King whom he used to sings. Recently at a local radio
Other than sheer anticipation
Spectators and the locally select,
one at the Fox theatre. (During
charity
station's
show
he
showed
he
when
ed
perform
a
was
and
watch
cast,
hope by a number of Louis- sax, is living in Paris these days
who saw Carolle as she
be the King of the Rock and Roll
those
days the brother wasn't entered the
up unheraldgl and without any
wardrobe room for iana citizens probably Mrs. Rhoda
and the French are giving his
set and make a million dollars at $20 weekly truckdriver.
allowed even in the balcony.)
urging went an stage with King
costume, as the Mulatto girl, Johdan Carmichael is the only
name reverse English. In the
it. Rut down on Beale Street here
When he wasn't observing the to joie him in a duet.
t:), reluctantly, Count went Michelle, gave out with apprecia- one who realizes the full meaning
U.S. everybody pronounces it
It" common knowledge that King of the Elves in action. Presdown to the theatre, walked by live applause and encomiums.
Backstage pandemonium broke
of what a role in the picture can
Beh•shay, in recognition of the
without bandleader B B King the ley said lie Was in the back pew
the ticket office a couple of times, Tommie "full-of-life" Moore do for those selected.
out when both of them catered to
name's New Orleans-French oilworld may never have heard of of some small Negra church watchautograph seekers. To all who BROTHER JOHN Sellers, famed and then called a cab and came took everyone's heart as she
Even though the director angin. The Frenchmen insist cm
Elvis the Pelvis.
.
ing their holy roly revival meet- were earshot Presley was heard
gospel singer leaves for London back to the Booker Washington moved sprightly toward her dress, nounced the first day that Warner
calling him Beh ehette.
But what they give the 0d...- ings.
telling King, "thanks man for the 'Feb. I on a concert tour that will hotel looking for me. When he, ing quarters. Tommie, steeped Brothers would he needing h e r
horned kid credit for is that he
nit1111111111111111IIII11111111,111111101111111111101110111111.
early
gave
you
lessons
Arwhose
me."
Like King,
hike him through most of Ettrope. found nue. I ssked, "What hap. with a kind of natural talent, will services. Mrs Carmichael
mannerisms
has
really admits to newspaper inter he copied. Presley uses a guitar thur Godfrey would surely call First engagement is in famotis
pined.'" "The set up didn't look play the role of Dottie.
Highway users paid $41 billion Is
tried to stay in the background
viewers that he patterned his style to accompany himself when he, that "humility."
bolts Mall in London, Feb. 15.
right. I think you tried to make
Russel Evans, produced mixed , and push others, "It would be far taxes in 1953.

Cotton Makers'
Jubilee Set For
Memphis, Mar.8

Louis Jordan To
Cross The Ocean
On Concert Tour

IP •
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Jack Harris
Robert Lewis
Guest On TV

Mr. Wonderful'
To Chez Puree

I

Bator; Rouge Back To Normal As
Rim Stars Become Jur: People •

B. B. King Hears How
Presley Copied Style

•
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.Saddler Quits Rini; Blindness Threatene
Tan Cage Stars Sparkling
On Eastern College Teams
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Wire one-fifth the diameter of
a human hair is used in the manufacture of sonic kinds of Mlle
tubes.

Champ HurtT
In Accident
Last July

"I've been Temple's head coach
since 1952 and Guy is the best
NEW YORK — Featherweight
all - around player I have ever
champion Sandy Saddler announccoached. The bey can do everyed his retirement from the ring
thing and his ball-handling is as
last Tuesday because he is "gradgood as any I have ever seen."
ually going blind" from injuries
he suffered in an automobile acciSpeaking was Harry Litwack
dent.
university
basketball
Temple
Charley
Johnston, Saskiler's
coach. His subject was Guy Rodmanager, said Sandy is in no pita.gers, the Owls' All - American
sical condition to ever fight again.
basketball candidate and regardJohnston said there was a "fair
ed by some experts as the best
chance"
of saving Saddler's vision
college ball handler and floorman
if he remained out of the ring.
since Bob Cousy, now with the
STRIPPED OF TITLE
Boston Celtics in the pro ranks,
Saddler, was injured in an autoperformed for Holy ,Gross.
a'Rodgers was terrific as a soph
mobile accident last July, was
stripped of his title last week
omore and the answer to a coach's
by the National Boxing associadream," says Litweack. "A player
tion for failing to defend the crown
like Guy comes along only every
since January of 1956.
so often and he has to be seen
Julius Helfand, chairman if
in action to be appreciated."
the New York State Athletic
Rodgers is one of several tan
commission,
failed to go along
players for eastern colleges who
with the NBA suspension,
are turning outstanding perforrn•
Johnston said a physical examiances this season. Others include
nation by saddler's personal phyVince Cohen and Many Berland,
sician, Dr. Thomas Matthews, disa pair of crack shots for Syraclosed the severe damage to Sancuse: Dick Gaines, Seton Hall: Al
dy's eye which threaten ti blind
Cal Ramsey,
Lewis, LaSalle,
the 30-year-old New Yorker.
New York university; Alex Ellis,
week. In the meantime, the 1
Helfand said he would withhold
leg injury. Hornsby Howell,
COSTLY INJURY —AkT
Niagara university, and Ed Rob
Aggies skidded from fifth to I
announcement of a list of logical
'heed traLner* 'for the Agcollege's basketball team got
Yale.
inson,
eighth place in the Conference
contenders for an elimination to
gies, tapes the sprained Ankle.
a big jolt when Joseph CotRodgers is a junior, and one of
,
* SANDY SADDLER
standings.
!determine the new champion un.
Howell later said Cotten should
ten, one of the top reboundfive tan members of the young
the Commission receives the
in action within •
•'til
a
be
back
suffered
era
in
the
CIAA,
Temple basketball team. As a
report from Or, Matthews.
sophomore, Guy teamed with Hal
Saddler, whose 13-yqar ring caLear, the former Owl co-captain,
reer had been marked with rhuin one of the smoothest fast-break
barbs and controversies, first won
combinations in college cage his- C
the feathettweight title on Oct. 29.
tory.
1948, when he knocked out Willie
Rodgers scored 573 points and
Pep in four rounds.
led the Owls in assists. This year,
Pep regained the title on a de
graduated,
the
having
with Lear
eision in February. 1949, Ina Sanpound
foot
180
21-year-old,
dy stopped him in eight rounds
DURHAM, N. C. — The six in- Only eight points separates of- , Nay Taylor's Carr is far oil
Northeast (Philadelphia) high proin a title bout on Sept. 8, 1950. dividual standouts in CIA4 atatis- fensive leader Winston Salem front among rebound competitors.
duct, has truly taken charge. As
DURHAM, N. C. — The North
Sandy
a also kayoed Pep in the tical columns for games played (82.5) from sixth ranking Fayette- In 12 games he grabhed a total
a sophomore in 31 games, in- Carolina A and T college Aggies,
ninth round of a bruising battle through Jan. 12 are John Syphax, ville (74-6) Runner-up NCC aver- cal totals with Bluefield. 'rhe Eagcluding five post-season tourney with elle straight victories. leads
on Sept. 26, 1951.
Howard (n.4) inlAvidual scoring aged 76.7 points to post identi- les are 10-3 and the Blues are
engagements, Rodgers averaged the 17-college CIAA basketball
The featherweight title was leader; Frank eKith of Shaw, and NCC, free throw percentage 7.3. Morgan (6-4) is shooting 761
better than 18 points. In the first race.
and Howard, 75.7.
"frozen" during 1952 and 1953 field' goal front runner with 73 per standouter with 69 per cent.
nine contests this year he scored
Fourth place finisher last sea !while Saddler was in the Armed
cent in 10 games; Gilbert Riley SCORES 254 POINTS
193 points for a 21.4 average,
son behind champion Maryland Forces.
1
of North Carolina college, free
•
.
Syphax, the only double leader L
Jay Norman. another junior State, the Aggies this week have
Saddler last defended the chum- throw first with 82 per cent in
among individuals, hooped 254
from Philadelphia. is Temple's a Dickinson rating of 27.14 to piece pionship on Jan. 18, 1956. In that
13 tilts; Frank Carr of Maryland, points in theBisons' first 10 games.
outstanting rebounder. But Smith. them 4.14 points ahead of runner.- fight he knocked out Flash Horde
number one rebounder with 21.7 Ile wored 83 field goals and 88
a senior; and a pair of sopho- up Winston-Salem (4-1 23.00 and in the 13th round at San Franaverage in 12 games; and Syphax, free throws for his 25.4 average.
mores, Ophie Franklin and Walt 4.67 points ahead of third place cisco.
single game high point man with
Against St. Paul's on Jan. 12,
Byrd, round out the tan contin- North Carolina college (7-2), 22.33.
35 bucketed against St. Paul's.
t.UY RODGERS
Syphax, connected on seven field
Maryland State college's Hawks
gent.
The 12th CIAA tourney will be goals and 21 free throws to tally
are third in the second division
LIKENED TO GREEN
held in Durham Feb. 28, March 35 points to give him a two point DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. ses
Another All - American candi- (twe'fth in loop ratings).
land 2,
'
leifd over NCC's Sani Jones who "Some Criteria for evaluating an
Fayetteville (5-21, St. Angusdate is Cohen, whose skills on
Team leaders are Winston Sal- basketed 33 points, 10 field goals athlete are: 1. He should have a
the basketball court are reminis- tine's (4-3) and Virginia Union' SAND SPRINGS, Okla. — Fol.
desire to win at all times. it He
cent of Si Greens the former Du- (5-3i are in a three way tie for lowing a successful hernia opera- em (9-0), offense with 82.5`;i, and 13 free throws, against Mot.have the ability to
quesne jumping-jack. Like Green, fourth with identical Dickerson's of lion and recovery in California, A and T (7-00 defense, holding , gas in Baltimore on December 15. should
maintain physical conditioning;
I one-armed 'star Boyd Buie has re foes to 59.5; Union, field goal perthe 6-I Cohen comes from Brook- 20.00.
Keith, the Shaw cager, made 69
Other first division clubs are joined the Harlem Magicians on centage leader, with 49.6 per cent; of 94 field goals tried in lo games and 3. He should cherish the ij.
lyn. He was Syracuse's leading
trinsic values of awards; and 4,
scorer in 1956 with 401 points. This Virginia Stale 16-3) and Bluefield, their tour of Southwestern a n d of 261 for an average of 21.7. Run- for his leadership percentage of
ner-up is Delaware's Charlie Der 73.1 per cent. Runner up in this fie should have pride and humilte
season, he has been averaging bet- (4-2) tied for seventh with 18.371 Southern cities.
ty
achievethents," Dr, James
ter than 23 a game, hilline his points. Delaware (4-3) is ninth in
The only one-armed player in den who has a 12.4 average in area is Winston Salem's Wilfred E.
Haines, head coach of More.
high mark against Connecticut the fist (Dickinson) division,
John, who sank 63 of 100 attempts
pro basketball, Buie left the team seven games.
house college of Atlanta, Ga. told •
when he caged 35.
Second division clubs are Moe seven weeks ago after physicians
for 63 per cent.
the 1956, Bethune-Cookman cols
Illness sidelined the 6-3 Breland, gan (4-4). 16.25, tenth; HoWard determined that the operation was
Riley, who last week .was av- lege football team Friday night,
a native of Syracuse. last season (5-5), t6,00 eleventh; Maryland necessary. A portion of his recoveraging 85 per cent of 'his free Jan. 18, at its annual football ban.
He had been a regular for the (3-4), 15.71, twelfth; Shaw (4-6), ery period was spent supervising
throws in 11 games, this week is quel in the college dining hall.,..
WAYNE STATE university's , trod. Averaged 17.4 points last two previous seasons Returning 14.00, thirteenth; Hampton (3-8),
business operations at his gasoline
posting 82.6 per cent in 13 tests.
Haines, who was a star at&
Tartars, a fast moving basketball season and led in rebounds with this year, he has taken up where 13.63, fourteenth; St. Paul (1-8), service station in Los Angeles
He bucketed 38 of 46 in Wel corn- lete at
316. His total field goals regord he left off as an outstanding
Bethune-Cookman before
11.22, fifteenth and J. C. Smith, With the return of Rule, who is
learn, moves into Chicago Stadium
petition. NCC teammates J i m
for three seasops (this one not pointmaker.
going
to Morehouse, where he be.
(0-7), and Lincola (0-5) tied for
outstanding performer despite
Sligh with 77.6 per cent and Sam earn, an
on Saturday night, Feb. 9, to play • counted yet) is 260, free throws,an
All-Southern linesman la
The Orange will be without Jim sixteenth with identical Dickinson' the handicap caused by an auto.lones, 77.2 per cent are third and football and set
Oklahoma City university in one 181 and total points 701. It might Brown. the All-American
a new record fag
football
1
ratings
of
10.00.
the
15
years
ago,
mobile
accident
I
an
fourth.
Runner
is
Bluefield's
half of the four team doublehead- be noted hergsthat Brown attemptthe javelin throw, later becortni
not
only
at
full
Magicians.
are
I
n
Sowell,
who
was
Rudy
March
accurate
in
31
en. The other half finds Notre ed 116 field goals last season,
ing head coach there, was intrO.
! ptysical strength once more, they
52 of his €.6 tosses in rune games
Dame battling Loyola urtiversitY made 51 for a .353 percentage.
duced by Coach Rudolph (Bunky),
present their ennow
able
to
are
per
cent.
NEW
YORK
—
The
famous
Harfor
78,7
free gift line and dropped in 42
of Chicago.
Matthews.
tire show of basketball wizardry,I LEM Globetrotters and the specWayne university is in Detroit. for 0 .700 percentage. He batted
The coveted "B" was awarded^
i tacular College All Americana
! cage comedy and acrobatics.
For 40 years it was part of and in 119 rebounds.
by Coach Metthewe to the follows
launch their annual mast-tothus governed by_ the • Detroit ' Robert J. Austin, 6 feet even,
ing players; Rufus Adams, Edwt
ern conference victories this sea- I coast world series of basketball
hoard of education. On July 1, 175 pound sophomore in education.
Black, Elbert Bragdon FranW
son.
here at Madison Square Garden
1956, Wayne became Wayne State Twenty-three years old. Korean
Breaker, Benjamin Brown, George:
In the initial game of the ser- on March 31.
university and the state of Michi- army veteran, married. Graduate
Brown, Jake Brown, Bruce 'Bule;.
By ROY NAPIER
ies TSU caught fire in the second
The annual post seasonclassic
gan assumed control. Until 1959, of Detroit Northern.
ler, Roger Coffee, Leroy Dank14.,
.*
HOUSTON, Texas—Performing I half and pulled away from the opens with a matinee in The GarGeorge Duncan, 6-1, from HighCharles Evans, Doc Grahan
i board of control consisting of
before
a
capacity
crowd on their Staters for the win.
den and closes in Cincinnati on
King Green, John W. fleggs, Phil
seven members of the Detroit land Park, Mich., where he was
home court, the Texas Southern
Arkansas led foal* times in the April 18, according to the anhoard of education and one each all-border, all-city and all-state.
NEW YORK — ANP) / The lip Hinson, Lloyd Johnson. SAN,
university
cagers
crushed
first
Arkanhalf, and the score was tied nouncement made here this week. New York Giants have 34 tan vester McArthur, Charles M a C
from the University of Michigan Good guard. Played baseball at
sas State in a two game- series, once before tge Tigers pulled out
This tour will mark the eighth players in the team's farm sys- sing, Charles Merrill, Peter Mobs."
board of regents, the state board Wayne last spring, earning var- Vince Cohen
Many Brdand
118-86
and
78-64.
Thismarked
the
front
with 3 49-41 advantage at annual battle between A-be Sap- tem, assigned to the rosters.
state
board
of
I
sity letter as an infielder. Is a
of agriculture, the
ley, Jessie Patterson, H. T. Haig:
Tigers
third
and
seafourth
two
last
Southwest.
the
the
half
for
way
mark.
and
erstein's
brilliant cagera and the
plaa/er
education and another member junior in education.
Andre Rogers, who played short- ey, Leroy Roseboro, Willie SpeetC
basketthe
mainstay
on
Mencollege
players
in
the
nation.
Ulysses
S.
best
Governor
G.
5-9.
nasons
a
appointed by
Harvey. jr.,
stop for the Dallas club of the Louis Striggles, Earl Sykes, Jest
During that time. 141 games have Texas league in 1956, is consider- sie Turner, Herbert Waters, Jona•
nen Williams will govern the uni- tive Detroiter. Served three and ball team. Brown was detained on
been played between the Trotters ed the most promising of these than Williams, Leven Willlae,
versity. At the end of the three- one-half years with the air force the football team because of Syrant
and collegians. One of the great- players. He has been assigned to Otis Williams, Marion Cruise an4
year probation period Wayne be- in U. S. and Hawaii, Senior in cuse involvement in the Cotton
est attractions in American sports the Minneapolis club of the Ameri- John Guinyard,
comes a feu s(sis
education. Graduate from Detroit Bowl. He is devoting winter
history, some 1,668,412 fans have can Association, but will try out
The student enrollment now is' Northwestern high. Played bas- months to his books and will reThose who are seniors and war
seen the previous classics.
19,200 01 Wili, it
,
ketball at Andrews Air Force turn to the LaCrosse team in the
the Giants at Phoenix in spring graduate in May are: Jack Hal% ,
Spring.
This ye:, •
two teams will in- training.
women. We now will proceed with Base and Hickman field.
Herbert Waters, Lewis Striggles,..
vad.0 the
.hwest for the first
Winfield Henry, 6 feet even.
At Seton Hall, Gaines has been
some dope on Wayne's basketball
Others on the Miller's roster are Sylvester McArthur, Bruce Bute
rebounder,
outstanding
time. Fou .,sw cities have been Vibert Clark, a left-handed pitcher her, Jonathan Williams Marto.
team. In the 1955-56 cage season Sophomore in Education. Was' the team's
added to the schedule -- Omaha, who was with Louisville in 1956; Cruise, trainer; John Daniels and Wayne lost three, won 18. Dur- born in Helena, Ark. Was honor fluor player and point getter. DitLaSalle.
for
Lewis
Neb.;
Eugene, Oregon; Evans- Valmy Thomas, catcher who was Jesse Turner.
ing the regular season. the Tar- student at Detroit Miller High to
A pair of junio?s. Ellis and Bob
v;i1e, Ind. and Seattle, Wash.
tars won 17 and was beaten once school. Good guard.'
with Albuquerque, N. M., in the
— by Louisville, the National InviRobert Kendrick, 6-3. Junior in Sawyer are keeping Niagara in
The All-American squad will be Western league, and Leon Wagner,
tational Tournament champion.
education. Scored 171 points for contention for a post-season tourannounced in mid-March, at the an outfielder, with Danville in the
termination of the college season. Carolina league.
This ,season, Wayne has 18 Wayne lant season and hit 39 per nament shot.
In Ramsey, a remarkable allThe schedule for the 19 games: FIVE AT DALLAS
games carded, nine of them away cent of his shots. Born in BenMarch 31. New York City; Apcorn home. Home games are ham, Ky., but attended Detroit around player, the New York uniThose assigned to Dallas roster
versity Violets have their firs
ril I, Chicago. 2, Cleveland, Ohio: are Sherman Jones, righthanded
layed . in the University of De- Cass Technical high school.
William F. Norwood, 6-1. a 175- tan basketball player.
3, Buffalo, N. Y.; 4.. Raleigh, N. pitcher, with Topeka in the Westtroit Memorial building which
seats • 9,000 but because the Me- pound sophomore in English. Born LEADS YALE TEAM
C.: 5, Hershey, Pa.; 6, Detroit; ern league last season; Jim Lee,
Robinson. a three-year regular
LEXINGTON, Ky. — (ANP)
Morial building is not available , in Jackson, Miss. Is a graduate
7. St. Louis: 8 Louisville; 9, Oma- leftharfded hurler, with Alburquerbasketball
Eli
captain
the
ha, Nebr.; 10, Seattle. Wash.; 11, que; Willie McCovey, first base- , For the first time in the history
on March 1, the game against ! of Cass Tech but did not play at Yale,
four
the
For
junior.
a
of
as
the state, Negro high schoot•
basketball
team
Eugene, Oreg.; 12, San Francisco; man. Danville; Tony Taylor. third •
John Carroll university of Clevethere. Was one of the
13, Los Angeles; 14, Denver; 15, baseman, anville, and Jim Tuger- teams will compete in tountae
land has been shifted to Pershing top freshmen scorers at Wayne consecutive year, there is a tan
floor leader at Duquesne. Dave
Des Moines, Iowa; 16, Evansville, . son, righthanded pitcher. Amarillo ments leading to the state high
hilt school in Detroit which seats last season.
school basketball championship
Frederick Snowden, 5-9. Junior Ricketts, brother of the famous
Ind.; 17, Milwaukee, W(s.; 18, Cin- of the .Western league.
o
1,500,
cinnati,
NOW, believe it or not. Wayne in education. Graduate of De- Dick, now in the pro ranks, is
On the Springfield, Mass. ros- March. The 16-team state tourtuw
captain of the Dukes this season.
university has NINE Negro play- troit Northwestern.
ter are Bill DeJesus, righthanded ment gets underway in Loulsvillii
Wayne university hopes to land
Julius Pegues, who won a rusters On the varsity basketball
pitcher; Mel Perry, outfielder, March 13-16.
squad. Of the seven lettermen who London or Brown on the 1957 Col- strong berth as a sophomore, is
and Inonencin Rodriquez. outfield- . A total of seven Negro school*,
game
all of which hold membership itl
returned from last year's squad, lege All-Americans which are playing a consistently good
er.
FIVE are Negroes. Not counting still trying to take a series from for the University of Pittsburgh
On the Danville roster are Fe- the Kentucky High school AthletIll
tgis—saa son's records, the five those fabulous Harlem Globe- as a junior.
SEATTLE. Wash — Benjamin lipe Aiou. outfielder; Jim Miller. Association. last week notified
, Another junior, Innis% of St.
beim- Made unusual scoring marks. trotters.
an award outfielder; Bill Perry, jr., pitcher- Comr Ted Sanford they are eliF. McAdo, jr., won
of
metconsidered
one
I
is
Francis
Let's take a look at these brown ' Lorenzo Wright. former Wayne
Chester
Pereyar, gible to enter the district tournefor being the architect of the outfielder;
track star and a member of the ropolitan New York's outstanding
Tartars.
George H. Hage home which was pitcher, and Mario Tejeda, first ments which preceded the state.
totirnaw. •
Tarpon S. London. a 6-foot, 10- 1948 United States Olympic team, rebounders and is leading t h e
acclaimed as the 1956 Home of baseman.
Among them are two of the .
inch center from New Orleans is is now coaching track and foot- Brooklyn school in scoring.
the Month competition
On the St. Cloud, Minn., roster
22 years old, weighs 205 pelmets. ball at Detroit's Miller high
The Hages received a $500 check are Jim McDougal, outfielder and state's strongest teams, Louisville
A senior in education, Plays lin- school. John Hazeley. Wayne grid 1950 through 1953. He played with
from Russell W. Young, advertis- Robert Reed, righthanded pitcher. Central and Covington Grant. Central. which has 77-1 record over a ,
derstudy to George R. Brown. star from 1946 through 1949, is the Harlem Globetrotters, Primes
ing manager of the' Times, for he- FIVE AT HASTINGS
George R. Brown, 6-6, a 190- teaching in Detroit as is Noah is now in the United States array.
On the Hastings, Neb. roster are three-year period, won 49 straight
ing owners of the home, while Mcpound senior in education. Also Brown, Wayne basketball ace of
Johnny Kline and Ernie WagAdoo was presented a wooden re- Sam Fulton and Adrian Rodgers. games before bowing to Grant, 55to keep hit school he contest
ALEX ELLIS, a junior at NIborn in New Orleans. However, he that period.
ner, who played with Primes at
lief eculpture done by the assist- pitchers; Ron Green, catcher; 57, last week. The victory boosted
agars university, is playing
eon for a post-season tourakulqnt to Wayne after a fine ca- Charlie Primas played basket; Wayne. also 'Stayed with the
ant professor of art at the Uni- Ron Perry, infielder. and Bob Grant's record to 13 straight this '
season.
an important role in helping
nament berth.
Wys, at Cass Technical high in De- ball at Wayne for three years. Globetrotters,
Pleasant, first baseman.
versity of Washington.
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Sports Talk
About This,
Then That

Suggests

Joe Train
Patterson

Br EDGAR T. STEWART

By BILL CORUM
NEW YORK—(INS)— Publicher
Jack Herbert's popular American
Weekly printed at interesting let-.
ter to Floyd Patterson, the new
heavyweight champion, from Joe
Louis last Sunday. And it raised
an interesting question in my
mind. Would Louis help Patterson
as a coach and teacher?,
Actually this is not my idea.
One of my best friends and a
chap who has made a study of
boxing, Lew Burton, said to me:
"I read what you had to say
about Patterson before and after
the Moore fight and, if you don't
mind, I'd like to give you a word
of warning. Floyd may be as good
as you seem to think, and I grant
you his speed, courage and obvious
boxing skills.
ARCHIE WAS THROUGH
"But I saw him at Helsinki and
after he turned pro and I can't
be as sure as you seem to be that
he's as good as he looked against
Moore. We both know, don't we,
that the Marciano fight didn't help
Archie.
"Young men don't come back
quickly off such beatings — and
never mind that he had Rocky on
the decks. Archie got a baleful
beating And old men aren't apt
ever to get over a going-over such
A HOME OPERATION seemas that.
ed to be in store for Bob
"I would agree with the things
Boyd, Baltimore Orioles first
you've been writing if he had a
sacker, as his wife, Mrs. Valteacher like Charlie Goldman or
ca Boyd, smilingly threatened
Jack Blackburn. And say, 'it just
to get his left arm out of the
occurs to me, since Blackburn
cast right there in their home,
taught Louis, why couldn't Joe, a
master fighter's greatest , pupil,
teach Floyd?"
I might never have thought of
this conversation again:if I hadn't
been present when the old fellow,
Joe, presented the young fellow,
Floyd, with a plaque at the annual
dinner of the Sports Lodge of
B'nai B'rith last Sunday eening.
The old 'un and the young 'un
By MOSES J. NEWSOM
are both quiet fellows. Their sinpeople
reand
obvious
cerity is
An optimistic Bob Boyd left here
spond to it. They may never re- Sunday for Baltimore to have the
spond to it, and likely won't with cast removed from his left arm.
Patterson as they do with Louis. The Baltimore Orioles' a r first
sacker said the arm he broke
HAS UNIVERSAL APPEAL
I don't believe that I'm wrong while making a lontthrow in May
in saying that there is a sort Of last season felt "real good" and
universal appeal about Louis that Indicated he looked forward to
Robert Branch, feather; WilMakes folks want to slap him on Picking up where he left off then
lie Herenton, lightweight; Joe
the back and say, "it's all right, comes the new season.
Holt, middle, and Elijah Wal, A former White Sox Player
Joe."
lace, lightheavyweight. Win.
Whether we, who know h I m, bought in the draft last year by
nets in the open ranks were
read this into Joe, or whether it's Baltimore, Boyd was settled at
Gerald Moore, fly; Cecil Boyd,
inside him and is something that's first base and clipping the ball at
bantam; Brown McGhee, fea:impossible to explain, I don't .357, second only in the American
ther; Aaron Hackett, light.
I've often Wondered. But League to Mickey Mantle, when
weight and James Webb, wet. ' know.
I'd like to meet anybody who could manager Paul Richards moved
ter. I Photos by Lloyd Dinkstand around with Joe for a few him to the outfield for the second
ins of the Commercial Apa double-header at
minutes and then walk away, say- game of
peal)
Cleveland.
ing: I don't like 'him.
When I walked into the guests' SNAPPED ON THROW
room of Sunday evening dinner, It was May 20. It wan Boyd's
Louis was standing alongside the
bull-fiddle player in the small orchestra.
Tapping him on the shoulder, I
asked: "you playing that newr
Joe looked up, gave me that
slow grin and said: "paw, it's too
who calls him "the greatest his- big for me. Can't you see this is
ketball player I ever saw," has a Marciano fiddle."
,
been forced to quit as his coach
Surely it's not my affair to* try
reached
the
because last year he
Patterson how to run his
university's compulsory retirement to tell
boxing career. Or his manager,
age of 70. Today Allen watches
De'Amato, about riow to hanWilt's amazing performances from Cus
fighters. Let's just say I
the stands. He says, admiringly, dle his
wondering about some"I could win games with two so- was only
out loud.
rority girls, two Phi Beta Kappas thing

player, broke his arm in May
last season when he Was clouting the ball at a robust .357
clip„.second only, then to the
Yanks' Mickey Mantle. (Nest,
son Photo)

89 S Parkway It. However.
Bob persuaded. her to lay
down the hammer and chisel
and he left for Baltimore Sunday to let doctors get the cast
off. Boyd, former White sox

Bob Boyd's Arm felt Real Good
Before He Left To Shed The Cast

ACTION was the key word at
the armory at Jackson, Tenn.
last week end where Memphis
boxers under Coach Wye Ridhlatt made an almost cleat
• sweep of the AAU bouts in
E which Negroes engaged, win: sting the right to move into
the competition at Montgomery, Ala. for the South-wide
eompetition Feb. 1-4. in the

above shots Memplrfau J ••
Coston, left in both shots, apparently has James Andersen
going his way in the top pix
though he himself comet In
for a rough blow in the arm
entanglement in the lower
shot. ('oston, a noire ilea) yweight, took the fight. Other
Memphis winnets in the um ice ranks were Jim Boyd, flj;

Negroes Helped 'The Stilt' Make
Up His Mind To Play For Kansas
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Bearcats Get
Past Five In
Mississippi

The Rosenwald Bearcats of Hotly Springs, Miss, resumed basketball warfare last Thursday when.
they played host to Corinth.
The Bearcats under Coach L. L.
first game off first base. iLa well Boyd and his attractive wife, Roebuck are sporting a five to
as he could remember last week Valca, and their three-year-o 1 d record which after their thrill it was about the third or fourth daughter, Debra, have been at the packed adventure with Clarksdale
inning when he cocked his arm family home, 89 S. Parkway E., does truly indicate real strength.
and let go a long one from left since.
Claude Sistrunk with 21 points
field trying to cut down the Inand James Hubbard with 11 spurt.
SPRING
TRAINING
home
plate.
dians' Jim Higgins at
ed the Bearcats on to a 48-46 vies ,
Few weeks ago the doctors at tory. Pacing these attacks is senThe arm snapped at the elbow
and Boyd was out of action for Bon Secours hospital in Baltimore ior center Claude Sistrunk, whti
11 weeks. Eight of that 11 his arm had a look at the arm and were has scored 135 points for an averpleased with what they saw. This age of 27 points per game.
was in a cast.
time Boyd will limber the arm up
In 80 games though, some playOther starters are seniors
with exercises and what not, geted after the arm was taken out of
James Hubbard and J o h' n If.
ting it ready for the spring trainthe cast, Boyd ended with a .311
Sledge and sophomores, Jima 't.
ing grind.
average, which was not bad at
Rayford and Joe Tunstall, The
Spring training is just around t"he Bearcats have scored 342
all.
Pedals
Boyd went to Cuba for some corner, too. Boyd reports to the for an average of 68.2 points per
winter hall and in November the lOrioles camp at Scotsdale, Ariz. game.
clamp doctors put in the arm to on Feb. 20.
Claude Sistrunk Is expected 10
So the Memphis star's left wing
help keep the joint in place broke
lead the team in poirlts with
and the arm staeted giving him , must have been feeling pretty James Hubbard
following, T we
good when he left to shed that
trouble again.
both have been top scorers in the
That led to the new cast, after east. It's too close to playing time
series of games.
to be kidding.
an operation Dec. 18,

An army ed.recruiters was used famed colleges, notably Indiana,
• the,University of Kansas to ob- was-showing Wilt "how successful
tain 7-foot tall Wilt ("the Stilt") the Negro in Kansas was."
Extremely helpful to Allen in
;Chamberlain, the nation's top college balkettfill player, it was dis- the recruiting, effort were promiClOsed in the Jan. 28 issue of Life nent Kansas Negro graduates:
journalist Dowdal Davis, general
Idagazine.
'Sought afair by a hundred col- manager of the Kansas City Call;
ieges, the olitime schoolboy whiz concert'singer Etta Motten a ii d
from Phiradelphia's Overbrook. businessman Lloyd Kerford.Mgb! s'ilredjas lured to Kansas . In 'the spring of 1955 a stream and Wilt Chamberlain."
LEADING NATION
by a Mikly organized effort utili- of letters, visitors and phone calls
The only team to beat Kansas'
Zing influential Kansas Negroes, flowed into 4 Philadelphia telling
Wilt that, the University of Kan- this year was Iowa State and they
educatoks aod businessmen.
Comnlantlilig the operations to sas was the place for him. Final- did it by ganging up on Wilt and
secure the talents of the basket- ly, Phog Allen himself showed up holding him to 17 points. But the
ball-pros-peel of the Century was to charm Chamberlain's mother. Stilt leads the, nation in scoring
Dr. FOIFFIt—C. ("Phog") Allen, "I akways head for the mother," with a 30.6-point-a-game averege,
basketball 'Phog .explained to Life. "I'm a and deserves an assist for many
Kansas
longtime
points his teammates score.
KANSAS Cil4Y I-- (INS) — A
coact'. When asked by Life what mama's guy."
Kansas currently is In mid-sea- two-state search for Mrs. Sue
he used toerecruit Chamberlain, Often rumored tile donor of
-Allen recited: "Of course I .used cash, under-the-table deals* a n d son hiatus due to exams. But in Nieder, 22-year-old missing wife of
eVerything'"vie had to get him. trust funds to Wilt and his family February the team will resume Bill Nieder, Kansas U. athlete who
What do yotrthink jam, a Sunday to get Chamberlain to Kansas, Al- its quest for the nation's num- w a s runnerup in the Olympics
len says: "Let's be realistic. Un- her one ranking. Key to that drive shotput, was called off Tuesday
&hoot teacher?"
* after she telephoned from St.
til 1946 I never had any help. will be Wilt Chamberlain.
NEGROES HELPED
' Coach Allen admits that a'hat Then alumni started to sweeten
Louis.
proved a key to getting Chamber- the pot, Well, I heard that another m
The expectant mother, Who also
coach
charged
us
with giving Wilt
Melrose led the Red Devils 19-12
bin away from other basketball.
has a year-old daughter, told her By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
15,000. Well, if he'charges '$.5,000
, at the halfway mark and bemother. Mrs. Ray T. Wright of' E. A.
Harrold beat hard - luck
— and he's sore about it — why
fore
it was over Coach Frank LewLawrence, Kans., that she met a Melrose, 67-65 at Melrose but the
, then th'at must mean someone was
is got to use his bench a good
former college girl friend on the Golde Wildcats
,
dickering for less."
bus from Lawrence to Kansas strong to take Douglas's 62 to
47 ,: deal,
GETS STANDARD HELP
toJoe Neal,cont/ibuted 18 cotint rs.,
City Friday, and decided to go on at the Douglass gymnasium.
1
I 'Douglass' losing effort while.)
•
Today, Life says. Wilt openly I$80
and visit
The Booker T. Washington War- 1 teammate Thomas McDonald put
gets standatd athletic help —free
ST LOUIS — 'CINS) — Stan
friend's home.
riots maintained their w i n n i ng 'in 10.
I board, room, tuition and hooks, ' (The Man) Musial signed'his 16th
.
. Mrs. Nieder said she would start
streak by ripping Lester H i g h
!plus e135 for 'selling football pro- ' National league contract with the
It seems as though Booker T.
back home by train Tuesday. She school, 85-35.
grams and sweeping the stadium. St. Louis Cardinals Tuesday at a
very
good
time in the
'is
having
a
was
in
St
ci'd not say where she
He majors in business admini- reported salary of $90.000.
E. A. Harrold forward Joe Pete prep league. So far they've only '
StratiOn and is an average student.
Musters signing gave the Red- Lbui3.
put in 18 points and teammate had trouble from ' the Tigers
1 er husband, father and uncle,
His faculty adviser says his only birds the distinction of becoming
Shannon contributed 12 from Manassas and they came
Kansas City, Charles
problem is "too much publicity.: the first major league club of 1957 Clic! Wright of
inquiring I as tlleY downed the Golden Wild- ,from behind in the fourth querIronically, Phog Allen, the man to complete the contracts of the spent all Monday night
George Martin of Iter to take the Tigers in a thriller.
cats.
However,
at Kansas City hotels and hospitals
who brought Wilt to Kansas and entire 42-man winter roster.
Melrose, was' top man for the ' This past Week they spanked lit.
and walking the streets lookinglooking:
‘ night with 21.
1 August Busch, cardinal ownerj
tle Lester, a newcomer to tile prep
for 'the missing Woman.
The Golden Wildcats were in league', 85-35.
who officiated at the signing, did
not reveal the terms of tht pact,
- pretty good shape at the half with 'John Gray paced the winners
WINS, 108-74
but is was believed that the 36- KNOXVILLE
the score at 38 to 26. .
i with a big 29 points and L. C. GorTenn. — Knox%,t
KNOXV
KNOXVILLE,
year-old Domii-a. Pa., slugger
In their codtest with Douglass,'don came up with 15. Robert Ds.
college,defeated Bethune- I Melrose
•
Ile
agreed to his sixth straight conwas a different team, hot ' via and Charles Boyland hit eight
college of Daytona from the
! PHILADELPHIA — (INS) — tract calling
Fla„c
go.
'points each for Me losers.
for $80,000.
108 to 76, here Mon)
Vic Wertz, first
.baseman for the! Musial is seeking to maintain Beach
C°°k7an
Cleveland Indians, received the his .340 lifetime batting average. day night.
Philadelphia Sports Writers asso- He said he would like to reach the
0111111ILIIIMIN111011111S3111.111W1111111111111.
ciation's "most courageous athlete 3,000 hit circle. He
has 2.781 so
of 1966” award Monday night at far.
CAN YOU USE
'the organization's 53rd annual ban- •
quet.
MORE
Wertz was praised for conquer1st Flit, sett fI H fr4tm luI)11
belt ill basketball for the high. ins polio in 1966 and returning to ,.
tridit1C Jackson state college TIg. baseball last smart to play 136
isfs is William Spencer, a (felt- games.
tun fullback who was named to
GROUND FLOOR
As is traditional with the Philathe All - MWA 4 second football delphia scribes, their choice for
RECORDS FOR EVIERVONI
STERICK BUILDING
•••ni. The 5' 11" Paris, KY. ath- the award was a secret and Wertz
wHIRI 10125 1151 YOU
300 Poplar et Laudlitrdele
lete Is expected to she the Tigers appeared at the banquet under
GS/ PRIFIRMTIAt
Phew. JA 14340
bench strength in the home the impression he was t6 make
OREfiCt,
efretch.
a short speech.

CASH?
iPOPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP CITY FINANCE

What has become of eix-man
football? At one time it looked as
if it would become a major sport ,
due to the small amount of finances needed and the small number
of players necessary.
A six-man team consists of a
center, two ends, a quarterback,
a halfback and a fullback, three
men on the line and three behind
it, with every man except the center eligible to receive a Pass
without changing position.
The basketball parade in this
area, and probably the nation, is
still led by the Jackson college
Tigers of Jackson, Miss. At this
writing the Tigers had an 18-won
no-loss record, having won two
tournament and defeated the top
•
teams in five conferences.
Here in Memphis. LeMoyne won
a real tough one from Morehouse.
Owen Junior college fell before
Tennessee State's Jtinior varsity
but bounced back to defeat Shorter college of Little Rock, Ark., 88-1,
73.
Booker T. Washington High is
leading the preps in this neck
of the woods. They recently defeated Douglass. 80 to 61, to increase their Icad.
Both fouling and scoring are said
to be on a decrease in basketball,
generally. Is it due to fewer free
throws, poorer shooting or better
defense? Let's hope its better defense.

1

TOA

VAI

A TROUBLESOME T R I 0
from Melrose High school are
these steady performers for
Coach Frank Lewis. From left
they are George Martin, senior
center: George Davis. junior
guard, and Andrew Washington, senior forward. (Newson
Photo)

SENSATIONAL — Menard
'Rhythm' Rogers, of 759
Scott Ave., a blues singer is
winning raves from aud;ences where he appears here.
Two factors have placed him
on the road to top recogni•
tion: stage personality and
promising voice.
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MADAM BELL

I III 1
I p1 I

(English Lady)

II )j
*Sr

,

YOU KNOW SHE
A GYPSY

IS NOT

This is her new office. I am the REAI
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
in your husband', wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your job or business as not a success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington.
Tenneesee just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Niglit Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign an left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis it
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN 34 minales drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis. ask year
bus driver in pet you off at Madam Bell's place. Yon tan
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addresi
'ION:

RADII

•

COME TODAY FOR TOMORitOW Pv;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily. ()pen on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sate to look for the right sign and the right name.
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Turns To
Polio War
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs
IFY LOvretelig I. CLARK

(special to Defender)

The Mothers March on Polio was Mrs, F. S. Pryor, Mrs. Ida ChristBlount, Mrs.
Polio is a subject of vital in- quite successful last Sunday. Un- nuus, Mrs, T. N.
terest to everyone It is so import- der the able direction 01 Mrs. W. Maria Joyner, Miss Charlene
ant that it cannot be told too often, S. Suggs, city chairman, and Mrs. Warren, Mrs. Gladys Reed, Mrs.
U. S. Bond, county chairman. a Ottie Roberts, Mrs. Dons It.
en
mothers partici- Owens, Mrs. Bessie L. Freeman,
That's how the Keel School PTA large number tif
Mrs. Attie Price, Mrs. Flora Toufelt as they listened to Mrs. Le". pated in this drive
sant, Mrs. Veni T. Bond, Mrs.
nore Riley, executive secretary et The persons working in this efMary Mitchell, Mrs. C. F. Banks,
the Memphis Polio chapter as fort were. Mrs, Gwendolyn StarMrs. T. W. Burke, Mrs. Lela Botheir guest speaker. Through Mrs. lard, Mrs. Temple- Moorehead,
hannon, Mrs. Mary Kennedy,
Riley's office and the March 0 Mrs. Wilma Delaney, Mrs. LuMrs. Carrie Henry, Mrs. Nell&
Dimes has come the hospital care cile Hodges, Mrs,Id, K. Cnitcher, Nelson, Mrs. Rosetta Scott, Mrs.
and the necessary appliances need- Mr.- Ruth Lavhilist0a. jr(. Vera
le. M. Jeffers, Mrs. Pauline
ed for students with polio at Keel BMW, Mrs. Ethel Ford, Mrs, E.
G. Cobb, Mrs. L.J. dark, Mrs Smith, Miss Edna Purifoy, Mrs.
school.
Leona Barnett, Mrs Mollie Moore,
Mrs. Riley presented the serious F, M. Jamison. Mrs. T. A; West,
Mrs. Daisy Futrell, Mrs. Dorothy
arreares4
problem of our youngsters (those Mrs. Ida P. Baker, Mrs. Ruth
errsias4rigyvhe
C. Edmonds, Mrs. Jewel Isom.
Woods,
Mrs.
Mae
Wilson,
Mrs
Ella
who
are
not school age) and adults
worwvevsresierneerrls4sise
Mrs. Pearline Green, Mrs. Juanita
up to at least 45 year, 01 age W. S. Smith, Mrs. a. P. cox, Mrs. Wilburn. Mrs. Rena Washington,
• 7...si/Cverili;w4rity
f'meg
taw
Jew"
who
should
have
their shuts of
440.1414.arrow;
Mrs. Essie Reed, Mrs. Mildred
Salk vaccine as protfction against
4,7
West, Mrs. Mary Parker, Mrs.
ywee
paralytic
polio.
r.16
Mattie Shepherd, Mrs. Lillie Steot!v
STUDENT'S PR USED
gall, Mrs, Omelia Joplin, Mies
High praise was given to the
Amy Crutcher, Mrs. Johnny Ba41L'els•oetm
parents of the 22 students whose
ker and Mrs. Margaret Stewart.
names appeared on a "Perfect
At 6 o'clock all the workers
1 was particularly glad to reIT WAS BACK on Oct. 14 that
ceived from the President and
Health Chart", which was displaygathered at the Lane Chapel Felceive your kind greeting. You
President Eisenhower and a
the word finally got around
ed on the cafeteria wall under au
lowship
House to give their re.
Mrs. Roy Wilson and children,
have my every good wish for
to the Defender. In the letter
Memphian, Edgar T. Stewart,
appealing colored poster of the
ports and were served dainty
Roy, jr. and Doris Jean. of Florreproduced above, President
the year ahead along with my
of 1072 Mississippi blvd cele1957 POLIO GIRL entitled "Resandwiches and cokes or coffee.
ida City, Fla. attended the funer
Eisenhower wrote Mr. Stew.
sincere thanks for your
brated their birthdays and exmember Me '.
al service of their uncle, Jessie
art. "Because our birth-'ass
thought of me." (Withers
changed greetings, but Mr.
The Ladies Relief Club of 91.
Mti
Riley
also
to
announced
Wilson, Jan. 16.
are marked by the same date
Photo)
Stewart hasn't stopped talking
Luke AME church sponsored a
the group that a picture released
The art department of Wonier
about the personal letter he revery successful program Sunday
by the National Foundation of InHigh school is drawing arbi
afternoon. Rev, B. F. Neal, pasfantile Paralysis office in N e w
learning different colors and maktor of Kynette church, delivered
York,. was used in connection with
ing different objects in clay.
the
message of the hour. Mrs.
one of the four big jobs of the
Mrs. I. H. Lawshe of Memphis is
Pauline Smith is club president.
National Foundation, that of prothe instructor. L. R. Jackson, prinInstallation of church officers
fessional training.
cipal.
was held at Madison Light church
The picture shows Mrs. DoroWalter Dandridge passed at his
Intl Sunday afternoon. Rev. I. L.
thy Holloway Mitchell, a certified I
residence, 209 W. Rah ave., Jan.
Pitts delivered the sermon with
physical therapist in the. therapy'
17. He was the husband of Mrs
room at Keel school, as she watch- ! NORTH CAROI.INA college coed music furnished by the Junior and
Mary Dandridge, father of Mr
Senior Choirs. Rev, R. B. Bland,
es Johnnie Earl Hayes, fifth grad
290-1 Valeria Powe of Cleveland, Ohio,
and Mrs. Walter Dandridge, jr Confab
Pastor,
NASHVILLE —,Currontly on a son of Mrs. Beulah
Hayes, of
president of the Women's assem•
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Pat.
coast:to-coast tour of the country, A Dixie Mall. on a
Attending the extra-session of
bicycle
group's
eighth
announces
the
exer•Ibly
By MABEL B. CROOKS
terson, Mrs. Erma L. McMarian Anderson, the great Ameri- cis- and Carolyn
Duncan, third 'annual co-ed weekend to be held the National Baptist Conventions
Ghee; brother of William P. Dancan
contralto,
sings
at
Tennessee
NASHVILLE — Dr. Thomas E.
grade, daughter of Mrs. Laveria Feb. 23-24 on the N. C. State col. in Hot Springs last week were:
dridge, of Senatobia, Miss. He,
State university on Monday, Feb. Duncan,. of
Poag, head and professor of Ten15e7 Pope at, as shel lege campus. The two-day activi- Rev. W. A. Owens, Rev. R. B.
leaves six grandchildren, f
u rt nessee
II.
at
p.m.
8:15
mid-winter
milk
menu- I 1 cup
State university's Speech There'll be no
sits on a treatment table awaiting ties will include a symposium, a Bland, Rev. G. W. Pitts, Rev. E.
grandchildren, nine nieces, and Drama
garnish
Dried
parslov
flakes
for
homema':,
who
for
the
slump
Department, gave the
A maker of the headlines for her turn.'
charm clinic, and a closing night L. Nelson, Rev. F. M. McClendon,
ree nephews, one brother-in-law.
Croutons for garnish or accom- nearly two decades, Miss Anderkeynote speech at the opening of borrows a leaf from the German
The parents were very pleased supper. Several well-known speak- and Mrs. Ethel Ford.
one sister-in-law. Funeral services
paniment
the recent American Education haus frau s book.
son's debut at the Metropolitan with this honor and proud to have ers are slated to attend the sym- We all mouryi the death of Rev.
were held Jan. 20 at New Salem
Wash, peel and dice potatoes Opera in the "Masked Ball"
F. M. McClendon, who passed sudTheatre Conference in Chicago.
Those hearty, characterful dishbe had their children and school ap- posium.
MB church, Senatobla, Miss., Res.
place
saucepan.
in
a
2-quart
and
denly while attending the meeting
pear in the 1957 polio news rees for which the German table is
the
Verdi
last
year
was
history•mak•
"Down
through
years,
the
J. D. Wesley, officiating
in Hot Springs. Rev. McClendon
part! famous dumplings, thick .,asary Add leeks, boiling water an
ing. Tennessee State is presenting lease.
Mr. Anderson of Oak R id g e. theatre has Played a vital
Cover and cook until vegetables her as the second number in its THEY KNOW
has been the pastor of First Bapsweet and sour meats
Tenn. was the guest speaker at in the fight for freedom, clemoe- soups,
tist Church for several years and
The parents of polio victims at
right for American family are guile tender. Rub contents of 1958-57 lyceum series.
Wonder High school 'TuesdaY, Jan. racy, and equality," he told the are just
has taken an active part in civic
Keel school know better than anyappetites made keener by winter's saucepan through a sieve. Add but22. He talked about Atomic Mier- more than 2,000 delegates and
Highlights of Miss Anderson's
ter, white pepper and garlic pow
affairs in our community. He is
lone else, "the fight is not finishgy Commission accomplishments. visitors attending the joint meet- cold weather.
current
season
include
the
dedi.1 sail/feed by his widow end many
der. Return to heat. Just hefere
ed"; for they cannot lase sight
ings of the Speech' As;ociailon of
White pepper is used in the reEveryone enjoyed the program.
serving, combine egg yolks a n d cation of a $750,000 recreation cen- of their own and their neighbor's
relatives and friends.
Miss Jessie Mae Hubbard, 01 121 America and the American Ech - cipes that follew. It is milder milk end add to soup, cooking ter in her native Philadelphia
child stricken with polio, fighting
Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Owene
S. 17th and a '56 p1 .duate of Won- cation Theatre Association in Chi- than black pepper and is made only until thoroughly heated.
named in her honor, and awards
had as their house guests recently
to breathe again, to lift an arm,
der High school as down from cago's Conrad Hilton hotel where from the kernel of the peppercorn
(INS)
—
The
NEW
YORK
—
from
such
organizations
as
The
with
parsley
flakes
and
Garnish
Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson of
to walk or move a finger.
which has been allowed to ripen
AM and N college. Miss Hubbard the conference was being held.
Elks and the Connecticut Bar
Overseas Press Club of Arperica
croutons. Serves six persons.
Memphis. Dr. Watson delivered
The meeting was closed with the
He challenged these teachers -on the vine.
attended the basketball game ht
Made public Sunday a legal opin- the
When you use potatoes ycii are Association,
morning message at Salem
pledge to give the same coopersand directors "not to escape their
Try these recipes real soon:
ion holding ,it is unconstitutional
Wonder High school.
using a vegetable that is heading
Baptist church
One of the most celebrated of tion in participating in the MothMiss Rosie Lee and Miss Elain responsibility in communicating PORK FILLETS WITH
the list of leading values. Potatoes living artists, she has performed ers March, to continue the fight for the State Department to lift
Franklin of Manhattan are very democratic principle to the peo- SOUR CREAM
are good prepared in a wealth of some nearly 1,500 concerts before and finish the job to help protect the passports of three U. S. newsCaracas—This capital and peltshappy to be hack in West Mem- ple throughout America. He called
11
/
2 lb pork fillets
ways for wholesome family eat- more than 5,000,000 persons. Mil- all chidren against the dread dis- men who went to Communist cipal city of Venezuela Was foundChina.
phis after being gone for a num- for the writing of new plays to 2 tablespoons butter
ting.
ed
in about 1567.
ease
and
lions
more
know
her
a
strong
promise
through her
to help
ber of years. The Franklin sisters bring about better human rela1 tsp. salt
Use them also to clarify fat for broadcasts, television appearanc- urge Salk vaccine for all children
The opinion was written by Mortions in America through the medsay there's no place like home.
1-4 tsp. ground white pepper
deep fat frying. Four slices of raw es, and recordings.
ris L. Ernst, an expert on civil
under 19 years of age.
Little Ruth Hill is on the sick ium of dramatic art.
2 tbsps flour
pi,tatoes will clarify a quart of
rights, at the request of Victor
list at her home. Her little playDr. Poag, as a symposium panSi cup sour cream
frying fat. Heat the fat with the
lasIcy, chairman of the Press
with her a speedy recov- elist on "The Negro Actor and DeTrim off excess fat from pork potato in it until the fat bubbles.
Club's Freedom of the Press com7.
segregation in the Educational fillets and cut into 2 inch cubes. Uncollected sediment can be re
ates
mittee.
•••
Theatre," suggested four types of Brown on both sides in butter. Add moved from the kettle after the
The State Department has anThe Wonder High school choir, casting for the integrating of Ne- salt, pepper and flour. Cover and fat is strained. The fat is ready for
nounced it will revoke the passMrs. T. Ducky, directress, is prac- gro and white students into plays: cook over low .heat 20 minutes, use again.
ports of Edmund Stevens a n d
ticing regularly The future looks free, color, type, and physiologi- or until tender. Add sour cream
Other good buys in the vege
Phillip Harrington, of Look maga•
bright for some of the singers.
cal. "The director must have the and heat. Serve hot.
table list are carrots, lettuce,
zine, and William Worthy, of the There Is • reason why puede
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Green, of courage and the love of humanity GERMAN POTATO SOUP
celery and rutabagers. In fact rZ'
Baltimore Afro-American, for en- Ilk. te do business with us. It
Camden, N. J., was down visit- In his heart to give the Negro his 11/s lbs. potatoes (3 cups diced) there are ample supplies of fresh
tering Red China against the de- is our prompt, friendly 'orrice,
ing friends in West Memphis. Mrs. rightful place in the theatre in
1,2 cup finely chopped leeks
vegetables on the market for those
partment's wishes.
courteous treatment and &elm
Green says she had a wonderful this age of desegregation," he
3 cups boiling water
salad items needed for those winThis, Ernst said, "deprives the to help yew.
time in her old town.
111 tsp salt
emphasized.
ter meals.
three correspondeats of their
You're always welcome to come
2 tablespoons butter
Don't forget to serve refreshing
Open Thursday Nights
rights of freedom of the press and
and worship with us at the Morn1-4 tsp, ground white pepper
Antwerp—There are more than
and delicious milk as the perfect
account. Then it was arranged that
By CAROLTTA STEWART
Until 8 P. M.
freedom of movement without due
big Star MB church. Hulbert, Ark, 1,100 miles of navigable rivers and 1-16 tsp. garlic powder
join
him
beverage to round out that needthe baby and I would
'Cloned •Il dm, flattad•r
process of law in violation of the
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m. con- canals in Belgium.
Musing:
talked
me
yolks
but
mother
2 egg
ed nutrition, for family well being.
overseas
ducted by Bro. M. Taylor, Mrs.
If our children are going to out of it. At Xmas he had a leave. First and Fifth Amendments of
Ethel Tiggs, director of the senior
Improve on our performance, they Of course our baby scarcely knows the Constitution."
must get off to a better start than him and would pay no attention
we did, and head into the future to him. Mother would pick her domination of spoiled parents, Unwith less fear and fumbling and up, lavish kisses on her and say der God and state your husband
blind alleying. The world makes things like, "Oh, you know who is entitled to first allegiance,
152 MADISON AVE.
way for a youth, who knows where loves you." My husband was ob- Make your plans accordingly;
Phone JA. 5-7611
1, TOASTERS _ LAM PS
he is going.
don't
let
your
good
marriage
be
viously hurt. By this time he apHome Owned.Hem. Operated
Dear Carlotta:
marred.
preciated the fact that I was trustVACUUM CLEANERS
Many women have in-law trou- worthy and capable. The bank acble but my difficulties are caused count was changed and everything
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
by my own family. Three years possible to prove his love, yet my
ago I married a man who had folks won't admit he is good for
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
been divorced. While he was in anything. As soon as he comes
the Army his first wife spent ev- home, don't you think I should
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
ery nickel he sent home and gave go to him. L. B.
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
birth to a baby 13 months after Dear L. B.
he had gone abroad. ConsequentYour place right now is with
ly, my husband didn't have much him. If it is still possible for
ALSO—
faith in women. He opened a bank you to go, then go. The longer
account in his and his mother's you postpone the development of
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
name. And so it stayed through a closer relationship between your
CLEANERS
up
the birth of our child and my hus- baby and her father, the harder
band's return overseas. My moth- it will be for her to get used
er was very annoyed, told me he to him. Please try to appreciate
Mrs. White was a member of
was the mother of Andrew
SERVICES FOR the late Mrs.
did not love me and I was a fool the fact that you are a married
the Church ol God In Christ
White, of Mound Bayou, Miss.
Missouri White, of 134 S. 12th
to continue putting money into this women, no longer subject to the
for 53 years and served faithand Johnnie White of West
Jan.
20,
Sunday,
held
were
at.,
fully there as long as she was
Memphis. She lea ves 19
with Elder F. Smith and Elable to attend. She died too.
grandchildren and 14 great
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
II at the home of a daughter,
der 0. A. Asknee officiating.
grandchildren. (Withers PhoMrs. Rosie Dell Scott. S Ii e
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Burial was in Marion cemeto)
tery, Montague Funeral home
Ormtn Night,
Free Parking
in charge. Services were at
New St. Paul Baptist church.

The funeral of the late Spencer
Gammon, of Marked Tree, Ark.,
who passed Jan. 12 at his home
was held Jan. 20 at the St. Mary's
AME church, Gammonville, Ark.
He was laid to rest at the Gammonville cemetery. He leaves a
brother, Henry Gammon, Sr., and
was uncle of Mr. and Mrs. Berry
Gammon, of Gammonville; Mrs.
Jessie and Sam Gammon of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Will McClinton, of Louisville, Ky.; Miss Bessie Mae Gammon, Mrs. Ida Mae
Williams, of West Memphis also
Henry Gammon, jr., of St. Louis.
Mo. Rev. Williams was the speaker. Security Funeral home was in
charge.
James Lacy Of 533 S. 16th St.,
sopho.nore at Wonder High school
motored to Paducah, Ky.. SaturAkty, Tan. 26. Accompanying him
Ws Mrs. Richerson, who will
visit her sister in Paducah, KY.

choir; Mrs. lgole Reed at the piano. At 11:30 a.m. a dynamic sermon by the poster, Rev. C. Bold
en. BTU at ii:30 p.m.
Elder James Rodgers passed at
Jan Gaston hospital, Jan. 17, He
is the husband of Mrs. Euber Rodgers. father of James E. Rodgers,
jr., Mrs. Odessa Jackson, Mrs.
Dorothy Dickson, Willie C. Fernestine, Joe Nathan, Doris Jean, Betty Louise, Herman Lee, Lawrence
and Raymond Earl Rodgers. He
leaves four brothers, one sister,
Mrs. Ruth Payne of West Memphis; two sons-in-law; two daughters-in-law; five grandchildren and
a host of other relatives and
friends. Funeral services were
held Sunday; Jan. 20 at the Temple Church of God In Christ (Lauderdale and Geergia at., Memphis). Bishop A. B. McEwen and
Bishop J. 0. Patterson officiated.
Interment was in Gailee cemetery. Elder Rodgers was pastor of
the Home Land Church of God In
Christ on Britton at.. also Rock
Temple Church of God In Christ
in Knoxville, Tenn. J. P. Patterson funeral home was in charge.
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Miss Anderson
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NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay

Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

BREAK FOR YOU!

vingten.
below
,00k for
This
30 min
t Door.
sk your
'flu can
in MII
!ADAM

ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

ON YOUR CAR

As Low As $50 Down

DEWEY'S
AUTO SERVICE

Re Imre

•

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

A FREE GREASE JOB
WITH EACH CHANGE OF OIL
AT

LATE
.GE

'53 thru '56 MODELS

475 LINDEN

IA 7-0328

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

(BRING THIS COUPON)

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

•

683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
3 BLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY 31, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER Plant. Frayser, Corn., Memphis. Take Milliagtisa Peseta
Bose But, get off at corner old Millington Rd. and Sisairret•wri Rd.
Office.opporite but stop, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE! Goland
patrons may take advantage of special 25c cut rate of Fierier Cab
Co. from but stop fat signal light in Frown) to my office.
3 ROCKS WEST OF HIwAY St NORTH.

DEFENDER
Sat., Feb.
16 TAI—STATE
2, 1957

Stork Stops
AS.

"

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Chism, of 1412
Born At Jahn Gaston Hospital:
May.
JANUARY 19, 1957
Margaret Carroll Miller, a
Ronald Perry Kimmons, a son, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Kimmons.
16 Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
A. Miller, of 1000 Delmar.
of 2158 Dublison.
henry Joe Martin, a..son, to Mr.
II,
a
son,
to
Mr.
Hall
Clarence
and Mrs. George Martin, of 3267
and Mrs. Clarence Ila11, of 4225 Margaretta rd.
Bewanee rd.
JANUARY 20, 1957
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Robert Earl Williams, a son, to
Herndon, of 1697 Brookins.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson D. WilShulermit Shepiara Rubin, a liams, of 1453 Pillow.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Elton
Patricia Ann Hutchison, a
Rubin, of 2959 Alcorn.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. ClarVernon McIntosh, a son, to Mr ence R. Hutchison, of 279 N o rand Mrs. William C. McIntosh, of wood.
IV E. Trigg.
Shirley Ann Green, a daughler,
Nancy Ruth Little, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Shirley A. Green,
to Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Little, of of 686 Ayers.
3,194 Gabay.
Perry Eugene Snerley, a son, to
Brinda Joy Shelton, a daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Snerley,
to Mr and Mrs. Lode11 Shelton, 272 Baltic.
Of 2447 Saratoga.
Anthony Mark Saine, a son, to
Clovis Ray Metcalf, a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Saine,
Mr. and Mrs. Davis D. Metcalf, of 1450 Gill
of 1439 Eloise rd.
Shirley Ann Wooten, a daughLillie B. Wilson, a daughter. to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe WootMr. OM Mrs. Adolph Wilson, of en. of 1620 S. Cooper.
252 W. Olive
Vernice Windless, a daughter,
Dennis Lytle, a son, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Young T. Windless,
Mrs. Clem Lytle, of 238 Crump of 984 Lane.
blvd.
Ronald Edward Robinson, a son,
Andre Vashon Chism, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Robinson,

EXCLUSIVE PHOTO of the Institute Chapel of Tuskegee Insti•
Lute, Ala., as it was completely
destroyed by fire. Faulty wiring
was blamed for the blaze which
was fought by firemen from the

city of Tuskegee and the Veterans Administration. Chapel
was first occupied in 1898. It
was designed by R. R. Taylor,
first Negro graduate of M118511.
chusetts Institute of Technology.,

of 1942 Carver.
Surtina Marie Hines, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L.
Hines, of 1730 Brookins.
JANUARY 21, 1957
Linda Jane Stevenson, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
Stevenson, of 131 Gaipes Alley.
Rita Ann Marshall, a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. George Marshall,
of 1579 Tayner.
Margaret Ann Cole, a daughREGISTRATION for the secMonday following the semester, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cole,
ter break. Registering in phoond semester at LeMosrne colof 1498 Patton.
to at left are Miss Constance
lege was held last Friday and
Vernon Lee Coleman, a son, to
Saturday. Classes began on
Boyd, of 1371 Gaither ParkMr. and Mrs. Joe W. Coleman, of
502 Crump.
Morrie Jerome Taylor, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Taylor, of 2795 lie D. Broonifield, of 1424 Eloise.' Mr. and Mrs. Charlie R. BarkHale.
Barry Stewart Harris, a son, to sley, of 162 Webster.
Marvin Emil Pope, a son, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harris, of
Shirley Jean Davis, a daughW.
Pope,
of
590
and Mrs. Robert
310 Trigg.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Fate Davis,
S. Lauderdale.
Zula Mae Lawson, a daughter, of 48 Fay.
Ronald Eugene Webb, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Wrennie L. LawEugene Tynes, a son, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Webb, of scn, af 356 Avery.
Mrs. Ludic: Tynes, of 4441 Horn'
2290 Marble.
lake rd.
JANURARY 23, 1957
Carolyn Elaine Whitney, a
Kathy Simmons, a daughter, to
Edna Louise Powell, a daughter,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Deford
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Powell of Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. SimWhitney, of 1880 Carver.
mons, of 91 W. Olive.
Rosalind Morris, a daughter, to 2492 Vandale.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Pamela Melinda Boddie, a
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morris, of
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ossie Walker, of 124 Wisconsin.
931 Mt. Pisgah.
Beverly Faye McMurry, a
B. Boddie, of 3746 Weaver rd.
Velma Jean Taylor, a daughter
Harvey Louis Qualls. a ,on, to daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jento Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Qualls of kins McMurry of 394 Wellington.
of 4761 Benjestown rd.
JANUARY 24, 1957
Terry Leroy Cox, a son. to Mr. 1684 N. Trezavant.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome Remble, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Cox, of 1380 S.
John
L.
Hill, of 2851 Hacks Cross- and Mrs. Urey C. Rembie, of 966
Main.
ing.
Tennessee.
Floyd Ronald Lewis III, a son,
John Ray Barksley, a son to
Angelo Dean Sykes, a son, to
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd R. Lewis,
of 976 Lenow.
A daughter, a daughter (twins)
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Godwin,
of 2084 Frisco.
Jerry Lyles, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Lyles, of 1079 Satinet.
JANUARY 22, 1957
Robert Lee Horse, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. James 'Horse, of 59
Faye.
Donna
Rachelle
a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Blakley, of 704 Polk.
Betty Elizabeth
Hayes, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
G. Hayes, of 366 Gracewood.
Julia Mae Jett, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jett, of 706
Pendleton.
Linda Darnell Britt, a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Malachi Britt, of
852 Porter.
George Banks Ratcliff, jr., a son
to Mr. and Mrs. George B. Ratliff,
of 1382 Michigan.
Jerry Kerr, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Kerr, of 879 Circle rd.
Pamela Lawana Broomfield, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Char-

Leader'
Blaze Destroys 'Meet
Program Cites
Tuskegee Chapel Luke Weathers
Luke J. Weathers, jr., head of
The Tuskegee Institute Chapel ty, community friends, and visitaught fire near midnight last tors from all over the world. It Luke J. Weathers Associates, an
Tuesday, and was completely had become as much a symbol advertising agency, was honored
WLOK's public service feature,
destroyed.
of Tuskegee Institute as the Book. on
"Meet The Leader", Sunday, Jan.
Cause of fire was not immedi- er T. Washington monument.
20.
Stely determined, however, the
The Chapel was designed by
Mr. Weathers, a native Memphifirst alarm was sounded from a
the late Robert R. Taylor, a grad. an, recalled his early school days
nearby dormitory for women. duruate of Massachusetts Institute of here, and his graduation from
ing the height of a severe elecTechnology who served as Direc- Xavier university, New Orleans,
trice] storm.
tor of Mechanical Industries and La. Then followed a long period
The fire spread so rapidly that as Vice President under Dr.
R. R. of active duty tvith the Air Force,
fire fighting equipment was of Moton. Ground was broken for the
where Mr. 1h'eathers rose to the
little use. In addition to the In- structure on
March 20, 1896 and rank of lieutenant colonel. He still
stitute Volunteer fire squad and it was built largely by
students holds this rank in the Air Force
the fire department from the City under faculty
supervision. It was Reserve, and spends as much of
of Tuskegee, the Veterans Ad- completed in 1898.
his spare time as he can flying.
ministration Hospital Fire DeMr. Weathers, his wife. Laverne
partment joined in keeping flames The Chapel was a gift of Misses
from spreading to other build- Olivia and Caroline PhelpssStokes ant that it cannot be told too often.
Anthony's Catholic church.
of New York.
gs•
Dr. L. If. Foster, president of
Tuskegee
Institute, expressed
hope that the structure can be
NOW 5000 WATTS
NOW 5000 WATTS
rebuilt at an early date.
Although the Chapel was partially insured it will be impossible
to duplicate much of the fine old
timber and hand work of t h e
original.
Dr. Foster said that the Chapel.
located in the heart of the campus, was a place of worship and
a center for many cultural acDIAL
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
DIAL
tivities shared by students, facul-

3 Pupils Enter
On Court Order
EARLSBORO. Okla. — (INS)—
Three of four Negro children ,began classes without incident last
week at the Earlsboro High school I
where integration was ordered recently by a federal court judge.
The three children of Coyle Permetier — John Earl, Betty, and,
Coyle Lee—moved into the previously all-white school, but the
school superintendent, C. J. Smith,
said the fourth youngster. Francis
Jean Carr, had not yet enrolled.
Smith discussed class schedules,
for the Negro children and said
it was probable that two of them
who are seniors may be graduated at the end of the current term.
Chicago—A single tractor with i
150 horsepower consumes an average of 8.5 gallons of petroleum
fuel for every hour it is in actual
operation,

1480
TIME
500 3o
R
30
30 - 9:00
9,00 - 9.30
spo , 1100
1100 - 11 05
I OS - 1 ,30
1:39. 3.511
3,50 - 1 05
3-n5- 5 10
„ 51i0 - 515
TIMI1
00 - 7 60
- 7 15
'715
R 00
OR - 0 10
5:30 - 845
8 46 • 9 00
• no - 9.30
9.38 • mono
TO 00 • 5530
30 - 12 30
1 35
'.30
I 251 - 2 00
,00 - 3 00
4:00
i 00 50 -550
• on - ills
5 10 • 5 15

SCHEDULE

1480

PROGRAM
SIGN ON-GOSPEL PRINCE
HUSKY DORY SHOW
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
SOUTHERN WONDERS
REV. I. H. GORDON
NEWS
HUSKY DORY SHOW
REV. I H GORDON
NEWS
CANE COLE CLUB
PRAYER FOR PEACE—SIGN OFF
SUNDAYS:
PROGRAM
SION ON - SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
REV W HERBERT BREWSTEP
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
ORAL ROBERTS HEALING WATERS
JORDAN WONDERS
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
REV MOO BRUNSON
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURer
SOUTHERN WONDER!'
HTT PARADF
PLATTER PARTY
MIIW7' THE traDra
REV AMOS TERRELL
BISHOP A B MrEWEN
REV. W. REVERT FIREWSTER
JAZZ UNLIMITED
PRAYER FOR PEACIL-45I011 orr

"We've got the ball, you all"
Cleanest Cars

Lowest Terms

DOUTHIT-CARROLL PONTIAC
1011 UNION

AVENUE

way, sophomore education major; Miss Jevita Edwards, of
566-4 St. Paul, a freshman
and Mrs. Johnnie Mae Yan-

cey, of 288 W. Edsel, also a
freshman. In photo at right,
William Moseley, left, of 1974
Frisco, Apt. 1, a sophomore
biology major, receives advice

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie C. Sykes, of
1675 Ely,
Sylvester Lee Russell, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. Russell, of
928 S. Fourth,
Christine Taylor, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Taylor, of
932 S. Fourth.
Larry James Smith, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Smith, of
2066 Hubert.
Alfonzo Clark, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Clark, of 991 LeMoyne,
Robert Lee Rogers III, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Rogers,
of 601 S. Fourth.
Cathy Denise Greer, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Greer,
of 3891 Barron.
LuVerne Vinson, a daughter, to

on making out his schedule,
chairfrom Dr. W. W. Gibs
man of the Natural Science
•
department at LeMoyne.(Newson Paotos)

Robert Earl Henry, a son, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Vinson, of
and Mrs. Isaac Henry, of 590 St.
3906 Hobson rd.
Paul.
Gwendolyn Marie Holley, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. James
George Bernard Cooper, a sun,
Heuley, of 970 Lenow.
to Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Cooper,
Jacquelyn
Denise Barton, a 5065 Tenth Row.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
altiane O'Neal, a daughter, to Mr.
D. Barton, of 1793 Kenner.
and Mrs. Lester O'Neal, of 393 E.
James Edward Finney, a son, Foote Park.
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. FinBonnie 111i. Smith, a daughter
ney of 233 Paulhe Circle W.
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith, of
Shelia Denise Bennett, a daugh- 148 Jackson.
ter, to Mr and Mrs. James W.
Dennis Hobbs, a son, to Mr.
Bennett, of 2274 Shasta,
and Mrs. Lugene Hobbs, of 3498
JANUARY 25, 1957
! Ashford.
Larry Kilpatrick, a son, to Mr. Cina I.allora Fleming, a daughand Mrs. Rena Kilpatrick, of 500 ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L.
Scott.
Fleming, of 803 Polk.
Jacqueline Sue Boyce, a daughAaron Jerome Holloway, a son,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mr. and Mrs. Elbert W. Holloway,
Boyce, of 2116 York.
of 1070 Arnold,
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full king size
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Ea ...the

new filter cigarette
with the white tip!
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fl...with
tobacco so fine.
so rich.so rare—
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E...your

full measure of
king size pleasure—
from The American
Tobacco Company!
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FILTER

CIGARETTES

It's great! The new exclusive white-tip filter
works like you want it to—the rich, rare taste
comes right on through! The secret is a grand
new blend of the finest tobaccos, combined
with a brand-new free-drawing, white-tip
filter. It's a fact! Your taste can't tell the
filter's there! Try Hit Parade—full king size
—in the brilliant red package!
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